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1 Introduction

0 hen the manuscript for this book had been completed, the authors felt
that a brief chapter was needed at the beginning to provide some baek-
ground and set the stage for the remainder of the book, Specifically, it
would (1) define some of the unique terms that are used throughout the
book, (2) provide a quick review of TT r at the national and local levels,
and (3) encapsulate the remaining chapters of the In ,k. lit sum, its pur-
pose then and now is to give the reader a running start in dealing with the
In' ideas and activities presented in this book.

The 'ITT Program originated at the national level as one of ten programs
administered by the Office of Education under authorization from the
Education Professions Devi. !optima Act (KPI)A) enacted by the Conwess
in 1967. The primary focus of TTT was the improvente e.f tea her edu-
cation. The precise meaning of the TTT acronym was never completely
clear but the major variations in meaning, if we can call them that, are
Training of 'readier Trainers and Trainers of Teacher Trainers. Later in the
book we discuss the shifts in meaning and their significance to local pro-
ject personnel. For now, it is sufficient for the reader to understand that
OA. min thrust of In was focused on teacher education personnel rather
than on the preservice and in Aervice personnel they trained. In Trr term-
inology the undergraduate students are teachers in training or T's., the
graduate students and public whin)l teachers who serve as supervising tea-
chers are teacher trainers or "'1 "s, and university graduate professors,
superintendants, deans, and other whi)l and university administrators are
trainers of teacher trainers or '1"I"rs. Community persons could be any-
thing from TTI"s (or even Tirro to minus Vs or paraprofessionals in
training.

nie of the central idem of the national Trr Program was a principle
known as "parity," Parity required equal or near equal involvement from
the School of Education, the College of Arts and silences, the public
schools and the community in the planning and conduct of a local project.
In some contexts, a fifth group, the students enrolled in TTT programs,
were also given parity stions. What parity meant or could mean in actual
Faulk., was determined oy each local project as it attempted to forge a



viable amalgamation of these groups.
The national TTT Program struck 1111 interesting balance between provid-

ing direction and guidelines on the one hand and permitting local discre-
tion, , and choice On the other. It evolved a number of guidelines
and emphasized certain ideas in keeping with its belief about how signifi-
cant change was to be brought about in teacher education. Parity has al-
ready been mentioned as one of the cornerstones of the national program.
Another guideline was providing better service to populations least well
served in the past. Included were urban dwellers, lowincome
blacks, Chicanos, native. Americans and other minority groups, poor rural
whites such as those found in Appalachia, and similar groups. The national
program also emphasized institutional change. It expected proposals and
programs to develop strategies for bringing about institutional change in
the hope that improvements would remain relatively permanent and stimu-
late similar developments in other institutions. It encouraged the institu-
tionalization of "proven" programs and based some of its funding deci-
sions on movement in this direction. At the individual change level, it
established ITT gatekeepers as one of the prime targets of change and
expected programs to have spinoff or multiplier effects as a result of this
and other guidelines.

The national program established a wide variety of means to achieve its
ends. The leadership Training Institute (LTI) was a group of professional
and nonprofessional advisors established to provide consultation on policy
matters and to perform several other functions. i'he national TTT staff
also initiated a conference or workshop program, developed regional
groupings of projects called clusters and contracted for several evaluation
efforts,

The Indiana irr Project grew out of a proposal submitted in June 1968.
It was a decentralized project from its inception, operating as many as six
major programs during its most active years. These programs are described
briefly below so that you will know them when you encounter them later
in more detail.

Professional-Year Program As its title implies, the Professional-Year
Program was a field-based program covering one year in elementary school
settings. It was designed to provide greater reality orientation to methods
professors and graduate student interns, to integrate methods instruction
and student teaching, to upgrade the supervisory skills e. f public school
supervising teachers and to provide a more integrated, comprehensive pro-
gam for undergraduate majors in elementary education. It was the largest
Indiana program in both numbers involved and resources expended.



Community Inuoirement Program This program represented an effort
to stimulate greater inolt einem of community persons in teacher eduea-
turn through training se ions, seminars, class presentations, field experi-
ences and similar deices. it provided inputs to the "regular" teacher
education program at Indiana as well as to other TTT programs such as
Professional-Near and L Awn Education. Agency personnel and private
citizens participated in small town (Bloomington) and large city (Indian-
apolis) settings.

I diem Education Program The l!rban Education Proplun, based in
Indianapolis, consisted of three separate though interwot en strands of
;edit ity . t hie of these was a week -lung program of visitation and observa-
tion in inner city schools and agencies each semester. While it was designed
prinmaril for Professional -1 ear staff and students, it served other groups as
w(11. The Velian Collage 1% eekend provided a weekend live-in experience
for professor, graduate students, public school teachers, Bloomington
residents, and undergraduate students desil.,,tmed to expose them to the
urban culture through a variety of activities. Except for a few "scholar-
ships" each participant paid his own way. The Urban Semester Program
combined student teaching with work experience in social agencies for
e lementary and secondary majors in education. It also provided similar
experiences in social agencies for students in Arts and Sciences. The Au-
den ts I d io the inner city, took part in a special academic program, and
participated en a variety of exposure experiences as well. Both the Urban
Collage Weekend and the Urban Semester Program were carried out in part
through a subcontract with Flanner House, a social service agency in
Indianapolis.

Vultipl Arts Program The NIultiple Arts Program was a cooperative
effort between the School of Music, the School of Health, Physical I.:duca-
t:on, and Recreation, Art Education in the School of Education, and the
Monroe County Communit% Schools.* It provided graduate training for
specialists in an integrated, cr .ative-concept approach to the teaching of
music, art, and movement in elementary schools. It used some of the same
sclomols ;es the Prolen.ional-N ear Program.

Secondary Mathematics Program This program, one of the first two
implemented in I9()9, involved two university professors from the \lathe-
mks 11epart merit in the College of Arts and Sciences, a professor and

*51hat was the Bloomington Metropolitan School System when the project started
became the Monroe- County Community- School Corporation shortly afterward. We
Will make use of the latter terminology throughout.

3



graduate students iu Mathematics Education and secondary school teach-
ers of mathematics in Monroe County Community. Schools. It involved a
revision of the grometry courses offered in Mathematics, concurrent revi-
sion of mathematics methods and an integrated program of content,
methods. and student teaching for undergraduate students. All of the
groups worked chisels together on all phases of the project.

Early L'Aperamee Program "Early experience" referred to the need of
undergraduates to acquire firsthand experience in schools and other set-
tings well in advance of student teaching. It was assumed that sue n experi-
ences would provide a more adequate basis for deciding whethe to teach
or not and if so. to enter student teaching with even greater commitment.
Professors and graduate students in education, public schlol teachers, and
communitv persons participated in the development and implementation
of the field experiences comprising this program. These si.. programs con-
stituted the major programmatic thrust for the Indiana Project. All
but one of them continue to this day in partially or wholly institution-
alized form.

[laving described the ITT Program at both national and local levels, all
that remains is a brief overview of the rest of the book. Chapter 11 discusses
the development of the national program in some detail and identifies its
impact on one local project. It is controversial to the extent that it ex-
amines the negative as well as the positive aspects of the national pro-
arani; rule.

The third chapter considers the Indiana Project in some detail. It ex-
amines both process and program dimensions and reports our failures as
well as our successes.

The fourth chapter is devoted entirely to the issues and problems that
arose in the implementation of the local rojeet. It discusses these pro-
lems and issues in realistic terms and indicates the strategies we employed
for dealing with them. Illustrations are presented from the Professional-
Year Program. Persons contc,.iplating the initiation of experimental pro-
grams would be wise to anticipate some of these concerns in advance of
implementation.

Chapters V and l report the results of the programfive, in individual
terms and six, in institutional terms. Five relies heavily on actual data gath-
ered during the program, largely from Professional-Year while six makes
use of a wider varlet% of data collected in a more informal way. All things
considered. we think the results are significant and do offer evidence of
lasting changes.



The last chapter offers our recommendations to federal ageneN person-
nel. local project personnel. and to other local agenc% personnel for the
planning. funding, and conduet of eperimntal fieldbased programs in
teat lier education. The recommendations are designed to deal ith many
of the issues that are to arise in the impl..mentation of such pro-
gram,. In our ()pillion. if the% are followed, all or the parties will he more
likcl% to achieAe their objectives with the resnt that stronger programs in
teat her efitiratiMI %% ill emerge.



II National TTT Program

On June 29, 1967, President Johnson signed into law an act entitled the
Education Professions Development Act (EPDA). This act consolidated
many programs that were being carried out under previous legislation and
added some new ones, particularly in the field of teacher education. It
included an extension of the Teacher Corps and Title V of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965. Under EPDA, ten separate programs, of which TTT
was but one, were initiated or continued. In ensuing years, some of the
programs were dropped or consolidated with others when funds were re-
duced.

Most of us became aware of the TTT Program in the early months of
1968 though guidelines were not distributed in tentative form until March 1

and in final form, until March 15, 1968. Proposals were due on June 1
three months from the date of the first unoffical announcement.

The national program, conceived and implemented as a five-stage
effort,' began with a planning session in Chicago on October 6, 1967. The
conferees consisted of the deans of liberal arts colleges and education from
four universities selected to serve as host institutions in their respective
geographical areas, consultants drawn from public schools and higher edu-
cation, and members of the Office of Education staff.

During stage two, a series of planning and evaluation conferences were
held at four universities: The University of Georgia, the University of Cali-
fornia at Los Angeles, Michigan State University, and Hunter College of
the City University of New York. The first of these was held at the Univer-
sity of Georgia in early December 1967. It was designed to acquaint indivi-
duals and groups with the TTT Program, to establish guidelines, to begin
the formation of teams of individuals who would develop proposals for
each project, and to develop plans for the institutes which were to be con-
ducted during stage three. Each university also held a week-long institute
during stage three. These took place in January and February 1968. The
purpose of each was to assist teams in preparing detailed plans for pro-
posals by the end of May.



[hi' in,titutt. I), the Indiana* team was held at Michigan State
I 111%er-it% MI Febnian 21) to 2'). Four purposes were identified in the
materials that were distributed: "1) to translate the guidelines into their
own rely N uncle,. 2) to define the major problems all trainers of teacher
trainer- face. 3) to imprNe relationships and communications among the
k ariou, group,. conuerned with teacher training, and 1.) to focus upon the
here and now. the present situation, what is known, and what might be
de )11t about 112.2

Stage four was to be the period between the end of h.bniar and June 1
when the task forces at each location were to produce plans or proposals
based upon ass assessment of their educe:. 'nal resources and outlining a
unified approach to the problems of teacher education that were identi-
fied. .%ccording to the Mirliigati State document referred to earlier
( .11I projects must displa% some sense of the total problem and
present ,oni plan that inols all sectiN of the educational community
iii all pha se- of the problem: preservice, undergraduate. graduate, inservii e.
theorN and practiee, subject matter. materials. and inethods.-3 %oil can

see. the plan was to represent no small accomplishment on the part of the

task force.
Stage fiNe began after the projects were chosen for funding and opera-

tional program,. were implemented. For most projects. this period began
from December of 110,8 to uIN of 1969 and ended at various points from
one to fiN a ears later.

I hiring the period when projects were in operation, the national TTT
Program personnel did iNe thing:- to be of set.% ice.

The% de%loped and articulated a content and thrust for the national
tillPr( ,rra',-

The% established the Leadership Training Institute (I.I1).
The% held national conference, at regular intervals.
he established regional groups of "Tr projects called "dusters:.
i hey dNeloped a national program of t" ablation.

* flu. reader will note that the name of the project does not include university,
school or any other institution. That was a deliberate choic on our part feeling that
Indiana indicated its location ( there uas only one TTT project in Indiana) and that it
was our intention to have a variety of in-oups involved not only from the schools,
universav . and communitv at Bloomington but in other parts of the state a?.
Since one of our ino,t interesting programs evolved in Indianapolis, We did follow
through on that intention.



t'onte n! and uhii,t of National Trr Program

I )11611.r the tiNt ear of the national 1-rT Program. it was difficult for
persons in tl profession to understand what the Office of dueation was
try iii to in hieve through the program. The guidelines, distributed in tenta-
tiv form on March I, 1968, cmcred a single sheet of paper on both sides.
WIen the% appeared in final form on \larch 15, the were essentially the
same. This sheet of guidelines provided the following information:

It identified I (H7 as the starting N ear and estimated that $600,000
would be used for the first stage of the project prior to Jul 1, 1968.

It described the formation of the task forces and the orientation meet-
ings for them and identified the purpose of earl' task force as the
design of individual project..

It stated that the central purpose of 'ITT Was , to test the hypothe-
sis that the schools of this roman,- can combine on equal terms*
with the colleges and universities to create viable programs for train-
ing teachers of teachers, whether these latter are experienced school
personnel. graduate students, or teacher-aitles."4

It -et forth the assumption that both the arademic and professional
disciplines from the universit% personnel front the schools, and
representatives from communities would be involved in the work of
the teams.

It identified the following responsibilities for local teams or task
forces: designing methods for areurately assessing local needs and
prioritis: relating local needs, when appropriate, to national needs:
selecting clientele to In served; determining resources; and outlining
the logistics for carrving out the proposed program.

It established the following; "mandate" for each project: to as-
semble the profes:ions and create the devices that will bring together
in parit --the sellouts and the whole* university in order to coordin-
ate the several romponents involved in the training of educational
personnel.'

In r.0 Inman , the announcement did use the word paritya word that
was to be heard frequenth in ITT circles front then on. It did make refer-
ence to all of the paritv groups being involved although the mandate to
coordinate the training was given only to schools and universities. While it
also said that communitv representatives would participate on the local

nderimitux appeared in the ontdnal announcement.
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teams, this appeared to have been thinking that emerged from the meet-
ing:- rather than a description of the makeup of the teams. A roster of
team participants who attended the Michigan State meeting reveals no
community representatives with perhaps one exception, whose affiliation
was not recorded. If the Office of Education and Michigan State Univer-
sity realk had this in mind before teams were formed, they did not make
it clear to the participating teams, at least not to the teams participating at
Michigan State.

Fuller descriptions of TIT did not appear until over a year later. A docu-
ment entitled. "Education Professions Development ActProgram
Information-rainers of Teacher Trainers Program," was distributed to
the directors of projects in July 1969. It provided background on EPDA
and identified program commitments and priorities for the at as a whole.
It also provided details on the ITT Program. This material did not depart a
great deal from the material distributed the year before. It did place slight-
ly more emphasis on institutional change and on the concept of gate-
keepers, "... change agents who as the anonymous but nonetheless real
teachers of teacher trainers, have the desire and power to bring into effect
such reforms previous experience had shown to be necessary."6 It re-
iterated concepts such as parity involvement, the integration of preservice
and inservice programs, and the ITT focus, which now read "teachers of
teacher trainers" rather than "training of teacher trainers." Finally, it
made a reference to disadvantaged and minority groups, which, while
brief, was a sign of directions to come. The remainder of the document
was spent describing the procedures for preparing and submitting pro -
posals..- note on the last page announced the establishment of a Leader-
ship Training Institute (1:11) for each of the ten EPDA programs and the
appointment of }tarry Rivlin, Dean of the School of Education at Ford-
ham I Uiversity,, to serve as director of the LT} for the TIC Program.

A document distributed in the fall of 1970 provided the most complete
description of the national T Program. It identified five guidelines for
the design of Ti"!' projects:

The focus of the project must be on the identification, recruitment,
and training of ITT's.

Ti!' projects must insure a balance among the consumers and pro-
ducers concerned with the training of educational personnel.

Because TIT projects are directed at educational reform, they should
consider and include the best of recent educational developments;
and focus on the most critical of current educational issues.
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improvements resulting from the projects should be institutionalized
that is. become a part of the system for preparing trainers and
teachers.

Since the ITT is a demonstration program, each program should de-
velop strategies to achieve a maximum multiplier effect.?

'('he first two items are restatements of similar themes in previous years,
but a critical shift had taken place in each of them. In item one, the focus,
described initially as the training of teacher trainers, had shifted by the
second ear to teachers of teacher trainers and by the third year to a near -
is exclusive emphasis on the training of 'Fir's. This is underscored by the
following statement. `ITT projects may include TT's, 'F's, students, and
aides when their participation is a means to the goal of training TTT's."8
This is quite a different statement from the one that appeared in the
March 1%8 announcement. It read: "Such programs-to-be include the
preparation of teachers of teachers for the colleges and universities, for the
schools, and at either the preservice or inservice level, or both.' While
such shifts in emphasis may appear subtle in print, they have a consider-
able impact when translated into practice, particularly for projects that
cuegan with one mix of participants only to find that such a mix was not
eompletely acceptable by the second or third year.

A similar difficulty occurred with item two. What began as a vague refer-
ence to community participants in 1968 was eventually spelled out in con-
siderable detail in 1970. "There are at least three kinds of community
participants," the '70 document said. They are: national resource persons
who have expertise in the problems of children from low socioeconomic
backgrounds. local resource persons who live in the school communities
used by the training projects, and individuals living in communities from
which they will return." 10 The example given is particularly enlightening:

For example, a ITT participant receives his training in
Alaska and returns to his University in Delaware to develop
new and improved training programs. The legitimacy of
these programs must be tested in Delaware, not Alaska."

The document never addressed the question of how the latter was to be
accomplished. One other shift was occurring in the community theme.
While original references were to community representatives, later ones
specified low-income, disadvantaged, and minority communities. "It is
suggested (but in no sense required) that TTT projects give priority to this
critical issue"' 2 (of involving low income minority group persons).

Lest se Ix misunderstood, let us make one point clear. We approve and
applaud the efforts of the Office of Education to evolve its program at the
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national There are many examples of national programs that are
established in final form before they begin and that never learn frenn the
mgoing process in which they are involved. This was not the case with the

TIT Pre writer,. and we would not want it otherwise. Rut it is an inescapable
tart that the evolution of the national program posed problems -Fametime
serious ones for local projects 't meant a continual attempt on the part

1 local personnel to adjust to the latest shifts and refinements of the
Wier of Education policy. Given sufficient time, adjustment may not

have been particularl% difficult or traumatic --but we were seldom afforded
the luxur% of time, Guidelines would arrive and proposals would be due a
hort time afterward. Dropping a set of persons you have established rela-
tions with and establishing relations with a new set goes far beyond writing
it down in a proposal. One year's lead time is a minimal period for shifts of
this magnitude. I et. the l Wier of Education seemed to expert the shifts
to occur almost immediatek as it' local project staffs should have been able
to anticipate its moves. In retrospect, one can see the beginnings of some
shifts, but their significance was overlooked in the hurly burly of being
there.

Such shifts in policy and direction need to be encouraged at the national
level. but national planner. should also be aware of how important it is to

) announce such shifts well in advance of the expected timing, 2) provide
as much information as passible before, during, and after the shift, 3) in-
%olve representatives from the projects in the making of such decisions,
and t) understand that announcing such shifts is considerably easier than
earn ing them out. Perhaps Office of Education personnel feel they did
each of these things in the development of new policies and directions. It'
the% did. their efforts provide further evidence of how difficult the task
really is. At Indiana, we were often one year out of phase with the nation-
al program. hen the% were emphasizing mmimunitv involvement, we had
met begun our community program, and when they had embarked on the
"year of tine liberal arts,- we were just getting our community involved. It
was reasonable for them to exercise a leadership rule at the national level.
In the future. a minimum I 1 one %ear's lead time should be allowed to
enable betal projects to learn clearly and precisely what is expected, to
work inn appreipriate plans to proceed. and to evolve the necessary work-
ing relationships to proceed in effective fashion.
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Leadership Training Institute crrni 3

rile Leadership Training Institute, directed by Dean Harry Riy lin of
ordhani I niyersity , was a group of people of van ing baekgrounds-

t hough most were professional educators or connected with education in
some way. It was established by the Bureau of Educational Personnel
1)111101).1(ga, the agency in charge of the TM' Program in the Office of
Education, with the dual responsibility t advising the Bureau on various
aspects of the program and of developing a close working relationship with
project directors and cluster leaders. Thus, it role was a fairly complex
one from the beginning and included I) coordinating all of the projects to
represent a unified national thrust, LI) assisting planning projects to devel-
op full scale operational programs, 3) identifying implementation prob-
lems that might hr rYamined through conferetwes or other means, ) visit-
ing operational programs in order to be of assistance to the directors, 3)
organizing workshops in response to the expressed needs of directors, 6)
summarizing and disseminating promising practices and programs, 7) pre-
paring position papers on topics of interest, and 8) generally se ming, as
liaison between the ( fice of Education on the one hand anti project and
cluster personnel on the other. The one thing they were not to do as a
group was to make eYaluations of individual projects that would be re-
flected in funding decisions. In other words, ()flier of Education personnel
wisel chose 1 separate the pros ision of assistance to projects through the
1.'1'1 and the prtnision of funds through other channels. Whether such a
separation was actually made in practice is a question needing further
examination, and we shall do that at a later time.

Cottft'rent'S

number ot conferences or workshops*, as they were railed by the
Education. were held each year through the auspices of the LT!,

the cluster.. and the national program itself. Siree there were a consider-
able number of such conferences over the fly ear period in which the

*()Iice of Education personnel made a fine distinction between conferences and
workshops. fhe reason for the distinction was never ery clear. but it appeared to
reflect sortie sort of budgetary restrictions. Apparently, the Office had a wider range
of funds available for workshops than it did fur conference purposes. Our use of the
wont conference 1:i a matter of convenience rather than one of defining any specific
set of act iv Ines.
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national program was in operation, it would take far too long to try to
examine each of them in any detail. Instead, various types of conferences
will be described and reactions provided to the conference program as a
whole.

Orientation Conferences These conferences were held 'n early spring of
1968 and have already been described in detail elsewhere. Their general
purpose was to provide program information and to develop task force
teams which were capable of submitting plans within the TTT guidelines.
Directors' Conferences Conferences specifically held for directors and
sometimes one or two other key personnel (e.g., evaluation personnel)
took a number of forms. Some of them were simply informational, de-
scribing the next steps to be taken to resubmit proposals or providhig
awareness of some impending changes in policies or procedures. Some of
them were strictly problem sharing meetings during which common prob-
lems were discussed and ways of resolving them were suggested.
Evaluation Conferences These conferences, more like workshops than
some of the others, usually provided specific information about evaluation
procedures to be used by the Office of Education. They were held at a
number of sites and were sponsored by one or two clusters. Some of them
dealt with the demographic data to be requested by the Office and by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Others focused on site
visits, described the purposes behind such visits, and indicated the teams
that would be visiting each institution. Still others described major evalua-
tion programs which had been subcontracted to agencies outside the Of-
fice of Education. At least one of these programs called for a very exten-
sive set of data on the objectives and activities of the program and also on
its results. Local plans for evaluation usually were discussed through the
directors' conferences.
Topical Conferences A number of conferences were held around major
topics such as the place of the liberal arts in the training of teachers, the
development of parity participation by all of the groups concerned, the
place of the public schools in the development of teachers, the value of
cultural pluralism, and similar topics.
Problem Oriented Conferences We have already pointed out that some of
the directors' conferences were oriented toward the resolution of prob-
lems, but these were generally given for directors and a small number of
key personnel. In addition, there were some problem oriented conferences
in which directors were to bring a wide mix of project participants with
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the, 1. Sometimes these dealt with a specific concern such as achieving
community involvement or developing parity in the implementation of a
program, and sometimes they were more free-wheeling, covering whatever
problems seem to emerge from the group.

The conferences were generally held by a single cluster or two clusters
wotking together with additional support, either financial or moral, from
the Office of Education. Sometimes they were designed and implemented
by -.. , Adtants employed by the Office for a specific task. A good example
of th:. type was the series of conferences developed and carried out by
Malcolm Provus and his colleagues to describe the evaluation program
which they had designed for the Office. Except for the orientation semi-
nar:, the conferences were rarely held by individual projects or institu-
tions, although single projects often served as hosts. Usually, the types of
persons to attend were recommended or completely specified in advance.
This was done to assure the participation of all of the parity groups and
program levels at one conference or another.

As one might expect, the quality varied widely from conference to con-
ference. Some seemed to be established on the principle that preparation
and structure, however loose, were tantamount to heresy. Others were
overstructured to the point of not being able to get all the presentations in
because someone had taken too long in making an introduction. Still
others were well paced, used a variety of formats, and made use of excel-
lent consultants, including persons who are not professional consultants
parents and students. It is continually amazing to see how much attention
educators pay to parents and students when they are not the parents and
students they have to deal with on a daily basis. In retrospect, sonic of the
liveliest moments of those conferences occurre times when parents and
students were carrying on an animated dialogu i;.11 teachers and teacher
educators.

As a whole the conferences probably were no better nor worse than any
other set of professional conferences taken at random. There was a certain
irony in the fact, however that a program which purported to be as crea-
tive as TIT, and which was creative in many ways, continued to make use
of the conventional modelsconferences, lectures, paper readings, and
discussionsto bring about change in people's behavior. Perhaps, the major
contribution they brought to this process was the extraordinary mix of
people that participated in it.
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Michigan state University

University of Pittsburgh

Svracuse Universit

Temple l'iliversity

ne State University

William Hawley (co-director)
Associate Dean, College of

Education
and
Joseph Vellanti (co-director)
Eastern High School
Lansing School District
I ,ansing, Miehigan
John A. Guthrie, Associate

Professor of Education
Rov A. Price, Professor of

Social Science and Education
Jew Rudnick, Associate

Professor of Mathematies
F.dueation Curriculum
Instruction

E. Brooks Smith, Professor of
Education. Department of
Elementary Edueathm.

At another point in time, Indiana was included in the Midwest Cluster
under the direction of William I lazard, Associate Dean, School of Educa-
tion, Northwestern University. Most of our memories are from the activi-
ties of the Great Lakes Cluster.

Like many clusters, the Great Lakes Cluster published a newsletter. It
was slower than others in getting off the ground and died an earlier death.
Most project personnel either did not have the time or did not take the
time to provide the information and articles necessary to publish the news-
letter on a regular basis.

The Great Lakes Cluster held a number of workshops, stnne involving
commtm problems encountered in implementing programs and others
focused on special themes, such as the liberal arts in education conference
held in Syracuse during December, 1970 and one on the role of the local
education agency in ITT held in Cleveland during October, 1970. Some
joint conferences between clusters were carried out also.

One of the most interesting efforts to disseminate the works and results
of' ITT programs was carried out through an Action Lab of the Associa-
tion for Supervision and Currieulmn Development (ASCD) conducted by
the Cluster during March, 1971. Each of the projects in the Cluster was
involved in the planning and implementation of the program and some
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brought community resource perv.ons to discuss their role in their

programs; others presented films or slide and tape presentations: and still
others gave informal presentations and broke the audience down into small

groups for discussion. We are proud of the fact that Jim 11ahati, 'Fit' co-
ordinator at Indiana, was the initiator and coordinator for this program,

which was well attended and received at AS(1).
One of the important functions of the clusters was to implement plans

and programs initiated by the Office of Education. In February, 1972, for
example, we re. eived a letter from the Great Lakes Cluster indicating that
the clusters had agreed to take on a number of tasks for the Office of Edu-
cation. Our cluster had been assigned the task of assessing the extent to
which some form of cooperation or parity had been brought about be-
tween the various functioning groups. The Cluster suggested that the task
be broken down into eight major dimensions of functioning as follows:

Goal setting or policy making
Budget or fiscal management
Staff recruitment and selection
Student recruitment and selection
Training functions
Nanning and proposal preparation
Administration and management of direction of the project
FAaluation

'Hie information was to b. gathered in two forms. One required us to
complete an extensive printed profile on our program using the dimensions
indicated and with a focus on parity. The second called for the use of a
cassette tape wind' had been provided to explain, comment upon, or clari-

f any of the materials we reported in the profile and to raise any ques-
tions we wished. The Cluster estimated that both of these tasks would
require a total time of approximately five hours.

Since tile explanation of the profile and the cassette material required
ten pages. yon can imagine the thought and time that was required to com-
plete it in v.iy meaningful way. In all honesty, we delayed engaging in the
act at all for some time because it appeared so formidable. After two
months or more, we finally did complete the materials and the tape. Our
feeling was that there were two major assumptions mulerll ing the materials
that our project did not and coind hot meet. One of these was the assump-
tion that a Nil' e program existed at the local level. Indiana's program had
at least Ike major components and maybe six, depending on how one de-
fined them. The second. equally invalid assumption was that a single func-
tion such as administration, for example, was always carried out in the
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same %a> throughout the programs. Indiana had a highly decentralized
administrati% e organization and each of the program groups operated

Mil' hat differenth in reference to those decentralized areas of function-
Finalh. there was the assumpti(m that every member of a parity ;group

acted in the same s % in all programs or that one could compute an aver-
al., of the actions d the representatives of a particular parity group, and
tin- was simpl% not possible with our project. For some components, some
parit% _croups were not inf )Ived at all (r were involved in one linnnS1011
and not others. For other components, a particular parity group might
lia%e major insols e ment in a number of dimensions of the program with
different members performing in different capacities, depending upon
their roles and functions. All of this was very difficult to put across
through the instrument that was provided. Of course, the tape enabled us
to a% them things, but we put many hours in in ing to figure out what
was %anted on the profile and how we could best give the information we
thought was wanted. We can assure you that it took us many more than five
hours to complete that package.

From Indiana's perspective, the Cluster represented neither a raging sne-
ers, nor an unmitigated failure. Some of the meetings, particularly the
planning sessions, turned out to be uninspiring, but the project personnel
uertainl% hase to assume their share of responsibility for that failure. Part
of the difficult na have been in the wide diversity of projects repre-
wilted within each cluster. Some were located in large cities like Cleveland,
Pittsbur.11 and Detroit, while others, like our at Bloomington, were lo-
cated in small towns. Some focused on the development and iplementa-
tion of materials and made a concerted effort to involve liberal arts person-
nel. w bile others attempted to improve the relationship between the
school of Education and the schools. Some appeared to be quite success-
ful at promoting greater community involvement, particularly from the
h)u inct any community, in teacher education and in public education as a
whole.

Perhaps another difficult!, lay in the failure of the national TTT person-
nel to make clear what the% expected of the cluster programs. To many.
the clusters represented just one more drain on a limited amount of time,
'mew% and resources. Timing may have been an important factor, too.
The I .T I. the clusters, and the evaluation teams frequently were making
demands at similar points in time, and it was difficult to respond to them
and deal with the pruhh'tIS of carrying ()lit a local project.

Perhaps the major difficulty with the Cluster is the same difficult that
plagued the remainder of the programs. It was desig-ned primarily to serv-
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Projects generallY 4...Imre(' the "multiplier effect" i.e., ways in which
the projects could affect Inure than their own participants.

Few proposals indicated the ways on whirl' the programs would change
a. a result of their ". admittedly limited experience to date."

Ilv . the memo also emphasized that visits would not be concerned
with project evaluation. particularly for second year funding, and yet
another sentence read. "11hat I.T1 learns, it will, of course, share with you
and with t E."

Another memo stapled to the first and dated October 13, 1969 an-
nounced a meeting in Chicago on October 22-23 to explain the site visit
procedures to those who ho were to serve on visiting teams. A third memo
from Rivlin arrived on t ktober 31. Ile indicated that ". .. these visits
should be most helpful in giving us an understanding of how the TIT con-
cept looks across the country : the big view. I:11 also will use the reports to
help individual projects to improve the effectiveness of their operation."
That memo also revealed that there would be a second round of site visits
about six months after the first. or in late April or \lay. Finally , it said
that directors whose projeets had been visited would receive copies of all
reports made by the site visitors as well as the team report as a whole.

The reaction of most of us associated with the Indiana project was one of
dismay . Since our project involved a close working relationship with the
schools, we had been in effective operation for alsnit one month when the
notice arrived that we would revere a site visit. All of this came at the
heels of trying to salvage a S90,000 program out of a SI,000,000 request.
11e felt that neither we nor 'I'll' as a program was ready for outside visi-
tors after so short a period of time in operation. The word "operation" is
emphasized because it is not fair to say that we had not been doing any
thinking or talking about the prcqzram prior to that time. But thinking and
talking about a program is one thing and putting it into operation is anoth-
er. There was a second factor involved in our reluctance to entertain site
visitors. Vie knew that one inevitably Tends an extensive amount of time
perhaps too extensive for the ()erasion on such events as site visits. Thus,
despite Ilarm Itiv nay say ings about the use of the reports for evalua-
tion purposes, sharing site-visit in formaticn with the Officy of Education
could mean nothing less than that. Under such circumstances, we were not
like( % to take the site visit too lightk.

I )11 November 3, we recei%ed ietter from N illiam !hazard, the director
of the Ii" r midwest Cluster, explaining again that a site visit would be
made in the near future and enclosing a fifteen-page document which the
site v isitors were t4) use (hiring the time of their visitation. The d0r111114'llt
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included a brief set of instructions to the site visitors and a statement of
objectives and goals for the national ITT Program. It specified the task
of the team members as one of acquiring a variety of information includ-
ing the following:

Tlw rank order that the advisory committee, the administrative staff,
the instructional staff, and participants gave to the five listed nation-
al Trr objectives.

The extent to which parity was being achieved among the four major
groups.

The effects of the program thus far (which required over three pages of
questions).

The operational personnel involved.
Any concluding remarks such as strong points or major problems en-

countered. (The concluding remarks, incidently, were directed both
at the national program and the local project.)

In conclusion, it is safe to say that 1) the site visit took us by complete
surprise so early in the game, 2) we felt we had enough to do to get the
program under way without diverting efforts preparing for a site visit, 3)
the use of outside site visitors was totally inappropriate at the time since
we were scarcely ready to show the program even to other TTT personnel,
and 4) if the site visit did indeed have to be made, it should have been
established more heavily on the basis of the local program objectives than
we felt it was, more heavily on the implementation of the program than
the results, and more heavily on providing descriptive materials to the 1.11
than on providing evaluative materials to the LH and presumably, the
Office of Education.

Evaluation Research Center

The Evaluation Research Center, under the direction of Malcolm proves.
carried out the most extensive and continuous program of evaluation of
TTT projects. As site visitation represented the most important com-
ponent of evaluation during the 1969-70 school year, so the ER(' program
became the most important approach to evaluation during the '70 to '72
school years.

This program was introduced during the fall of 1970 in a training session
held at the Chase Park Plaza Ilotel in St. Louis. In attendance were repre-
sentatives from the West Coast Cluster, the Southwest Cluster, the Great
Lakes (luster, the Midwest Cluster, and the Northeastern Cluster. Also



present were several observer consultants employed to assist the ERG staff,
several meridiem of the LTI. and several persons from the Office of Educa-
tion itself. Another session was held in Charlottesville, Virginia for some of
the (glisten. in the East.

In addition to the training session, a project design brochure, some
thirty -six pages in length, was made available to project teams. Finally, a
slide and tape set was made available for those projects that wished to
purchase it. It explained the evaluation program in outline form and was a
useful device for directors to have in explaining the program to their staffs.

It seems safe to say that most of the project directors viewed the ERG
approach as a Yen complex. comprehenive, and exhaustive one. It in-
volved eight major steps, five different taxonomies, and four separate
forms that had to be completed. The steps were I) to identify participants
in the program in each project. 2) to specify the major blocks of activities
(called elements by R(:). 3) to identify the sub elements within each
major block of activity.4) to identify change variable's for each type of
individual or institution affected by an element or sub element activity, 5)
to identify the receptors or the targets for the change variables. 6) to speci-
fy an input level for the change variable, 7) to determine an output level
for the change variable and l) to identify a time frame for each element
and sub element activity with terminal points at which output variables
were expected to be achieved. The taxonomies included an element taxon-
omy, a participating individual taxonomy , an institution taxonomy, an
individual change variaih taxonomy, and an institutional change variable
taxonomy-. The four forms provided the necessary data on each project.

Needless to say . a great many man hours-of time were devoted to pro-
viding all of the information called for. At Indiana, the result was a
six t -to-sevent -page document describing every facet of the program in
extensive detail. \lost of the people connected with the process in our
project felt it to be a considerable burden for several reasons. We felt that
information se, extensive, collected on fifty different projects, would prob-
ably wind up stored and unused in some computer. Second, we felt that
we would probably twelve little feedback on Our ow n program that would
be of great value to us in improving it. Third, we felt we had devoted many
man hours of precious time to an evaluation effort that was, to say the
least. -.mile% hat removed from our project and its needs. It so haprens
that our own evaluation program at the local level was just getting under-
way that same v ear and that much of our evaluator's time (hiring the fall
was -pent in completing !Ire materials. for ERG. That time could have been
used for developing and implementing our own evaluation program. We
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did find one value that made the effort tolerable, if not enjoy able. The
process did help us to clarify what we were trying to do and how we were
try ing to do it.

1s far as results are concerned. we did receive a report on our project
about one ear later (September 15, 1971). The letter of transmittal ident-
ifies the results of this first effort:

e are enclosing a summary of our evaluation work on
our project. This summary includes tour sections: a short

description of your project, a report on installation
measurement #1, a report on installation measurement #2,
and a report on impact measurement.

ity this time, of course, a new proposal had been submitted and approved
and a new operational program had begun. Thus, the results were of little
value except in making minor changes in the operational program.

111 of this is said with the understanding that there were other uses to
which the evaluation was put. Perhaps the ( /like of Education gained suf-
ficient knowledge from the analysis to make more appropriate decisions
about the funding of second-year programs, or perhaps the evidence was
used to establish the effectiveness of the Program with (4.ongress and
the Administration. If so, this probably did not occur until the 1972 fiscal

ear and perhaps not even until the I 973 fiscal year, depending upon
when the data was made available and how it was used. Certainly bN Sep-
teber 1971, the budget for fiscal year 1972 (calendar year 1971-72)
would have been completed and submitted to the Congress. Some of the
data may have been used in actual testimony before Congress, but probably
a less detailed analsis would have been sufficient for that purpose. Still, it
is probably more appropriate for the Office of Education to say what it
got out of the enormous data roller tion effort. From a project level, it was
not of considerable assistance.

Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation (CIRCE)

In the spring of 1970, ( :IRCE, directed by Thomas Ilastings and located
at the I tnyersity of P. inUs, carried out a "head and dollar" survey of local
project.. through questionnaire and interview techniques. Alter the ques-
tionnaire data had been submitted in the middle of April, telephone inter-
views with directors were conducted during the month of \lay. A letter
arrived approximately one week before telling us that the telephone inter-
view would deal with the following items: 1) background information
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about the project, '2) major components of the project, 3) detailed ques-
tin, abtnit the component:. regarded as most successful including pur-
pose,. characteristics of staff and participants, relative contributions of tile
arious parit groups, funding considerations, organizational structure,
communirations patterns. curricula, and cooperative arrangements with
other units, I.) a brief description of major problems associated with the
romponent regarded as least succe,:ful, and 5) our perception of the pur-
poses Of the ITI visit and its effect on our project.

The time and effort neves:sun to obtain the data requested was not enor-
moll, much of it was already available in project records and the
interviewer did not pursue as much detail as the letter suatested.

Resource Management Corporation

hi November 1, 19;1, we received a letter from 11 illiani I.. Smith. then
1ssociatt Commissioner of the Bureau of Educational Personnel I fevelop-
ment. which indicated that BEN) had developed "... a process evaluation
ss stem that is des4tned to serve as an important mechanism in project and
program management for the Office of Education." It Went On to sa that
the actual instrument, for this ss stem, devised by liestturce 11anagement
Corporation during the previous ear, consisted of two parts and required
sip holm- to complete. The first part requested information from all PI )A
and the second, from the program (such as ITT) providing funds for that
project. The letter requested the completion of the instrument Novem-
ber 1'). 1971 and promised information on the project together with a
composite description of other project.:.

alni,t all of the other questionnaires did, the liNI(: questionnaire
dealt with the number and tv lies of participant., involved in the project,
ojectie for each component of the program, involvement of minorit,
groups. description, of different project activities. and so on. Approi-

tel% two thirds of the total pages in the in:trunierit were devoted to
PI )1 as a program anti one third or it to t the end, there was a

critique sheet requesting us to evaluate the questionnaire. ( )ir copy reveals
that it took us tw era% hour- to complete tilt package of information, that

gae the que-tion, an aerage rating On clarit% , that we had trouble
with the definition, (e.g. distinguishing between trainers and trainees) and
similar kind, of problem.

Perhaps this is the place to confess that we were continual'. running
behind in roviding data requested by the various evaluation groups. ( )ir
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files reseal follow up letters reminding. us that we had not provided the
information by the original due date. There was no outright unwillingness
to do Ma. Rather, time raced by so quirk's in those days and our reaction
time to use an automobile analogy -was always longer than the time given
to provide the information, or so it seemed to us. A backlash factor was at
work also. t Nee a period of time, evaluation was met with considerable
resistance on the part of project personnel at all levels. Instructional per -
sonnel resisted it because tiles felt it in terferred with their training efforts.
Participants resisted it because the responsibility for providing much of the
data rested with them. Administrative personnel resisted it because it re-
presented an investment in enrgs and resources with little payoff at the
local level. The situation was further aggravated by the local effort at
esaluation since it collected data from and tapped the time and energies of
the same people. The backlash effects of extensive, continuous evaluation
efforts are a serious problem and one that should be given more attention
bs those who design evaluation programs at both the local and national
program levels.

Other Evaluation Efforts

1t least two other evaluation efforts were initiated at the national level.
I hie of these was channeled through the clusters to the projects them-
selv rile other was condurted by the Center for Education Policy Re-
search at I Lars aril t niversits under the auspices of the National Advisory
Ce milli' on the Education Professions Development Act, a presidentially
appointed review panel.

Perhaps the best way to explain the data request from the Center for
Educatn anal Polies Research is to quote two paragraphs from a letter that
was sent to project dirertors.

e would be most grateful if you could provide us with ans
evaluations or progress reports that y am have undertaken at
a local level. or which have been undertaken for you by
others. Vs e be glad to observe au% guidelines for the use
tat till:- information.

I liew materials will be used simply to give us a broad over-
ini, of the way in which evaluation in the program is

des elopitn, and in analyzing the efficacy of evaluation pro-
cedures now in preq,,ress.
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The letter was signed by David Cohen, the executive director of the Policy
Rsearch Center, and dated February 23, 1971. In our response to Mr.
Cohen, we sent the following information:

. general plan of evaluation showing target groups and types of evalua-
tion instruments to be used.

Descriptions or samples of the instruments that were being admini-
stered during the '7I-'72 year.

Preliminary results where they were available. (Thes were limited
since ear formal program of evaluation did not get under way until
that year.)

The last progress report which we prepared for the Office of Educa-
tion. This material was compiled by Dr. William Loadman, an evalua-
tion specialist who was serving our project half time.

Obviously., it was not very difficult to respond to the open-ended letter
which was sent by Mr. Cohen. We provided what materials we had and
described the approach we were planning to use in our evaluation efforts.

The duster evaluation was another matter again. It was an extremely
difficult instrument to complete because of its complexity, because of the
overlap in definitions and the lack of mutually exclusive categories and
because it seemed to be making assumptions about our program (and the
other TTI programs) that were inappropriate for the nature of TTT pro-
(Tains. since this effort was described in considerable detail in the discus-
sion of the cluster program, there is little need to duplicate that here. It is
sufficient to say that this request was one of the most confusing, time
consuming and difficult to respond to of any that we received.

Summary and Critique of National Evaluation Efforts

When one considers that local projects had enough difficulty in getting
programs underway and in developing plans for evaluation which would
aid than in making program decisions, the efforts put into the various
programs of evaluation initiated at the national Itvel did not seem to be
commensurate with the results. Obviously, this observation is made from
the erspective of a local project and only one project as well. Perhaps
from the national level, the efforts were well worth the time and rsourcts
put into them and perhaps other project personnel and directors do not
feel as strongly about the lack of relationship between effort and results as
we do. NeAverthele:is, it may be useful to document tht points which we
feel are particulark salient in arriving at this observation:



The national program of evaluation often bordered on evaluation for
evaluation's sake. We recognize that program personnel were prob-
ably under considerable pressure front their own superiors within the
)ffire and the cabinet le el, as well as front Congress, but it ap-

peared to usand perhaps to those front whom the pressures were
coming-, that all those evaluation efforts made the ITT Program and
perhaps the EPI)A Program as a whole look like it was running
scared. In other words, it may have had the opposite effect from that
in tended.

Perhaps a greater emphasis on quality of data would have provided
even better results. This is a hypothetical point, of course, since we
will never know, but we could not help feeling at the project level
that we were grinding out a lot of data that could not possibly be
assimilated by any group of people in any reasonable period of time.

The evaluators did not really seem to take into account the nature of
the TTT Program. They seemed to think of all EPDA programs as
alike and often as a mere extension of earlier NI)EA institute pro-
;.,Trams. "Body counts" and similar items of information were often
substituted for more elusive forms of data. For example, we always
found it difficult to distinguish between trainers and trainees because
almost everyone in our program performed (we hoped) a dual role,
ex en when they weren't being paid for it. We put professors into
schools not just to provide better training for undergraduates and
teachers in service but also to provide training for the professors
themsekes. We saw the students as trainers in that they were going
to be providing feedback on how realistic the methods practices were
when actually tried out in classrooms that day or the following day,
and we expected teachers to provide similar observations about what
was working. what was not, and why it was not. Thus, while we paid
the teachers only minimal stipends and undergraduate students noth-
ing at all, we did expert them to serve as trainers in at least that
sense. This is but one example. Through participation in advisory
groups. in evaluation sessions, and in program development sessions,
they engaged in similar roles. Hut many of the questionnaires wanted
us to distinguish between the trainers and the trainees, and while we
found that distinction an almost impossible one to make, we usually
made it with notes and explanations and comments attached.

out of all the national evaluation efforts, the projects received rela-
tivek little feedback, and these efforts therefore were inevitably

M ed as one more burden rather than an asset to be tapped. There



were one or two tAceptions to this in the form of reports -
particulark the one by the Primal.- groupbut their tinting and for-
mat prevented us from making anything inure than cursory use of
them.

\o feedback was given on how the data provided was used although
most requests for information invariably made reference to the
importance of the data for evaluating proposals and making funding
allocations. It certainly does not seem unreasonable to us that the
( /flier would wish to collect information about local projects in
order to make more enlightened decisions about future funding, but
it also does not seem unreasonable to expect them to provide more
information on what was used and how it was used in order to arrive
at decisionsto establish a set of public criteria by which program
decisions were made. Then, whether we liked the decisions or not
we would be better informed about why they were arrived at in the
way they were. Even this procedure, of course, would not provide an
iron clad guarantee that the more paranoid among us would not con-
tinue to believe derision had not been made in some arbitrary way,
but it would have provided some grounds for those who wanted to
believe otherwise.

The tinting of the evaluation efforts was frequently inappropriate in at
least three ways. First, during sonic periods, at least three national
data gathering efforts were going on at the same time. Our director
vividly remembers receiving a letter from the Office describing three
such efforts and indicating that we would be hearing from each of
them in the near future. Second, the timing was premature in at least
one major instance: the site visitations. As we indicated before, we
received word that a site visitation would be made after being in
operation about one month. The visitation was actually made after
about three months of operation. As anyone knows who has ever
been involved in a complex training program, three months of opera-
tion scarrel!, gets vou off the ground and you are really not ready to
rope with teams of outsiders who know very little about the national
program and practically nothing about your local one. Finally, the
timing frequently appeared to be inappropriate for proposal approv-
al. funding decisions, and for testimony to Congress.

The backlash effect. already alluded to, made it more and more diffi-
cult to collect valid and reliable data for both national and local pur-
poses. In future Offive of Education programs, greater consideration
should be given to joint planning between evaluation personnel at



the local and national levels so that duplication of efforts and the
baeklash effect can be reduced or eliminated.

To even the casual reader this list appears to be a strong criticism of the
e%aluation efforts made by or on behalf of the national ENDA and Trir
',Taman.. It is true, that from one rojeet's perspective these efforts were
considered a burden for which there was :ittle return. It is quite likely,
however, that t Hike of Education personnel and those persons actually
eonducting the evaluation efforts did not perceive them in the same way.
Such differrnces in perception may lw attributable in part to differences in
roles and expectations and in the uses to which such data were put. Still,
we bhevr we have made some points that should be considered in the
planning and implementation of similar evaluation efforts in the future.

.OtiCLLj'IOtl

This chapter has described the role of the national Tr!. staff as seen in
the e es of one program. Admittedly, the chronology of events and their
historicity is probably somewhat distorted by this limited view, but even a
limited view may be instructive. It may be instructive for those in federal
programs and in other funding agencies to see their operations from the
perspective of a local project stall-to become aware of the issues posed b
their moves at the national level. \lost activities bring both intended and
unintended consequences. Initiators of action tend to he more aware of
the :mended consequences than of unintended ones. Perhaps this ehapter
and the conclusions whirl' follow will help to put both sets of rouse-
quences in proper perspective. This, at least, is our intention.

The national TYE staff probabl did more than most federal program
staffs to provide a range of support vehicles for the projects. The chapter
discusses the role of the I.TI. conferences, clusters, and evaluation in pro-
viding information. encouraging dialogue, articulating national goals, and
promoting communication among the projea*, parity groups, and national
progran. staff. Pei haps the most difficult thing to do in initiating and
maintaining these support vehicles is to achieve a deli; ate balance between
the nerds of the national program and those of the [oval projects. In the
view of these authors, national needs generally took preeedence, but per-
haps that was nece.ssar% if not inevitable. Even so, these vehicles were of
value to the loval projects as well sinee they did achieve many, if not all, of
the things the% were intended to.
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From the viewpoint of at least one local project, the nature and dimen-
sion of the national fa Program was a slowly evolving thing. The nation-
al program was not very clear at all in its first year, became clearer in its
second, and really crystallized its thrust and objectives during the third
N ear. The same prove* was happening to our project and probably to most
projects at the local level. It is ironic that both of us were probably experi-
encing similar kinds of growing pains, but neither expressed awareness of
what the other was going Bin g h. Perhaps some recognition and attention
needs to be given to this as new comprehensive federal programs are
evolved. If professionals at both levels can be assisted to become aware of
the other's problems and needs, each may be more responsive to the other.

A hil the chapter makes some critical remarks about the role of the
national TTT Program. these remarks should not be construed as a general
indictment of the entire program or its personnel. The national 1" I"1' staff
took on an enormous task-to bring about significant change in teacher
education- and they left their mark on the future developments in this
field. As individuals, they were warm and cooperative, listened carefully to
our complaints and requests, and responded to them when they felt they
could. They were personally acquainted with at least the leadership figures
at each of the local projects and did not represent that impersonal bureau-
crat.% in Washington which one hems so much about. Don Bigelow, Mary
Jane Smalley, Charles Reed, Shirley Radcliffe, and others with whom we
worked conducted themselves as solid professionals and real people. When
we disagree with some of the policies and practices which were implement-
ed, we do so with high regard for those individual as professionals and as
persons and with the understanding that we probably do not represent the
last word in objectivity ourselves.

Perhaps the most useful point to be made from the chapter is found in
an earlier observation that the needs of the national program and those of
the local projects are not identical and at times may even be in conflict.
For example, national demands upon local project staffs during early
stages of development can present a distracting annoyance at best and a
potential threat at worst to the stability and soundness of the local pro-
ject. They frequently focus time and energy away from local needs, vie for
the attention of local participants, and overload the resources of local pro-
jects at a time when such projects have all they can do to pull themselves
together. At the same time, as local project personnel, we acknowledge the
need and right of the national program to be evolving its goals and activi-
ties as we are evolving ours. The national staff seldom had any more lead
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time and may in sonic instances have had lemthan it provided us. Sill
some thought and effort must go into this dilemma at both levels if wise
and practical solutions to these problems are to he found.
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III The Indiana TTT Project

The preliminary announcement that our proposal for a TIT grant had
be approved came in a letter dated November 22, l()68. The opening
paragraph read as follows:

I am pleased to inform you that your proposal to conduct
the training project identified above under the Education
Professions Development Act (EPDA) has been recom-
mended for support. You will be interested to know that
this year, the first one in which EPI)A has been in effect,
more than 3,1(K) project proposals for new programs have
been received, many more than received in any previous
ear under predecessor programs. The funds available na-

tionally, $78 million, will provide support for only about
621. new programs and 275 second year continuations. For
this reason, almost without exception, no program can be
funded to th full extent of the original proposal.

The letter went on to say that the process of evaluation had been a rigor-
on, one and that major changes would be suggested in some of the project.'
during the negotiations to follow. It also said that the Notification of
Grant Award would be received in the near future and that it should be
studied carefully by both the proposed director and the business officer.
After several other paragraphs of information, the letter was signed by
)on Davie,, Associate Commissioner for Educational Personnel Develop-

me n t.

Need le, to ,av, the Indiaqa task force members were delighted at the
new, of having received a grant after putting considerable effort into work-

v.. meetings, and proposal preparation. While our delight would turn to
unea,ines, with further word on funding, we were floating on air for a
,hurt period after that first announcement. It meant a chance to continue
the (1.16n:um t of ,ev end programs that had emerged from previous ef-
fort,. Just a, the national ITT Program was an outgrowth of several pro-
gram, that had preceded it -the National Defense Education Act, the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act, the Higher Education Act, to
name the obv lot', tinesso the Indiana Tn. Project was influenced and
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precipitated by a number of prior events.
Three programs stand out in this regard: INSITE, TEAM, and CITE.

INSITE (Instructional SYsterns in Teacher Education) was a six-year, ex-
perimental program in teacher education financed primarily 11 a grant of
$750.000 from the Ford Foundation. Designed for both elementary and
secondary tea( hers, the program included the following romponenis: (1)
seminars in the natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities, (2) a pro -
fessional semester whirl' integrated the psychology of learning, methods
instruction, and student teaching, and a one-semester resident teaching
internship. At the end of four years and three summers, the students grad-
uated with a Master's degree.

I hiring I ()h8-69, a small group of faculty inilved in the INSITE pro-
gram eyolved a new program called TEAM (Teacher Eduration through
Applied Methods). Initiated with financial support from INSITE, TEAM
produced a modification of INSITE's professional semester for elementary
majors. It combined methods instruction in language arts, science, inutile-
maths. and social studies with a practical experience in schools. A set of
core topics helped to unify the methods courses, and the use of simulation
materials limy ided an introduction to "real" classroom problems. Student
teaching followed the TEAM semester.

Roth INSITE and TEAM made unique contributions to '1"1"I' planning.
INSITE was the first major program at Indiana to bridge the gap between
the imitated. theory -oriented world of the university classroom and the
here-and-now world of elementary teaching. This feature was to be a hall-
mark of TTI. Although TEAM contributed another variation to the IN-
SITE model. its major contribution to ill was riot in program but in
personnel. 11e shall return to this point in a moment.

klthough the INSITE prt.cram had a number of innovative components
which were widely recognized and its graduates were generally happy
about the training they had rcceiyed, it did not have as much Unpat on
the mainstream of teacher education at Indiana l'niversity as its potential
had promised. The faculty acknowledged that this was true of other exper-
imental programs as well. As a result, ronversations were initiated during
the spring and fall of 1%; on the need to establish a facility which would
bridge this gap.

( hit of such discussions evolved the (*.enter for Innovation in Teacher
Education ((:ITE). From its beginning in January , 1%8, CITE's purpose
was to encourage the development. trial, evaluation, and dissemination of
a broad range of in mu) programs, materials, and practices in teacher
education. A We its immediate goal was to expand alternatives for teachers



in training at Indiana University, many of the innovations were expected
to have broader generalizability as well.

Given the development of CITE and the scheduled termination of IN-
SITE it seemed quite logical that these two programs should become in-
terrelated during the final period of the INSITE grant. With this in mind, a
request was made to the Ford Foundation to extend iNsrrE for one year,
using funds remaining from the original grant. This enabled the last group
of INSITE students to complete their program and permitted CITE to
become established and to extend the accomplishment of 1NSITE in a
number of was..

The TTI Project became one of the early products of that partnership.
There were two reasons for this. First, CITE was eventually designated as
the institutional agent for the TH. Program. second, the group of faculty
that had been involved in the TEAM Project agreed to work as a group in
the development of the TT'I' proposal. This group and others who joined
them forged a new variation of the INsITF professional semester but with
several important changes. The new program was designed for an entire
academic !, ear rather than a single semester. It also incorporated in-service
development for teachers, training in Nu per.i., y skiva, and practical ex-
perience for graduate students, but the basic idea of combining theory and
practice emerged from INSITE's experience. All of these developments
were happening in the fall of '67 and the spring of '68, when plans were
taking shape for the Tn. proposal.

1)ev eloptneritai Stages

The Indiana Project nail five fairly distinct phase.'lliese are listed
below with a rinigh approximation of the time covered and the federal
funds available for each period.

Since the plans refer to local developments and are identified in re-
trospect, they do not correspond directly to patterns of federal funding.
For example, the initial grant of 890,000 officially covered the period
from I )ecember, 1%8 to August, I ()70 and overlapped with the planning
and start-up phases of the local project. However, the funds are listed after
start up since the were primarily used for this purpose. This overlap was
probably desirable in that it permitted a smooth transition from one phase
to another without a gap in the funding.
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Planning

. description of them phases and the programs that emerged from them
ma% be of %aimr in understanding not only the Indiana rr Project but
the eollition and decline t d other programs supported with outside funds.

pile the Libel given to each phase is designed to capture the spirit of that
period. one phase blurred into another during the actual process. The start-
ing and terminating points for each phase are particularly arbitrary and
generall% follow the academic calendar and the pattern of government
funding. llthough these phases are somewhat arbitrary, there is probably
mune utilit in view ing a project as having a life span of its own. The prob-
lems that emerge at different periods reflect the idiosvneracies of that
period.

The basic chronolog) of eents in this phase has been presented in Chap-
ter II, but there are several features of the planning phase that hike not
hem given sufficient attention. The planning period was longer than many
prwrams lane to become operational, but the time frame does not tell the
whole stun. Even the utml, "planning, isn't completely accurate since it
includes the following kinds of activ

.1ttendaner at mertinos anti workshos to become acquainted with the
ITT concept and the guidelines for the national program.

The establishment of a task force and the development of working
relationships.

The development of a plan for an operational program.

Table 111.1 Phases and Funds

tine Nanning
two Start I p
three Expansion
Four Institutionalization
Elbe Ihssemination

Period

January. 1968 to
September. 1969
September, 1970
September, 1971
Jul), 1970 to Ju.

August, t 969
to August. 1970
to August, 1971
to June, 1972
e, 1973

Funds

Local funds primaril)
$ 90,000
$190,000
$157,000*
Funds remaining

*Funding fur TT f ended with the provision of $157,000. Smaller amounts were pro-
ided from Institutional Grant funds, also administered b) the Bureau of Educational
Personnel Iteelopment, after J tune of 19 72.



The preparation of a written proposal w hinh would convey the opera-
tional program with clarity and precision.

A sixmtnith period of waiting while proposals were being read and
II Atlas ed.

Trimming the plan to fit a budget which was much smaller titan ex-
pected.

Identity ing personnel who would participate in the operation of the
program.

Dev eloping a fulls detailed operational plan.
t;etting a final commitment trout specific schools.
Recruiting students and other participants.

So what looks like twenty months of planning rapidly vanishes when it is
iewed a.. five months of meetings and proposal preparation, six months of

waiting. two months of debating and deriding, four months of operational
planning. staffing. andrerruiting. and three months of planning and pre-
paring a second -year proposal. Anyone who has been through it knows the
endless round of meetings. the million and one details. the *Ong and
debating. the memos, working papers. letters, phone rails, proposal drafts
and redrafts, and all of the other things that are necessary to getting a pro-
gram off the ground. lily the excitement of being eaught up in the pro-
cess enables the persons involved to get through the backups, foulups, and
frustrations that inmitabl) occur.

The waiting period while proposals are being evaluated has its unique
problems. Logical') it should be a time for continued planning but psy-
chologicaliv , that is difficult to achieve. The period leading up to the sub-
mission of a proposal is an exhausting on., and it seems quite reasonable,
perhaps even necessam to use the period following to relax a little, take a
deep breath. and turn %our attention to other priorities. Then, too, there is
always the possibility that the proposal will not be funded. Additional

.Tort could lead to yen, marginal gains it the program is riot recom-
mended for support. Finall), certain aspects of the proposed program may
he modified or eliminated during the negotiation process, and persons
submitting proposals are least equipped to determine in advance whirl
parts are likely to he affected. The last two points are particular') critical
in proposals of the magnitude and complexity encouraged In and sub-
mitted to the TIF Program. Certainly trout a psYchological viewpoint, and
perhaps from a logical one as well, waiting is about the only game in town.
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Start Up

)ur initial feeling of pleasure at receiving Dort Davies' letter soon gave
waY to a sense of uneasiness when we learned that we would receive
$90.000 instead of the- Si million we had requested for the same time
frame. There was even some talk among us of re-fusing the money on the
grounds that we would only make ourselves look silly trying to conduct a
program even remotely related to the one we had submitted for that
amount. After the initial disappointment subsided, a we-can-do-something
philosophy prevailed, and we set about th. task of deciding how to salvage
some fragment of the total package that could be put into operation for
$90,000. While this issue arose during the planning period, it represented
our first major start-up problem.

Perhaps it would be more accurate to say there were two pn..11-ins. One
came- under the general heading of morale. A great many people had in-
vested a lot of time- in putting the proposal together. Now, many of the-in
had to be told they would not be participating in the ITT Program, at
least not during the first eighteen months. '['his aggravated some relation-
ships that were tenuous at best and even threatened some good ones.

It was not the 590,M0 per NE' that created the problem. This was and is a
considerable sum of numey . Rather, it was the set of expectations that had
been established by the Office of Education. This point is not made in
anger or with any taste of sour grapes. It is said in the hope that it will
provoke some- review of what happens when funding agencies reate cer-
tain budgetary expectations on the part of people and then come no where
close to meeting those expectations. One- of the authrs of this diaper
vividly recalls sonic of the early meetings explaining the '1"1"I' Program. As
a former research coordinator with the Office of Education, he was quite-
aware that most programs do specify some range or limits for program
budgets. As a result, he raised this question not one but several times at
early meetings and was told on each occasion that proposals of consider-
able magnitude were expected. The figure of 10 or 12 such programs
throughout the country was used in some of the early discussions.

Somewhere along the way and probably for quite legitimate reasons
r.g.. Congressional pressures). The Office of Education had second

thoughts about such a small number of programs and funded an initial
number of more than 50, including planning, pilot, and operational grants.
The result was that a lot of persons spent a lot of time developing $1 mil-
lion dollar proposals when $200,000 to $300,()00 would have been more
realistic and would have me-ant les. disappointment and confusion when
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grants were actually announced. Smaller pr. iposals would have been less
complex and easier to evaluate as well.

It is quite possible that Indiana's experience is uniquethat most pro-
grams were granted a high percentage elf thsir requested budgets, but in-
formal remarks from Office of Education personnel and the directors
themselses suggested that a similar situation existed, to a lesser or greater
degree, with all of the projects. It is probably impossible to eliminate all of
the disurepencies between requests and grants, but realistic expectations
would help to pre%ent morale problems and would initiate the federal-local
relationship on a better footing.

The second start-up problem has been alluded to already in the discus-
sion of the planning phase. Operational components had to be identified
to fit a 890.000 budget. 1.r. a first step, the director prepared the following
statement for the task force that had been involved in the planning and
preparation Of the proposal.

The decision we are faced with is what to do with $90,000
hick (11-: is willing to make available to us for the period

from the initiation' of the contract to June 30, 1970. In
making this decision we must begin with several assump-
tions. The list below appears to be a legitimate set to take
into account:
The project 'mist Galls on the training of teacher trainers.
The project must provide a viable role for the Bloomington public

umls. College of Arts and Seienees. and the School of Education.
'I Giese roles probably will appear most viable to the OE if they can be
integrated in some way.

The project should Us to move toward the goals laid out in the
original proposal.

The project .should include the implementation c f an operational pro-
gram, if olds in a very limited way. (Planning alone probably will riot
get us additional funds after June 30, 1970.)

The project must be something we can build upon beyond June 30,
1970. It shchld help us to parlay the $90,0(X) into a larger amount
for additional work.

ith :hese assumptions ii mind, we examined the TTT proposal to deter-
mine what prowams could be implemented within the budget restrictions
placed upon us.

This led to a third major task of the start-lip periodthe actual imple-
mentation of the program and the refinement of it. In reality, there were
two programs. each with its own objectives, its own Fort (lures and its
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ow n staff. These programs are described in detail in a later section of this
chapter. It mas be helpful at this point, however, to identify them and to
examine some of the pn)ce s. considerations which entered into the opera-
tion of these programs.

The Profes.sional-1 ear Program provided an integrated field-based train-
ing experience for inethook professors and their graduate interns. elemen-
tan s:hool teachers, and undergraduate elementary education majors in
several local public elementary schools. With few exceptions, all training
actisities were conducted in the field over the course of a full, academie
sear. The Secondary School Mathematics Program provided for the inte-
.7.ition of mathematics content. mathematics methods, and student teach-
I.),! experience in secondary schools. It involved the joint efforts of the
1)epartment of Nlathematies and Mathematics Education within the UM-
s ersity public junior and senior high school teachers, and undergraduate
majors in secondary education.

1, we began to reeruit schools for the Professional-Year Program, we
found that the one we wanted were not the ones that wanted to partici-
pate. 11 e are not quarreling with their decision. They may have had very
good reasons for not participating. Some were involved in other programs;
others simply did not like the concept of the TIT Program or the was it
was presented. Wir accepted their decision Coen and we reaffirm their right
to hase made it now. Of the four schools that volunteered, two drew ino)st
of their children from higher socioeconomic area and the other two were
a mixture of children from solid middle class and economically disadvan-
taged backgrounds. !'his was one of the points of contention among the
site visitorrs. They couldn't understand why, if we had worked hard
enough. we rould not have involved schools with more economically dis-
advantaged children. They even suggested that the central office adminis-
tration could have or should have done more arm twisting with the princi-
pals ins olsed.

e also had trouble with the schools. Ihiring the year of preparation,
seseral persons, from the Office of Education down to the local level, had
mentioned that one of the problems between the university and the
school.. az that the university invariably developed a program and
hrtnight it to the schools as a fait accompli, permitting little input from
the schen)l personnel during the program's development. Wie made the mis-
take of heeding that advice too earefully. 11 e went to the schools with an
outline of w hat we wanted Ow Tn. Program to be and do and asked them
to participate with us in the development of it. Given the wisdom of hind-
sight. their reaction w a.s predictable. flow moth! they decide whether to
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participate in the program ..hen they didn't know w hat the program was
,tunc: to be. 1 o ask them to do so was to ask them to place too much trust
In the openness and willingness of university personnel to listen to their
idea- and inputs. and perhaps the% had never experienced enough Of that
in the past to really believe it w mild happen. Bey ond that, we were asking
them also to commit themselves to a task w hit h was obviously, even to
those without xperienre. a long and arduous one. and they were probably-
nut read% to make that commit ment to an uncertain program bm teacher
edm Amon. given the drain on their time and t nergies w hieh their teaching
already required. For whatever reasons. we took a lot of "flack- from
school personnel for not count!, to them with a program. Perhaps, the
moral is. Nou cant win no matter how y on deal the cards," but we don't
really believe that. 11 hat we really needed and didn't have during the pto-
po-al development stage was a continuous and steady input from princi-
pal, and teacher. This is not to say that they were nut involved at all, but
their illi.1)kelnellt was a limited one for many reasons, some of which we
had more control of than others and simply did riot exercise.

o put it bluntly we were too eon tent to rely upon the old "trickle
down- theory of organizational change -start at the top and have the gate-
keeper- pa, the word along to the junior members of the organization.
t it inn the university , we employed a more decentralized approach to deni-
sit at makin, from the beginning. V. a result of this and probably other
factor. as well, the professor. involved understood and accepted the pro-
gram from its inception. In both cases, we had to have the consent and
approval of highly pla -ed administrative officials, but in one instance, we
did not devote enough effort to attracting an even more critical mass of
humanity : the people who were expected to carry out the program within
the -ehtmols.

The mistake was ro,tly in other way s. Program development took more
time. created nature pmblerns, and unleashed more tensions than probably
would have been true, had wr invoked more principals and teachers arli-
er. and more completely , in the [mice,. Then the school personnel would
have as- ureic) the leadership in presenting a mon complete and set still
open-ended program to their fellow teat hers and principals. So we learned
st nue thing during the -tart-up y ear, but not without paving the rust. Not
the least of the ett:. was that two school faculties voted to discontinue
the prt_rram at the end of time first sear. The other two, bless their patient
heart-. remained with us to the end of the federal funding and continue to
this day to participate in an institutional version of this program.



Expansion

%% it hout question, the second year of funding was a year of expanded
resources and expanded programs for the Indiana Ti!' Project. During this
Near, a federal grant of $190,000 was provided, more than double the
$90,000 asailable during the start-up period. This increase enabled the
project staff to (Aimee(' its activities in the two programs begun during the
ntart-up y ear and to initiate four new programs as well.

The additions included (I) The Early Experience Program. (2) The Com-
numit% Ire% obi ement Program, (3) The urban Education Program, and (4)
The Multiple Arts Program. In addition to meeting. pecific loyal needs,
these programs helped us to encourage greater participation from the fac-
ulty in rts and Sciences and from representatives of the community, par-
ticularly the low-income and minority community. Evaluation was also
added during th,. expansion year. While it had been built into the project
from the beginning. the limited amounts of funds in the first year delayed
its implementation.

The expansion phase was also a time when the national rm. vrogram
Nil expanding its activities. The I.TI , °penal% e in previous years, was ex-
tending its influence through the preparation of position papers, the initia-
tion of conferences and workshops, the provision of assistance to local
projects. particularly those in the pilot stages of development. and by as-
sisting the I Wire of Education in the preparation of its policies and guide-
line.. The clusts had begun to be more active, making plans for news-
letters. workshops. intervisitations and similar activities. Find% , several

efforts to gather information and evaluate the results of projects and of
the national reignite' as a whole had begun to take shape. All of these au-
ti% ities had their impact at the local level.

The result of this expanded activity was a year that was hectic. Enroll-
ment doubled in the Prolssional-bear Program; two new schools partici-
pated in the program for the first time; four new programs were brought
into operation and the process of evaluation, both locally and
had begun in earnest-it was quite a year, quite a year.

The year of et pan,ion gave impetus to a course that was already being
followed: the derentralization of program derision,. I )wring the first y ear
the two programs in% olved quite different personnel and each group devel-
oped plans for its own program. hl the second vcar. with so man) develop-
nrits taking place :11 parallel, it would have been virtually impossible to
do an% thing belt decentralize.



Besides neerNiits , there were two critical components to a rationale for
decentralization. One of these lies in the belief that persons who are in-
volved in making decisions are much more likely to carry them out when
the time arrives for doing so or to reexamine and revise them when they
no longer serve a purpose. The other feature of the rationale has something
to say about parit% and institutional change. Within a particular institu-
tion. those w ho are open to change are not clustered together in neat pack-
ages. Where two or three surf' people are gathered together, they must be
identified and reinforced --that is, given the opportunity to build their (mu
teams and programs. The rule of decentralization enables change-oriented
persons to do this.

More often than nut, these critical masses of people do not have equal
representation from each parity group and one group may not be repre-
sented at all. As most of us know, the real world is not comprised of ideal
work groups waiting to he summoned to a task. Given these circumstances,
it was highly probable that the coordinator and staff of each program
would put together a unique mix of parity group participants. Thus it was,
with rare exceptions, that total parity was never achieved in any program.

, we could either ignore. this dis-parity, accept it, or try to
change it. Wie chose the latter two. That is, we chose to view parity as a
-prowess of becoming" rather than the "state of being there." We accepted
the fart that some programs did not have, indeed perhaps never would
have, something as specific as participation on the part of all four parity
groups. We did so knowing that we could have required participation (not
parity ) by stating it as a prerequisite to being involved in 117 and using
office of Education guidelines for leverage where it was useful or neces
nary. taut requiring "parity" is a little bit like requiring electives, and we
believed it probably would lead to mune kind of letter-of-the-law response.
hi the surface would be parity; underneath, dissension and turmoil or

apathy and disengagement.
Accepting parity a process of becoming and program groups as being

in v anions developmental stages of that process did not rule out all forms
of intervention 1)% the central administrative staff of the project. (By cen-
tral staff is meant the director. coon:inator, an administrative assistant, the
evaluat( r. and occasional consultants.) Rather, it nded in everything but
coercion' in various guises. iloweVer, to set the record straight, not every-
thing was tried by any means, and more thinp,ts were tried with some
groups. usually the more reeeptive ones, than with others. The issues ais-
ing frtnn these interventions are discussed in Chapter IV and the results are
reported in Chapters V and VI. Vor now, it is enough to say that the year
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of expansion made us acutely aware that conceptualizing and operation-
alizing parity and other Trr concepts posed problems of considerable
magnitude.

Institutionalization

The year of expansion was followed by a year of reductionat least in
terms of funding. In 1971-1972, federal funds were reduced to $137,0(X).
Our reaction fell somewhere between surprise and shock. The Indiana Pro-
ject had achieved a lot in its expansion year. All of the things we planned
to do we did. Furthermore, we had learned to temper our requests for
funds so that our expectations were more reasonable. Our request for
1971-72 was $320,035, a sizeable increase to be sure, but not an unreason-
able one in the light of accomplishments and future plans.

The explanation for the reduction was a familiar one for those who traf-
fic in government or foundation funds. The funds available to the EPDA
Program as a whole had be, -educed by Congress and every local TIT
project with rare exceptio. ad its level of funding reduced, some by sub-
stantial percentages. Thus it was that we accepted a 17 percent reduction
in fundingnot with a shout of eternal gratitude but with a quiet, uneasy
sigh of relief. It could have been worseand apparently was for many pro-

ject:4.
This minor tragedy did have its positive side effects. It heightened our

awareness of how fragile our existence was as a funded program and how
brief a period of time remained to wrap up our affairs. Taken alone, the
situation inay not have appeared to warrant such a melodramatic eonelu-
slim, but there were other voices in the wind. In the spring of 1971, at the
suggestion of Donald Bigelow and Donald Davies in the Office of Eduea-
tion, Dean David L. Clark of the School of Education called together the
directors of seven School of Education projects that had been awarded
grants front one KUM program or another. Reputedly, this was th largest
collection of DA projects in any single institution in the country. I )avies
and Bigelow proposed that Indiana consider the development of a single
institutional grant proposal which would (1) do away with the project,: as
individual entities, (2) eliminate areas of duplication and overlap, parti-
ularl in the administration of these grants, and (3) incorporate the best

features of each program into a unified whole with the potential for pro-
ducing significant change within the University, particularly in teacher
education. The project directors met with Dean Clark and other adminis-



trators over a period of several months and reached an agreement to nuwe
forward on the grant proposal.

In other words, developments at both the federal and local levels made it
increasinglv imperative that institutionalization of TTT programs proceed
with deliberate speed. Fortunately, developments at the local level and the
subsequent approval of the institutional grant by the Office of Education
made what might have been a period of gradual winding down a period of
transition. Programs which were largely, but by no means wholly, funded

*1-1"1. were modified to fit a greatly reduced level of funding through the
institutional grant. Since that time, one prol.,rrum, Secondary Mathematics
has been completer institutionalized that is, it continues to operate sole -
1 on I niversitv resource, All but one of the other programs also continue
with van ing levels of institutional grant support and with considerably
increased levels of local support. Indeed, it is our belief that most of them
can now be completely institutionalized when federal support is discon-
tinued at the end of 197-1-75. This does not mean tha all of them will be,
but they do continue to operate at the present time. It was, of course,
fortuitous that things happened the way they did, but these events do
suggest that more attention needs to be given -both by local and national
personnel -to N a s of insuring such transitional periods. Some of the
recommendations in Chapter >4 11 speak to this point.

Dissemination

The fifth and final stage of the Indiana TTT Project began long before
institutionalization. but it took on added significance during the period
from ,July 1, 1972 to the end of the grant period, December 31, 1973. In
fact, it is difficult to pinpoint a specific beginning for this phase and virtu-
ally impossible to recall a time during the project when we were not en-
gaged in some form of dissemination. Press releases, announcements, arti-
cles. presentations, prole:-Nional meetinp, television shows, conferences,
newsletters-all of these things and more constituted a steady stream of
dissemination activities from dav one when the project became official.

Nevertheles.s. it was the last eighteen months that were critical ones for
the dissemination phase of the program. First, the project had "peaked" as
an enterprise and its accomplishments had been achieved. While bits and
pieces of the effort had been released, no attempt had been made to docu-
ment the whole prior to that time. Second, the project wa., losing its hien-

as a project party choice, to expedite institutionalization and
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partly because it had reached that point in its life span. If an effort was to
be made to analyze and distribute the results of the program, it had to
begin before the inevitable disintegration took place. Finally, the project
had a small amount of funds remaining in the grant and the Office of Edu-
cation was willing to see them used for this purpose.

As it turned out, the timing of our emphasis on dissemination was a little
on the downhill silk, and we nearly lost the opportunity. Several persons
who had committed themselves to the task left the university; others took
on new responsibilities; one was hospitalized for several weeksand the
writing ran behind schedule. A few stayed with it and two major publica-
tions emerged. One of these, Contemporary Practices in Secondary Mathe.
matirs Teacher Education, reports the results of a nationwide survey con-
ducted bn Indiana Trr personnel. The other is the publication you are
reading.

These publications do not tell the whole 'ITT storynot even the whole
that has not been told before. Several books would not exhaust the supply
of anecdotes and issues, personal meaning~, and program accomplishments.
But if we have been at all successful, you will have experienced the essence
of ITT through the eves of a single project.

You will have struggled with some of the decisions, experienced some of
the emotions, encountered some of the failures, and enjoyed same of the
triumphs. What more could anyone ask from the printed word.

Philosophy and Programs

To fulls understand the Indiana ITT Project, one must be aware of the
philosophy that lay behind it and the practicalities that had to be dealt
with as programs began to emerge. The change model employed in ITT
had both individual and institutional dimensions. The individual change
model Li..slime: that indiviluals can and do change their behavior in train-
ing settinf,,,s and that they then make use of the new behaviors in the set-
tittp in which they will be employed. It is assumed, for example, that
undergraduate students going through a regular teacher education program
acquire knowledge, skills, and behaviors that they will use in their later
work with children in schools.

The difficulty with the individual change model is that it does not take
into account the variety of pressures that are brought to bear upon the
individual w hen he leaves the social system of the training setting and en-
ters the social system of the employing institution. The social system of
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the real world of teaching [dares constraints on him that were not opera-
tive in the world in which he received his training. Very often, in fact, he is
soialized into a world of teaching in which the norms and values are quite
different from those he and his instructors verbalized in methods and
other classes. The result, as research evider.e indicates, is that most begin-
ner', teachers behave nut as they were taught but as they think they must
in order to sury ive in the schools. uver a very short period of time, their
attitudes and values become very similar to those who are already in the
profession. In brief, new teachers tend to move away from the attitudes,
values. and practices they learned in institutions of higher education and
to adopt the attitudes, values and pratiies of the schools.

This does not mean that we should give up the peal of Iry ing to change
the behavior of individuals. Changing individuals is the sine qua non of any
ethicational program. %%hat is meant is that individuals are more likely to
change their behavior under stenne conditions than others. Let us briefly
list the conditions that are conducive to change.

Freedom to trs new ideas with little or no penult% for failure.
Ample time and resources to create and try out new practices, pro-

grams, anti materials.

Involvement of persons who are oriented toward the creation and
implementation of the new.

Freedum to choose the direction and pace of change.
An institutional climate in which new ideas ran flourish.
Administrative leadership which expects and encourages chatip to

take place.

Institutional merhanisms v. hull stimulate and facilitate the creation
anti institutionalization of change.

A rewards system which recognizes the efforts of those who try to
!milkier the new whether they are successful or not. The system
should provide even greater rewards for ems who succeed.

These were the conditions we were tiling to promote or take advantage of
in the Indiana ITI project.

e were alt try ing to bring about institutional change with the hope
that new institutional arrangements would stimulate and reinforce changes
in the behavior of individuals. An institutional (lumly model assumes that
if one wishes to bring alnnit chang within an institution one tuns', begin

ith the ga. ecpers of that institution. the persons who influ rite the
decision making proves, because of the key positions then hold. In eletnen-
tar schools. the role of the principal is certain!) a critical one. If he is not
in favor of a particular change, he has many ways of impeding o nullif,ing
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Lir interests and concerns. The first task then is to identif% a "critical mass"
of such persons around a programmatic theme that can be dekloped and
implemented. The second task is to trs to extend that "critical mass- %N ith
the addition of new personnel or alternatively, to develop similar critical
masses in other program areas. Roth of these strategies were eplo ed
with the Indiana IFT Project. Each program in the Indiana 1-11. Project
represented a unique blend of these theoretical and practical consider-
at lems. As an (Arnie.% , the six programs that emerged are again minima-
rued.

Projes.suad-Ieur Program .1 fild-ased ear-long teacher preparation
for und 11.,rraduate elemental-% education majors that provided

training for methods proles:seers, graduate interns and public :whew( teach-
ers a:. well.

Community lnrolrement Pragram An effort to stimulate parit% invoke-
ment on the part of the communitY through training sessions. seminars,
tutoring. and field experiences in sine town and large cif) settings.
I rlun Education Program :1 program of week-long visitation and (isc.',
%Aim) in the inner (it% which developed into a semester expeririu.e com-
bining student teaching and work in social agencies. I ndergraduate stu-
dents in the College of Arts and Sciences participated for credit with
students in Education.
llultiple Arts Program .1 rooperathe effort between the School of Music,
rt Education. the School of Ilealth, Physical Education. and Itecreatiem,
and the Monroe Count% Community Schools. It provided training for grad-
.iate specialists in an integrated. creative-concept approach to the teaching
of music, art. and mo%emnt to elementary school pupils.
Secondary School Mathematics Program A joint effort of the depart-
ments of Mathematics and Mathematics Education to bridge the gap be-
tween the college classroom and the public school classroom. l.niveNit
personnel and pr -sen ice and in-sen ice teachers shared decision making
and implementation responsibilities.
Early Experience Program 1 cooperative effort of %arions department, to
pro%ide undergraduates with firsthand experiences in the public schools
and related settings in the college sears prior to student teaching. Each of
these programs is described in considerable detail in the pages which fol-
low.
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Professional-Year Program

The Professional-i ear Program was the largest single program in person-

nel and resources undertaken by the Indiana 'E 1" Project. It pri.vided an
intearated program of training for persons at the Tir. TT, and T levels.

Specifically it was designed to achieve the following objectives with each

of the gnmps mentioned below :
To strengthen the reality orientation of methods instructors by ex-

posing them daily to school practice and by providing feedback from

teacher and undergraduates on the practical value of methods in-

struction.
To strengthen the supervisor% capabilities of teachers (vis a vis under-

graduates) through a formal program of supervisory skill training and

..7-ising them greater responsibility for supervision.
To strengthen the realit -orientation of potential methods instructors

(graduate student interns) through a program similar to item 1

above.
To increase the practical and theoretical value of methods instruction

by integrating it with student teaching in aetual school settings.

To broaden the exposure of pre-service teacher.: by providing them

with a series of classroom assignments in different schools under
different teachers at different grade levels.

In addition to these specific objectives, the program also had he effect of
increasing the interdependence of school and university programs.

The objectives were achieved through a «nnbination of aeademic and

practical experience. The academic experience consisted of (1) a one-week

workshop held at the end of each year, (2) a series of weekly seminars held

during each academic sear, and CO several half day and full day workshops

held at appropriate intervals. All of the participant-, obtained their practi-
cal experience in elementary schools in the Nlonroe Guntv Community-

:4(41001 Corporatitm l N1U:S(:). These schools served as training laboratories

providing opportunities for each group of trainees to apply the skills and

knowledge they had learned by offering an integrated program of methods

instruction and student teaching for undergraduate students.
A id; the help of several teat hers. methods instructors planned and im-

plemented methods courses in language arts, social studies, science, arid

mathematics. The instructors and their graduate interns made use of ele-

men tar classrooms for observation and participation experiences and
provided demonstration lessons with elementary students. These lessons

were video taped for future use with undergraduates and teachers. The
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graduate. students offered methods instruction to new groups of under-
graduate., in the second semester under the supervision of the methods
instructors. The graduate Audi' tit..4 also substituted for elementary teachers
during the first winester so that the teacher: could participate in the offer-
ing of methods instruction and could receive inservice training.

The methods instructor also provided in-service training for the element-
tars teachers. Each instructor used the subject matter he was familar with
(language arts. lot example) to upgrade the supervisory skills of the teach-
er. The teacher practiced the use of the skills with undergraduate stu-
dent., who dellUmstrated their teaching skills with elementars school chil-
dren. The methods instructors also served in the role of consultant, provid-
ing assistance to school per-4mile' in program development itt their fields
of expertise.

Nlan% of the elemen tars schil teachers participated directly in the
methods classes through lectures. demonstrations, reactions to the presen-
tation of others. and so on. Moreover, their elassrooms were used by under-
graduate., in cam ing ont limited instructional assignments. The teachers
rt.% iewed such assignments before the% were carried out and offered sug-
gestions to the students. The% also observed the lesson and provided feed-
back to the student. In other words their role complemented and sup-
plemented that of the methods instructor.

The practical experience which the undergradmee received during
methods instruction established a foundation for the more extensive
experience of student teaching. Student teaching varied slightl from year
to % ear but usuall% took place during four weeks of half -day sessions and
six week- full -day se?;:ions in the same schools. During these periods the
teachers worked closet% w ith one or two students in her classroom. During
the same period. the methods instructors provided feedback to the teach-
ers on their supervisory behavior. I >tiler university and school personnel
(the principals and central office staff. for example) played a variety of
roles as either trainers or trainees. Some served as consultants and made
special presentations. and others assisted in the administration of the pro-
gram. Still others parti..io...d by making observations and providing feed-
back on the operation of the program.

'Fable 11l-'2 identifies the number of participants involved from each of
the target groups awl indicates their primary responsibility in the program.
It is important to note that most were to serve in both trainer and trainee

Fven the undergraduates who are emit recorded in the trainer rate-
gor% performed the trainer function of providing feedback to methods
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Communit, Insolsement Program

Several titleloments were taking place during the spring and fall of
lq..-1) that led to the initiation of a pn4,rrain of community involvement in
teacher education. Certainl% not the least of these was the continued pres-
sure k Office of Education personnel in the national TIT Program to
stimulate parity in% olveinent (in the part of the community in all of the

projerts.1ithout this pressure, we must honestly admit that we prob-
aid% would have been much slower to recognize this need anti slower yet
to do something about it. It is t the credit of the Wive of Education
personnel that th maintained their pressure when the professionals were
howling anti gnashing their teeth.

)tir recognition of the need was a ,tm,dging one at first. As professionals,
we did not clearl understand how community representatives multi parti-
cipate in an meaningful way in the training of teachers and teacher train-
ers. Some of the more open among us had a vague feeling that the observa-
tions of the communit would be helpful, but the idea of parity was
ctnnpletel alien to nit)st of us, 111. couldn't even imagine it let alone
implement it. (11e still have some misgivings which are expressed in a later
chapter on issues and roncerns.)

Table 111.2 Professional-Year Participants

Participants Minimum Ty pe of Participants Major trainer responsibility
number* Trainer Trainee

Teachers 122 x x I indergraduate supervision and
methods instruction

Principals 8 x x General coordination

Methods Professors 10 x x Methods instruction; in-service
development of teachers

l'eaching Associates ti x x Methods instruction
Graduate Interns 17 x x 1;ndergraduate supervision

Specialists in
Supervision n x x Consultant help to all

supervisors

l .tideroaduates 200 x N/A
Others 13 x Varied

Total 385

numbers are minimal totals for three years through June 30,1972. Many more
have participated since then.



I hr initial unpin- for a local program of rom.minits involvement came
not from thr I'm tilt% nor the ommunit% but frt ti two graduate students,

and :teve . In a memo wri ten during the spring of
I 97I1 ,try r ' Irarlv factors external to the school, strongly affect
cla srttom pert) trinatire in it. It is essential, thereore, that professionals
not operate III i-olation from communities the% are charged to serve.- Jim
10 illianl- wa- making -Imilar etimments from his background of experience
with the lob t orp- at t amp tterbur% in Columbus, Indiana. These
rommnt- and the alreall% acknowledged pressures from the )1fice

1.M:ration bcgan to move its toward a program actually- several pro-
rommiiiiit% involvement.

I hr fir-t (..4) imninits Educational :enter in Indianapolis, was
propo sed in the -Fin) 4)1 14);0. ()tic of the leadership figures in this work
ysas lohn I'41.4)y% ( liairman of urban E.ducation, a newly formed depart-
ment in the ":4114)4,1 of 1 .duration. The new renter wit.' to be a joint Under-

14% the .enter for Innovation in Teacher I...duration. the agency
the I I I Program, and the I roan Education Department. It was

dr-igtird to bring together for training in a residential, inner-city facility in
Indianapolis.

reprr -en tati% es of urban and rural communities, the
1)11611e .4* lit )t ok, university faculties, state and local govern-

ment. buincss and inthistr% various sorioeconomic ' .vels,
minority groups. and the citizenry at large, to exchange
perprtivr- on the immedia, and long-range goals of edu-
cation and of teacher education and their relationship to
the cominunit% .1

I he specific objectives of the renter program were as follows:
I t) create an awareness on the part of earl' partiripant of the range of

feeling and perspectives on educational problems repn.sen tett within
a s.inuie group sigh as professor -, inner-city residents, suburban
trarbers, and so on. The hope is to demonstrate the lark of Immo-
gencit% of thought:- and feeling:. within curb group.

To asst.t pnifessionals and lay persons from a suburban communitY.
(Bloomington) to obtain first-hand knowledge of educational pro-
grams and other social programs within the inner city.

'to be,rin the process of odify ing the attitudes of prolessionals-
trarliers. prle-sors. and ailniulistrators and lay persons from subur-
ban areas toward inner-city residents and their educational needs.

4) identify and develop cooperative projects that emerge from the
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seminars and other e\perienes within the Community. Educational
Cnter.2

Several lay and professional groups were identified to participate iii the
activities of the Center. They were:

Residents of inner-city Indianapolis.
Representatives from groups and agencies that are involved in the

inner-city.
Representatives from faculty , administration, and students of the

Indianapolis schools, public and private.
Representatives from faculty , administration, at. students of IUPI1

(Intli.::la l niversitv-Purdue lniversity at Indianapolis).
Representatives from faculty , students, and administration at Indiana

I nip ersitv at Bloomington.
Representatives from busines., and industry, local and state govern-

ment, and other Indianapolis groups.
Representatives from Monroe Canna% Community Schools.
Representatives from Bloomington residents and community agencies.
Representatives of institutions, projects. associations, and groups

thrtnighout the eountry that active in planning educational pro-
grams for inner city area..;

It is interesting to Mae the list of participants since they are representa-
tit e of the four parity groups involved in the ITT Project and they were
drawn from two quite different communities Indianapolis and Bloornirw-
ton. Even more significant is the representation at a breakfast program
held in Indianapolis in June of 1970 to e\ plain the purposes of the (:enter.
It included sehmil board members, the Superintendent of Schools, several
top I Ili% et*Sit% administrator.., representatives from leading social agencies
such as I roan League. Harmer I hnise, Communiiv Semler Council, several
churches, the Business Development Foundation and Eli Lilly C.orpora-
Lion. to mention but a le%.

V- to the Center, it died aborning. it,t) many people apparently felt it
threatened et isting territories and relationships, and it was never given
financial support. The reader ntav be wondering why so much spare has
been devoted to such an unsuccessful effort. Tin. answer is twofold. First,
it reveals the amount of work that often goes. into program romptments
that do not suCreed. These programs require the same time and energy
that successful ones do and in most eases, the outcome cannot be antici-
pated. Seeontilv . such failure., inav provide the 1,asis for success in similar
programs later oil. Ideas are formed and relationships developed that may
outweigh the immediate disappointment or at least make it more accept-



able. 111. believe this happened with the Center proposal.
In the fall of 1(1;0. the Community emnt Program began in earn-

est. From the program's inception. involvement was viewed as a two-way
street. That is. representatk es from the community wire encouraged to
participate in teacher I duration and representatives of and participants in
teacher education were encouraged to take a more active role in the con-
cerns of the communitv partieularlv with respect to education. t hie of the
unanticipated benefits of the previous ) ear's activity was the emergence of
several clear objectives:

To sensitize. faculty , graduate students and public school persons to
the needs. pnlettis, and expectations of community ,

particularly the low-income communit).
To develop a dialogue between the public and professional, at all levels

that will pnunote each group's understanding of the other's
iw point.

To in% ohe the eommunitv in an active and meaningful way in tear her
education.

ro evoke programs of mutual interest to both groups and to seek a
commitment oil the part of both groups to rain them out.

jilVokrillent rOgrall1:, were carried out in two settings. The
one in Bloomington is described in detail here. The other, in Indianapolis,
is covered under urban education.

[hiring the fall of 19;0 liaison was established w ith professors and in-
stnrctors in se% eral rurses to suggest a modification in courses w hieh took
two forms. First. communit) resource persons. paid on an hourly basis by
1TT. made presentation, and served as discussion leaders during one or
more of the liar,- sessions. Second. some of the same rcrource persons
set.% ed as ..guides" for trips into the community and as discussion leaders
for rap sessions which followed. Primaril) lowincome outh and adults
were empl)ed for these purposes.

\Ithough se% end course, were imoked in the use of such persons those
primarily affected included:

E I 00 Introduction to Teaching
112811 Iluman I )eve.opment and Learning

i.1 Principles of secondary Education
Each of these courses was and is a multiple-sectioned tonne required of all
students ( 00 and P280) or of all secondari, majors (S485). Thus the
impart of their im oh einem was substantially more significant than three
course titles might suggest.



Sceral arthitie were initiated in these courses with community re-
source persons set-% lug in a %arietY of roles.

Field experiences were arranged that permitted students to observe let

culturall% different settings such as inner-city Indianapolis and rural,
southern Indiana.

l'utoring was carried on in a variet% of school and uommunit
rbsen,ations were made at school board meetings, parent- teacher
meetings., the 1l el fare Department, Communit- :Action Program,
milnieipal court, neighborhood Youth Corps, Job Corps, da care
centers. (*.hristirin tenter, Planned Parenthood (:enter, and similar
programs.

Rap sessions were held with dropouts, minority group members, juve-
nile offenders on probation, youth from low-income families and
other >out!' who had experienced difficulty "making it" in the
schools.
isits were made to a varlet) of schools and school related programs--
GED Program. Ileadstart, Montessori schools, free schorils, pre-
shool programs. and similar prizrants.

Students actuall% participated in a varlet of pni;.,rranis as tutors, teach-
er aides. case workers. neighborhood workers, and similar roles.

11 bile mots of the participants in these acti% ales were s that under-
grildllate students, professors, teachers, admini-

strators. parents, and other members of the ciimmunity participated also.
\loremer. much of the leadership came from the low -Mecum. rommunit .

i)atit is presented to substantiate this point in the discussion of the er

uomp)nent. of the program which follows.

Corimilinth :Nminar Experiences

N.minar were conducted to provide an opportunit% for interaction
between null% iduals and groups representative of the various socio-
eronounc strata of our soviet% . :etninars ranged from two to four, twcr
hour rap sessions. eoncluding rap session was. ronduted with the partici-
pants to discus,. what the% heard or thought they heard people saing cha-
in,* the sessions, and what the% could do as a result of haying the experi-
ence.

In addition. regular two-week seminars were conducted specifically for
underirraduate students preparing to teach and groups of low-income
adults, middle-clas adults, and adults and youth who had been left out,
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pushed out, or had dropped out of the schools. The topics centered
around education. teachers, community, teacher preparation., schools, and
similar topics. The table below identifies the number of participants in
each type of seminar.

Commullit Field Experiences

Community field experiences for facul4 and students included one or
two clay s of observation in non-public school educational programs such as.
dm care renters, !lead Start, free schools, a Montessori School, the Neigh-
borhood Louth Corps, Job Corps, Youth Opportunities, the El) Pro-
Igarn. and neighborhood centers. In addition, some participants spent our
half to two full days each week assisting or observing social workers, out-
reach workers. township trustees, well baby clinics, legal aid services,
courts. emplovneit counselors, and persons or agencies with similar func-
tions. The table below identifies the number of persons participating in
each category,

able 111-3 Seminar Attendance, Fall Semester, 1970

1 %pe and Project Participants
Number Individuals Community

TT T Adults Youth Total

Open Seminars 10 30 20 60 20 140
(12)

Course-related 15 11 145 52 72 295
Seminars
(7)

Grand Total 435*

*The grand total does not necessarily represent the number of different persons who
attended since sonic perins may have attended more than one session.

Table 1114 Field Experience Participants, Fall Semester, 1970

Participants
TT T Total

41.1) 12 153 205*

*The total does not necescaril!, represent the number of different participants since
many have participated in more than one experience.



(:oniniunit Tutoring E%peciences

Students elected to tutor as one means of partially fulfilling a course
requirement. Students tutored or assisted teachers in such programs as
!lead Start, public schools, free schools, the Neighborhood Youth Corps,
Job t:orps, the (; ) Program, the 1.earning Lab, f'ay care centers, the
Chri..tian Center. neighborhood centers, and stunt : programs.

The program was sufficiently inccessful during it.. first year to warrant
establishing an Office of Comma tits. Experiences on a pilot basis during
the 1971.72 y ear. This office served a broader range of needs and interests
both in the community and in the School of Education. It was given the
charge of reaching out to the people and agencies of the communit in the
same wit% that the I /like of Professional Experiences, a ling established
office in the School of Education. was responsible for establishing and
maintaining linkages to the schools. lts activities and result will be dis-
ea;;..ed at lentith elsewhere. For now. it is sufficient to mention that the
decision to establish such an office was made at the end of the first sear of
the Commimit Ins oketnent Program. Perhaps even more significant is the
fact that the professor-coordinators for F I0(1 and P280 joined their divi-
sion heads in gi%ing apprm al and in committing resources to this new en-
terrise.

Table 111-5 Tutoring Exper.ences, Fall Semester, 1970

Location 1articipants
ITT n. '1' Total

Public School N/A
1,111) Program NJ A

Special
duation N/ A

I lead Start N/ A

Free School N/ A

Day 1:are N/ A

Christian
Center N/A

Totals

31) 30 60
6 18 24

:1 15 18
I 0 27 37
3 7 10
3 8 11

1 14 15

56* 119* 175*

N means Not Applicable
*The rolumn totals do not neres.4arilv represent the number of different persons who
attended since some ma) have attended more than one session or experience.
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t than I :titiation Program

Ihiring the saint periud when the pruject stall was struggling with its
d%ltninint: cummilment t., ommtinit% in%tikernerit. there w.L an inerras-
ing rcunition uf the need tu establish a prugrain in urban thiatiun at
Indiana 1 rmunit% . his concern was being epressed %%kiwi the institii-
nun lung befure there was an% awareness of ( )fire ut Ethiatiun interest in
such pnlgratri altlitnigh interest arid pressure frum the )(lice certaitil
added tu the impetus.

In other %%urds.'11-1 was nut adding a new thntst ut urban education: it
was adding a new thrust tg this area. I_ hi. Initial ubjectie fur this thrust
was the establishment u ti,e Curnintinit% alitcatitnial ( :enter in Indianapo-
lis. I Ins eliurt. hitch did nut succeed, has been described under the Cum-
munit% lmulcrnent Pro:,..Tarti. kr thuti;11 this prugrarn didn't succeed. it
}inn% tiled the rclatitutships fur additional effurts that were

I lir first l rbati alticatiori l'ru;!ratti began in 19;0-71. It prtAilletl fur a
%%k.loit prugratti zind obscnatiuti in the Indianapulis cum.

b% Prob....simian ear stutients and facial% , including public shout
teachers and adtritrustraturs. The pru;_rrarn included %17,11t:. ttl .114141 pru

;Tans anti acIlltre. %ithill the urban cuumitillit% Harmer house, Dignit%
1tu1lt'. mirth I. ducatiunal ":1.1-% ices and tu intier-cit% schuuls. Presenta-
tion- wen :nail,. 11% rilembeN uf the Julin Birch Suciet% , Black Panth ers.
and per-grittel fruit' the up. rating agr11111!..

I 1S rikluIlt; eperierice each .tti,tf.r led (u the placement uf some
Prolessiunal-1 ear students iii :school 2.ti during the secund semester fur
their student trail:Mg e\perienct. 1t the time Schou! :.!ti hail a 98 percent

enrollment. d -tat* 1. which was 5(1 percent white and a principal who
was black. black public schuul teacher and a white instructur teamed
tu-ether tin inter triethuds and tu super% ise the students during the semes-
ter. 1 he I d'art Lducatiun l'rugrant was cuntitmed during the tie\ t %ear t..t1
%%a- run-Muted d, a separati prugrar fur thus,. with a specialized inten st
in leachin. in urban chools.

In the fall u 19-1. this newt established I rliau ...etneNter firm:ram was
open,. II) all elettientar% and securidar% majurs %%Inn had eumpleted rill111-

Ind- and were read% fur student teaching. The pm:Irani was de%eluped
h% the (.enter fur ltintAatiuti in Teacher I.:lineation, the 1)part

merit iii 1 roan Etlituatiuti. the Department uf :-.1.coridar% Eductititnn, the
11partment ut Eletnt.ritar Ethicatiutt. the ()litre uf Prolessiutial 1..\peri-
crii es. the Indianaptilts ,.cliuuls. and Planner Iluuse, a nintiprulit
social agent-% tr Intlianapults. In une of the 4.111111.11tar% "4111/1/k, the pru-
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Northwest \rea tNA.X) and Lithe(' South Side Community )rganization
( I St :(

X set 4 )t exposure uctu-ities constituted the second aspect Of the pro -

grarn. these paralleled the work arras to which students were
assigned during a given period. For example, students assigned to govern-
ment at:emirs may have attended a meeting of the (:its - (:oust
visited the courts, or accompanied a police officer on his rounds in a police
car.

' third set of experiences ma% be described as academic and/or cultural.
These included a course on racism, black arts theatre, seminars, special
weekend programs. and similar experiences.

the fourth experience was that of living within the urban en-
vironment under conditions which simulated those of actual city (kllers.
Students spent most of their time each semester in the urban environment
including as much as three weekends each month. They made use of public
transportathm and coped with the other problems which urban dwellers
fare. Since they keel in "famil% groups of five or six students, this too
constituted a unique learning experience.

For this rather unique program, students obtained credit from a variety
of sources. Eight !limns of credit was earned for student teaching and as
much as eight more hours of credit for the eommunity experiences. The
latter was obtained from both the School of Education and several social
science departments in the College of Arts and Sciences.

The program for elementary majors was quite similar to that for second-
at) major. Differences were due largely to the fact that elementary majors
tv pirallv student teach for the entire semester, reeei% ing fifteen hours of
credit for the experience. However, elementary majors were released for as
man% as three afternoons each %seek to participate in the ommunit ex-
periences program. In some instances, this time was concentrated in a
block of four or five weeks.

ne of the uique administrative features of the program involved a
subcontract with Ruiner !louse, a social service agency in Indiaopolis.
This subcontract between Harmer House and Indiana I iriversitv-
approved in advance by the ( )flirt. of Education- permitted Runner !louse
to sene as the coordinating agency for the ommunit experience part of
the program. Xlthough technicall% its work was reviewed and supers, ised
1i per-orinel of the t niyersit% the practical affairs of the program were
admini-tered by Planner !louse. The result was one of those rare occasions
when a university gave credit for a program administered by an agency
other than the public schexds. From a program standpoint, the operation

t'



was I.% en more di% erne. 11artin Center offered a course in race relations,

and other agencies participated in the proxision of both field and seminar
experiences. 11 bil all of the I)arrt ..rroups called for in TTT
were represented, the% tended to remain in relative isolation from one
another. The exceptions were the School of Education and the schools and
the School of Education and the social agencies., cspeciall% Flanner llouse.

(.% vrthele , it was a %en. %iable arrangement.
I he I rban eekerul was another component of the Vrbati Edu-

cation Program. Its objecth was afford participants an opportunity for
.1 brief but total inutieNion in the multi-faceted, inner-city culture..
t pical weekend began at I :BO p.m. on Friday and ended on Sunday after-
noon. 1111i1e Jeri% ities varied from weekend to weekend, a tvpieal weekend
might Mellote the following:

tnentation to the program and to the (it's of Indianapolis at latiner
House.

)lisenation in inner-eitx shool,.
'siting and/or eating in w,ellan.

1ttendane at Southern Christian Leadership (:iniferenee, Operation
Breadbasket Rah .

Attendance at a Black 1rtis Theatre and discussion with the cast.
\ tendanue at stonfrnnt and well-established black churches.
\ccompan) ing a patrolman on his rounds in a police car.
\Ben darter at sessions of niiinielpal enurt,

se, ions with a %arietx of individuals and groups.
Participation m sun ex, of inner-city neighborhoods.
Eating meal, in inner-citx restaurants.

isitiu itinnur-eit% bars.
Ultii rare exception, where "scholarships were provided, each participant
paid :i:15.00 for the m,r1.1.0.nd covered meals, lodging and
"mile aspect, of transportation. The list of participants included graduate
and undergraduate :411(1(111s, facultx staff. and administrators of the I'M-
ersitx . lariat and administrator of public schools, and npresentatives
from home, and agencies in the rommunit. Jur records show that more
than ...!,(Ht persons attended these sessions.

.1 he I rban 111.ekerld:. had considerable value in exposing indivi-
dual- to the vulture of the inner 61%. he% also represented an excellent
recruitment dexter for the I Him' Semester Program. This was even more
true in later %ear w hen the weekend program drew upon the semester
prierrain for its staff and ideas. Thus. each component of the I .rban Faluca-
t reinforced and was reinforced b the other components.



Niult rt,. Program

The Multiple Nrts or Three \rt. Program, as it was also called. offered a
creativeconcept approach to teaching music, art, and movement. It com-
bined a p,rraduate program for training specialists in the arts with a school
program which integrated instruction in the three arts for elementary
selitHd pupils. The program was developed and implemented by professors
in the School of Music, School of Education, and School of Health, Phy si-
cal Education. and Recreation and by specialist teachers in the Monroe
t:ountv Community School Corporation (NICCS( :).

Conceptnalh , the program provides children with a way to understand,
comprehend, enjoy, and use the arts in daily living. The program depends
on v. ploration of media-sound, image, movement and their qualitiesand
was of organizing them in time and space. The relatedness and differences
of the structured elements of each art are emphasized and taught in an
increasing spiral of experiences at each grade level. The structured ele-
ments of pattern and rhythm, time and melody, color and expression,
simplicity and comp:exit of texture, form and design are examined by
pupils through a series of participative experiences.

Tile Three Nrts Program developed basically from three current theories:
the theory of conceptual structuring, the theory of creativity in the class-
room, and the perception-delineation theory °limit. NleFee.6 The them,
of eonceptual structuring emphasizes giving students an understanding of
the fundamental structure through the presentation of basic conrepts. The
individual must be able to categorize his experiences in order to recognize
the same concept in a slightly different form, In relation to this thew),
the level of maturity determines the complexity of the learning experience.

The second theory is based on the assumption that creativity is the pri-
mary means of learning. The program offered experiences which made use
of creative involvement as a means of acquiring concepts, The emphasis
was on creativity in art, music, and dance rather than on performance.

The perreption-delineatiim theory stowests several factors which affect
an individual's art productions. These factors are readiness in terms of
pli sisal and perceptual development. the psychological environment, the
ability to handle information, and delineation, which is based on readiness
for perceptual eyperiences.

The program was designed to help children:
I nder-tand the basic conceptual structure of each of the arts and the

interrelatedness of the arts.



I )e.%elop perceptual awareness 1)% giing each student opportunities for
experiences in perceiing. organizing, and using his conceptual infor-
mation.

I )celop creative potential h% providing successful creative experiences.
I )eelop some skills for expression and communication in each art.
Encourage enjoy merit and satisfaction in the participation and use of

these arts with personal involvement.
I )eelop an abilit% to make aesthetic decisions by relating their own

arti-tic creations to art in their immediate environment.
Instruction in the multiple. arts was offered to graduate and undergrad-

uate students (hiring the regular academic ear and in special summer
workshops. SOle of tilt' lXfIt'ettll taltOtlS for this component were:

mound curriculum in the fine arts from a cognitive-perceptual level
arid all experiential it'%tI for elementary sellool children.
cadre of public school teachers who are trained to teach a multiple
arts curriculum arid w ho can assist student teachers to implement
such a curriculum.

Eine arts professors who can conceptualize, install, administer, moni-
tor. and demonstrate a multiple arts program.

Classroom teachers more. receptive to fine arts in the daily selection of
learning activities and in the recognition that the arts are an impor-
tant means to communicate human feelings and aspirations.

Graduate students experienced in the use of a multiple arts curriculum
arid committed to introducing it in other schools and colleges.

Special teachers mailable. to teach arid demonstrate before other spe-
cial teachers enrolled in summer workshops.

The first intents entered the program in the fall of 1967 before 'I"I"I' had
started. During the second semester of the 1968-69 year, the program was
initiated in !hinter and Elm }bights elementary schools. The staff, under
the direction of the School of Nlusic, consisted of 2 interns teaching 2 half
day s each week in each school. I hiring 1969-70. the program was Con-
tinny(' at limiter School with tN o interns in a team teaching approach five
one-half days a week.

In I 970-71 a combination of TT funds and funds from Nlorirot. Comity
(.orrirriunit Sclio)()I Corporation made it possible to expand the program
to a total of six elernentan schools. Involvement had now grown to co-
ordination arriemg three. Indiana I .niversity professors, six graduate stu-
dent..., and NU:SC teachers. The normal planning, performance, arid
coordination schedule for personnel was now five one-half days a week.
I earn, %%err tit%(.1()pd in earl' school under the direction of the music



teacher. who in turn. was assisted by the graduate assistants.
ITT involvement began in the summer with an extensive workshop

under the direction of university faculty in the three arts method for the
art. music, and physical education teachers of the elementary- sehools. All
ITT funds pros ided in I 970-7I . except for minimal workshop expendi-
ture.. were used to provide stipends I'm six graduate assistants in art,
music. and (Liner. I hie \ICCSC music teacher also received remuneration
to serve as overall coordinator and ?llperViz,Or of the program in the four
TIT schools.

In 1(4'1-72. the Indiana ITT Project presided funds to continue multi-
ple arts in Broadview School due to the favorable response of students and
the request of the faculty . It TTT had not provided the funds fur the sal-
aries of two graduate student instructors in the multiple arts. the program
would have been financially impossible in Broadview School. .kdditionalls ,
in I Yr I-72. the program operated in limiter and Arlington I leights Ele-
mentary Se11001s with six specially trained student teachers in the areas of
art. music. and dance: however, no ITT funds were involved in these two
school-. Ili both situations the graduate and undergraduate students
worked as a team under the direction of the elementary school music
teacher.

Ihe overall reaction to the 1Iultiple rts Program has been favorable. It
was the consensus of opinion at a Participants' Advisor% Board meeting in
the fall of 1970. that extra effort was needed in training interns and school
corporation personnel quite thoroughly before entrance into the program.
This problem was solved through in-service seminars and summer work-
shops which were a unique and integral part of the program. In a few
case?, sonic scheduling problems had to be alleviated: however. the com-
bined effort oft niyer ity faculty, school principals, and classroom teach-
ers greatly lessened or eliminated this factor as a problem. An additional
request was received from teachers to have the multiple arts !mire related
to social 7, tudie, and holiday s without abandoning the interwoven frame-
work of the three arts. This re guest was acted upon Mimediately by- all
concerned.

\o program regardless of quality or acceptance is without its difficulties.
The most serious handicap to the \lultiple Arts Program has been in the
matter of finance. Lark of NICCSC funds to employ certain specialists and
lack oft niversitv funds. so heavily dependent upon federal funding. to
buy intern time was and is. the most serious problem..nother handicap.
although continually diminishing. is thorough training and understanding
among all the participants in the prligrain.



Hie 11ultiple 1rts Program is presently an option for student teachers in
the 1)1% ision of leacher Fa !twat ion and is operable in two schools. I Uiver-
say coordinators are working with students in Earls (:11ililliood Education
in combined methods approach. In li)73-7.1-, this same approach will be
gin to students in the Encore Progratn. There is a strong possibility that
the pri);rratli will e.pand into two additional schools that liaise music spe-
ialists trained in the on Multiple .1rts Program.7

Secomfar% Matiwmaties Program

I be secondary \lathetnatirs Program, origitiall called the Geometry
Program, was one of the first two programs implemented by the Indiana
I 1 1 Project.] hirer of the tour FTT parity groups were imolved from the
begintlin7r. Included were 1116%cl-sit. prole..sors and students from the
Mathematics I >epartment in the College of 1rts and Sciences, from \lathe-
matics 1.ducatiettt in the School of Education. and secondars school teach-
(Is of mathematics from the 1lotiri. Coutit Conittiunit% School Corpora-
tion. F.ach of these groups was iii%01%ed in are integrated program of
working and learning together.

he objeti%e- for the program were as follows:
1 i) update the geometr content in the undergraduate teacher education

program for prospecti%e elemeti tar. and secondary mathematics teachers.
To update the content barkground Of pre-service and in-service teach-

ers and department heads 1)% trashing the new content.
*I a update the content arkground of mathematics education faculty

and graduate r.tudent, .4 that methods instruction could be articii-
Litd with the tie% content rouge.,.

I o stretwthen the high school and junior high ghoul geometry curricu-
lum and as .1 result. to impror teaching and the use of new materials
1)% las,roimi teachers and student teachers.

Each group took the lead. with assistance from the others, in implement-
ing different segments of the program. During the first %ear, when geottli.-
tr. courses were revised, the inathematirians assumed the leadership role.
The teachers and a methods professor provided a..sistatire by reacting to
the re% isions and di...cussing their implications fur school mathematics.
Some of the concepts which reeeked added treatment ur the revised
courses include -% minor. transfonnations, elemental. topological no-
tions. con% eil% and %ectors. During a -trial MU- of the roonses in the
second %ear, a mathematics education professor. two graduate students,

t;
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iilijectiy.., anti that Matt% :Olivet:. of it nlititilti he retained in future pro-
gram-. I II, .-Deet tit the priwrain judged nio,t !..11eee:41111 ua:.. the (11e

rooperation and rapport that had ileyeloped betsvi en the mmber,. of the
particidarlY the teacher, and -Indent teacher,. TO co-

operation alone meant .1 greatly improved Audent teaching eperience.
I lie prip.rain ha, continued to operate in ,i1b,equerit ear, in much the

-amt. manner a, it did y*lien it tint began. The mathematic, cour,e, have
been in...tailed a, the "regular-cour,e, in thi,equence and probably %%ill
not require any immediate reyi,iun. The integration of method, arid ,tu-
dent traellin-, through informal contact, arranged in ady inlet. continue, at
the [in.era time. [Mall% are currently underyyaY to inYolYe
-.11111* -rill )(IL...111(1 the !..te111. iii :11111Illar%. the
econliarY \lathematic, l'rooTain ha, been a program in %hi!, the deri,...ion
Maker% 11.1N 1)14'11 the 1111pleIllntlir. a, %Nell. 0, hilt- it Ya, ties er
a- .1 program in either number, ur re,ource,. it ha, already ,ered
more than .0 teacher, arid ,tudent teacher,. lit the future. it it epected to
Foy ide a 111;fli 1111:ilit IWO:1%1M tit e% en greater number, Of pre-:..erN ire and

ice teacher,.

l'Afirienct. Priortrant

1 he Early F pet-wrier Program began a, a planning effort during the
111".11-71 .W.111111111 Year. -Early eperience" referred to the need of under-
.,raduatc, to acquire fir,thand cprienc Iii ,chool, anti other ,etting,. Nell
in adyatire of the ,tudent teaching period. '1 he rationale for doing :so Na,
to _iYe them a t )1 s hat and teaching yy ere like long before
they %%ere a,ked to make a career eiminii'mient to teaching. The re,ulting
early priciic, de,ignd primarily for fre,hmen. ,oplionlore,, and
junior, Yrr intended to lead to a deci,ion riot to teach ur a inure produc-
tiye ,thident teaching prine.

I here are h.', cour,e, in the :chool of Education at Indiana l niver,itY
that reach YirtuallY eYer. ,tudent in elementary and ,eondary educatiou.
Inc of the-e i, Introduction to [Pitching (El (0) and the other i, Human
)1% vit pint'Ilt and Larniter (1'28()). The,e are the only tyyo multi-,ectioned

conr,, required 4,1 all undergraduate ,tuderit,. I o in,ure implementation
of the Lark I periric Vrierrani that eyolyed from tilt' planning. the

tor th,' 'none, %%ere inYited to partici-
pate in the early di...AIN-ion, of the program and the appointment of
/HT( 1' r(IIII them* di,411N-14111 ed a team of pr,011, %11t) %mild

fief



develop plan, for the program. The team included not only professors and

graduate ,tudent, but teachers and conitntinitv resource persons who were

paid for their contribution,. lfter one rnter-ter', deliberations. a report

was prepared outlining objcetis er. field ex perietwes, and academic experi-
encs that were to comprise the program. Table III.6 below. ',rainier. illus-
tration, of these recommendation,. in four major v ategories: Personal,

Table 111.6 Recommended F:xperiences

Objectives

Personal
F100 Gien a personal inter-

action situatton, the
P280 individual can verbal!,

state the feelings of
another person

Relating to Educational Theo
100 (;iv en a specified h.st

of mates skills. the
individual can rate
student progress in
attaining them.

Relating to the Sehaal
F100 (;even the parents

served by a school.
P280 the individual will

become ay. are of the
importance of the
teacher parent re-
lationship.

Relating to the Community
Fl 00 Given the r,pulattott

area of the school.
the individual v. ill
assess the 4W10-
t11)11Mnit' level and
the ethnic and par
ental aspiratiuns as
the relate to the
:chin&

70

Experiences in Schools
Community

Observe several situations
in the classroom. on the
play wound, and lunch-
room and write a reaction
to them. Check with the
child or the teacher to
attempt to determine the
validity of vour observation

Develop a list of behavioral
objectives and teach a child
the specific skills in a sub-
ject area.

Observe a parent-teacher
conference. Visit homes of
parent,.

Spend some time with the
C.AP field worker. Visit
Ileadstart Program. Visit
homes with social worker.
:'0 tend PT() meeting. Dis-
cus children's problems
with the nurse.

instruct' ,sal Experiences

Video-tape in ela.ssroom
the different aspects of
the role of the teacher.
l'se protocol materials
for reaction, and small
group role playing to
demonstrate cause and
effect.

Mager -Behavior Objec-
tives"
Bloom "Learning for
Mastery"

Pamphlet on parent-
teacher conferences.
Film "Beim). Child
Who Cheats.

Read: -Slums and sub
urbs'' and "Impo,:sible
Re olut ion.- Films:
"The Way It Is.- "Web-
ster's (;rove." and
"Marked for Failure."
Protocol material:
**Tense Imperfect.-



lielatin., to Educational Theory , Relating to the School, and Relating to
the Community. The actual report carried several pages of recommenda-
tions under these categories.

I hiring the spring semester, a limited program of early experiences was
provided to students in elementary education. This field trial of the pro-
gram provided mans insights which were incorporated into a revised
description at the end of the s ear.

FAaltiatiim

In 1070-71 , the "sear of expansion. a half-time evaluator was em-
ployed for the TT Project. The other halt' of his appointment was paid for
b% the I )(part ment of Educational Pss etiology, for whom he taught
c(mrses in tests and measurement. The first semester of that ear was
denoted to developing rapport with staff and students of the programs and
formulating with them a general approach to evaluation. The "evaluation
model that t' ol%ed from the process is displayed below.

In this model, evaluation designed to provide a continuing flow of
information to project personnel to enable them to make appropriate (feel-
si( ins. I /evisions fell into one of three broad categories: (I) to continue the
program as planned, (2) to res ise the organization, curriculum, staffing, or
other asperts of the program, or (3) to terminate the program at an ap-
propriate point in time. t sindl, decisions to resise or terminate were
made within a eirlonseri bed context. For example, the teachers in parti-
cular schools did decide to terminate their participation in the project, but
the program (1)1161111rd in modified form in other schools.

'the dimensions of the model sumrest two major features of the evalua-
tion effort. First, it was to focus on all levels of individual and institutional
change. In this respect, it did parallel the original program objectives.

Figure 11.1-1 Evaluation Model

Proet..-0

Formulation
IttipIrment a tit) II

Product

71

Participants
Institutions IndividualsT TT Other



Second. it uas desioned to operate through all stages in a programs,. de% el-

opulent. sonic program,. had begun prior to the formulation of the
plan for %aluation. the could not be examined in their formulation stage.
11 exception to this u,a, found in major program re%ision. Here e%alliation
could he and ..as made before and during the planning for or formulation
of the re% isn't'.

lnitiall% . the most important dimension of the model uas the imple-
mntation dimension. Since two programs had begun the pre%ious vear
and others ..ere beginning eoneurrentl% %%ith plans for e%aluation, ii was
important to determine as a first step %hat the objecti%es anti proei.l.ires
of each component %%ere and %.hether each %.fis beingimplemented in the
manner describe d. r hoped this %until enable us to attribute results to
'pyritic dimensions of each program. .\%%firetit.r.:: refers to I'm% lop.)%d-
edgeable the participants Here about the objecti%es and proeedures ut earl
program. It% participants is meant both trainers and trainees.

Ithougli the "product"' is gynerall %ic%seil as the output a a program .
felt that e% some itopt.t.Ls of this thitit.tto.itoto ',mid be tapped through.

out the course of the project. For example. the products 0)1 a two-uvek
seminar ran be measured at tile end of that seminar. and student perorm-
ance as teachers ran be measured at the end of each year or at other
appropriate idescr% Aim! points.

\lan% readers he a%sare. of the similarit% between this mode.' and the
so called CIPP moelel de% eloped b% (ink' and Stufflebearn. The context.
;nplit. priers,. and product stages of the (API) model do bear rough simi-
larities to our process stages. \loreover. since (;tibit is at Indiana and he
had he ' in% o1%ed in the delelopment of the ITT Program. %%t do admit
to ha% ing been influenced b% his thinking. In fact. the original TTT pro-
posal called for the UN' u lhr (AN) 1110(11.1. kk 11111 fund, %sere limited. the

udr to eplo% the Ninplr model presented herr.
project ..as 'dread% iwymiling complex and the evaluator

..as a%ailable lialftime. an earl% decision %%as made to fortis most of
his enerries on the Prolyssional-N ear Pratfall' for several reasons. First.
this priigraill ..as only of tut' begun dining the pre% ious %ear. Second, it
did reprysent d 111%.Stillfit of personnel and other resources
throughout the emir,' of the ITT Project. Furthermore. it did have TI.
T 1 . and .1 le% t.ls of imol%ement from three. }writ% groups. Thus. it repre-
sented a kind of mirrociesin of the larger project. . %se. %%err con-

cerned about doing a careful job of c %dilation al those arras iu %%inch
undertaken. ks a result. the data reported in other chaptrs of this

"



publicat.on ..a. ino frequentl% . but not al%sa%:, obtained from the
Proie.,ional1 ear Program. hi a% eNrent, the deci:,ion account., for the
imbalance in the data collected from program to program.

III Bet..retire,

posal for a Cominimit Educational Center." riiimeog-raphed
iiropoNal prepared for dir.cilion parpom.:, and fur !,iiinnim,ion to
Lilis 1 ..iido%ment Fund. \la% . I 970, p. I.

p. 2.
p...

!..choolcr. Virgil .. and Lang. hiait:e C. Superrisim.: Teacher: ..1
fur Stud, Ili Teaching. School of Education. Indiana I niver-

sity, POO.
Indiana ITT sorking pup, r. (ihjectires Fir 1 rban Semester Program.

1(4- I -72.

1. Frei um.. Preparation for frt. Belmont, Calif.. A ad:,%sortli Pub-
Co.. 1%1.

In addition to k 1 1 document., and an inteniem, %sitli Dr. \lirizati
ieb in. School of \1u.ir. the foll.)%ing publication:, %sere w.ed in

the preparation of till, :-:.ction:
Goetze. \Ian ui Sandra Iathia:,. In .lesthetie fAucution

Through I1i.1111 Irt. (I'Faticuin paper. School of .%111:,ic)
iortz.e. \Lir% j. ,14rgarrt \Ircondt,..1 Iht/tipie Iris (:nrri«rla In
..;Inieture: >las,. Portion. Levels I. Is (Praeticum paper,
School of

Backman, !L. Bullard. S.. and \t her, .1., I)escription of the
Intern Program !n Three .1rts 1968- I 969. (Pructieum paper,
,.:(1,),)1 (4

A ....le% Jane. I Ileseription and alnation of an Experiment in
Teaching Creative Iris hlethmls to Elementary Teachers in the
I \SITE Program (I npubli:.11e(I Suliool of

\lch.r. Preparatwo for Art. Belmont. Calif.. \\
Publi,hing .0., I M,I.



IV Implementation Issues and Concerns

It is one thing to conceptualize a program, to describe innovative fea-
tures and list desirable outcomes. It is quite another matter to implement
the program. make the innovative 1.%ents actually occur, and concretely
realize the established goals. There is considerable literature indicating that
mari% publicized programs in public schools are far more "purported" than
"real." l'oondlad arid Klein in Ilehind the Classroom Door' suggest that
intonations in man% schools have ghostly characteristicshard to see, lack-
ing in substance. poorly understood, shadows of their original selves.
(;ross. (;iaquinta arid fierristein2 as well as Provus3 point out that the
desired geniis of programs often are not reached simply because the innova-
tive treatments are not applied.

Participants who plan teacher Iglu% ation programs can write lofty state-
ments about worth% goals. promising activities. arid redefined roles. At all
like to speculate about the "way it ought to be." The blueprint for change
can be made to look good by citing research findings arid quotations from
prestigious others. NN hen the time comes for all parties to workto actu-
ally conduct acti%ities, modify belia%iors, and enact roles- participants
often find the blueprints unworkable. \lost of us are blissfully ignorant
about how painful or personall% discomforting our functioning in a new
approach is going to be. Doubts arise during implementation over the most
well thought 1111 t 1.0111.116 championed during the planning period. Such
do 'ilia- arc intensified w hen participants are required to change schedules.
imest more time. talk with outside educators. relinquish a portion of their
power. and «nripromisr their goals. However. it is only from the activi-
ties that education majors experience better teacher preparation programs
uric! children IA perience improved teaching. t1 riting about new treatments
may enhance the promotional dossiers of professors but writing. alone.
brings no practitioner or institutional change. To implement change, the
concepts undergirding the writings must he converted into observable.
sequential. logically ordered. and competently eecuted units of work.

l'he implementation cube depicted below illustrates eighteen possible
sources loor co co.erri in the o-plementation of !IId-based programs. The
types of concern (conceptual. human. and technical) interact with the



ouarn/ational group,. (Irnitersit . public ,.t.hool, and rommunit ) that are
affected h the uhamle, change i,. a (It !ramie proves, rather than a static
en t i problems in M11)6.111,91 ration art along a tittle preac tit r.

tn. prior to implementation. arid proactit e or during implementation). The
broken line di\ riling the preactit e and proartit e stages indicates that man%
INsues arid rtnicerws are riot eclusit e to either one stage ur the tether. I hir-

ing the i.oarti e issues arise tt huh %tyre dealt tt ith. postponed. ur
ilmored m the preavtit e stage. In rIturt. the frerpterict h pe. arier% and
e.tensit rues, of concerns. issues. and problems in the proactit r stage hate

a direct rlatit)I1:4111) to et)IleerrIN IN.ues and problems addressed or not
addressed in the preacut e ,tage.

Figure IV-I Sources of concern in the Implementation of a Field-Based Program

rt,



I clib prt tb ides the framework for the remainder of the chapter.
!low cbcr in order to aboill duplication and emphasize the interdependnt)

the material In each cell. the discussion will be organized around con-
ceptual. human. and technical concerns. 'lime and organizational (hiller'.
-lolls will he considered within the treatment of these concerns.

Contptual

In man% respects conceptual ct.ncerns are the primar issues of the
.0 stage: nonethele,.. there are oncetual issues which do plague.
tinibersit%. public school, and communit% participants during the "doing..
or proactibe -cage' of program deb elopmen t. Quite simply, how t tensibe

these concerns become in the proactibe stage is in direct relationship to the
number tit Table .tillitions found (hiring the pceactibe stage.

Questions w filch should be addressed l) program implementors and
w Inch reflect %aim,- conceptual concerns of program development form
t major 1-ions this section. \\ hilt' softie' que,tion, focus atten-
tow upon the unibrsit% and others cleat% center on the public schools or
the communitb . most questions directl% or indirectl% inbolbe all partici.
pant groups.

Conceptual Concern =I: Has there been a meaningful involvement, coin
mitment, and responsibilit, for community' and school personnel in the
conceptual phase of program development?

\- ,tatd. thi- question makes the assumption that a parit relationship
-hould e.1-t between tliOr-itle:-. }While schook and the community.
11111, we beliee thL to be true. a more fundamental question which must
he answrcd 1 hat act,. event,. input,. and (It'l:1011: gibe lift and vitali-
t% tit pant% .! some. individuals parit lies in planning and conducting
an et tort: for others. it is reacting to and !timid% ing an effort: for a few.
pant% 1- aceepting an equitable share of all the work connected with an
effort. I he implication- of this issue are immense. Public school and eotn.
milintb personnel. w hen programs are brought full-blow n. !tube the prerog.

e to refuse to participate. Pro,rram de% elopers and implementors then
,.ftt with whobr will flab,. them. The result ma% well be that a pro-
1- tested in less than all ideal environment.

the problems with a fait accompli approach are apparent. expect-
ing public school and 11)1)1111unit. personnel to inbolbe themselbs he. ily



in a teacher education project Ma% it p.m). iitirealintic. Prole,sionalAcar
teacher participant, re,i,ted open, brain,toring di,cu,:sion, held to deign
program ronip(iiwrit... The% %anted to be pre,ented 11itI1 Hall-,tructured
alterilati%e, ht %s hick the% could react. I hr imitation to participate in the
generation of alternati% e, m a, percei% ed a, poor planning and unprepared-
ne,.- on the part of uni% er,is% per,onticl. t hi the one hand, public ,chool
and rottillitinit per,onnel under,tandabl% percei%e the uni%er,it% czar% ing
the onu,)11 re,poti,ibilit% for the preparation of teacher, and fur the m,ork

ed in con,tructing ,peial training, program,. ( hi the other hand.
public 7-1.1.00l and rotittninit per,onnel clearl Ini%e ex pre,,ed a de,ire to
kte nicatiingfull% imolwil in the conceptualization of teacher preparation
program,. Finding an appropriate creation-reaction-modification mix i, the
kr% to t ail% rate, Iittplelm litur, can expect public ,chool permit'.
!lel to be much more en thii-ia,tic about telling them %hat in N !ling %Sitii
their plan, and de,i,n, than the% are in creating a deign them,elve,. It ha,
been our experience that though thi, i, often a difficult period, public
school and comnitinit% personnel hale a good deal to offer program (le%el-
opulent. It imol% eine!' t are not rankl% di,cti,,e(1. defined, and
accepted at the point of conceptualization. public school and comunit%
per-onnel can la blame for a program', problem, at the feet of the
titmer,it . 11 hen public school and communit% leader, have in fact. had
their preferred role to pla in ,hailing the program. both group, are more
inclined to %,r1. to )%ard the ,elution of man% mut% oidable operational
problem,. ....mil parit% relationship, ran be established but not ea,i1%. be-
can't of tae iilt% inabilit% or lark of e perience in coopera
ti%e teattlin,. I lierefore. %%bile one ma% be fortunate enough to get a team
to conceptualize a program. implementor, should realize that tcarti prob-
lem, are not user. Program unit% sill not emerge from ....tall di,unit% and
hull% idliali,m. It %sill 0111% emerge from the concerted effort of man% per-
-on, Hod ing together. , 'Sr kilo% of hi() ,imple blueprint for making alit,
happen. k. require, continuing effort and attention.

Conceptual Concern =2: Ila%e faculty been identified who are committed
to teaming, to make the program's goals become a reality?

I finding permnini.1 shit are %%Ming and able to cooper-

at a, member, of a dust' knit tram. hile till, doe,nt ,otid like much of
an it ri all% i,. "trong er,i tie, and the department, it hin them
[Lae been built in IIII past larael% through the inch% idual effort, of particu-
lar facult% member,. Facult% team, lune been fey.: reuard, for training



ha% o. been dubious. Currentl. the i, a strong need for ni

between tinker:Mlles. public school,. and ommunit agencies and person,
in the preparation of teacher,. This on shared responsibilit has
brought with it a need for tillisersit% -school-communit teams working
togt. titer toward, the attainment of mutual goals.

I:realise no one group is aware of all the things that are required I), both
school and mil% ersit% . a director is usuall appointed to coordinate all of
the components of the program. Es en tuall universit% personnel begin to
receiNc memo, or engage in comersations with the director that lead to the
rlinqui,liment of some degrees of instructional freedom.

I inference, of opinion are mire to arise. Joining a large program team
and accepting the "close-up- leadership of a program director are act, that
lead to memo,. schedules for the use of program time. coordination w ith
other classes and instructors. and obligations to implement staff decisions.

I he Professional-Near staff has operated tinder a team structure w ith
reasonable slicer.... Llas,rooun teachers consistent's hike rated the team
leader, coordinatise acti% itirs most positist1% : student teacher ratings are
tit. t most positkr. and the rating, of tiniser,it personnel are least posi-
tke. It is ii potho.,ized that the ratings b each group are high's correlated
with the amoititit of ,tructure in which each group habituall% works. To
insur success,. implementors must conceptualize the functioning of the
team in the preao tike stage and pro% ide continuous in- ,en ire art.'s ities in
-teaming during the proactio. stage. 1t.r% few :staff, build midi considera-
tion, into the it plans and fewer yet do) au% thing to achie% o. them. Those
who would succeed in fieldbased program, must find ronstructise was to
deal with this issue.

Conceptual Concerti »3: Have procedures been established which insure
program stabilit in the event t personnel replacement?

l'o u hat degree rail replacement permnml make major decisions about
program cii.a.acteristies.: The original planner, and implementors forged
the program parameter, alter much comersation. confrontation. and
room promi.e. Replacement people enter the program with little know ledge
of that planning. the important issues, or the degree of pat personal in-

emnt represented. These rplarement personnel often are (-spec ted to
operate a pro:2:ratti. not di,enittiate it: to support a prugra, not challeng
It: to institutionalize a program. not build it. If replaceunnts are allowed to
make major change. in the pron.rratn. mans public school, unkersit% and
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Conceptual Concern =4: Have steps been taken to insure faculty partici-
pants that their involvement and vuimibutions will be rewarded by the
wiiversity?

riiersit% prole- Kare of the operation of their institution.
11hile conceptual at tiities are rewarded in universit structures, the hard
work of putting ideas Ui to operational form often in not. 1lhether the
:ini%er--it will rtiodik its reward s:.tern of promotion and tenure remains
to he wen. Such change imoks the w hole universit% strurture and will
require strong leadership on the part of sellouts of education. Ila'e'4011
listened to facult% con% ersations- especiall to the comments of untenured
professorsf Rare a tla% passes without the epression of apprehension
cAer pri nnotion and tenure possibilities and convert] for the best route to
these indi%idual goals. 111 are convinced that fi%e solid research articles
printed in prestigious journals are superior to a year of superb teaching in
a fieldbased program. 11e hope it is different at \our institution. If it is,
sou rt. i% more easik interest and retain promising oung professors in
field clidaors.

Conceptual Concern =3: Have reasonable benefits for all involvement
groups been clearlh identified'?

fifth i. ue dealing with conceptual concerns in implementation in-
%oh es the iiniersit% . public school. and cortimunit%. This issue renters
around the question. "11 ho is the program senitie- From the standpoint
of the uni%ersits. the program is first and foremost a teacher education
program -ening prospecti% e classroom teachers, and in the case of .r.r.r.

and educator. Public sehold personnel often see the pro-
L,Ta III not much as a teacher training program but rather as a sr; port
pro:_rrani to assist them in their tearhing function. The communit% is hope-
ful that the program will result in desired pupil learning. Here are some
represritati%c quotations:

Pri)lssor: lie schools are fortunate to rerei e free III -sen ire educa-
tion. Irmo% ati%e curricular materials and continuing student teacher
assistance thrimgli this program.

I earlier: "tinierit teachers are the ones who get all the benefit? out
of the program while we get extra work.

Parent: "\1. uhild has rent Feel multi more inch% idual attention and
has done more rreati% lungs 'lure our sullool joined the program."

1111ile the a- of each roup's attention need riot be inimical to the
other-. unit intim, if required. I )fteri such understanding calls for the
reronstrurtion tit certain prugrarn element. -. 1tsuch times, a ellil
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%ith eapacit t) !no peopl out,ide their perceptual frame-
the need, of all are giei, ron,ideration. the need, of

an% One are 111,11% unmet. Planner, %%mild do, Nell to) e,tabli,11 one

major goal t. ,r each group tiiiiery-it% public nlltH)1. and and

make attainment of all three goal, top priorit of fin program participant,.

Conceptual Concern =6: llae procedures been established which allow
the program to accommodate needed change but which stabilize the con-
ceptual model?

er% earl% Iii OW tinplinentation proer,,. the ...tall likel% to) Artiggle

the (INe to trim the program to, ,oinething that ea,ier to li16
In the Pro de...tonal-1 car Prol,rratil. pre,urc, arm.e earl% to, tiring InalIV

Intilliti- iltliL to) raillp11,. ti) ,rrrati% dttrt'ilM tilt'
.niwn onferetire,. to) eliminate cla,,room demon,tration,

.tml tot rcplacc proce,or- Nltll teaching the,r
eidenue fly\ ihilit .1- e%o,1%ing improeinent, repre-

-cnt- c.amplc )faoal omcitiene or 'only other
)1111.1 t i% pplacc_ the oriinal goal, of the program.

I caller- m .priiitcntal prt)17:1111,. Illa% find a,king. -I, it not
nerear% to impl, mei ,. and e%aluate the program, component, before
makin, r;:arding their modificationf I hiring the proactit
-tag,. participant, inn -t pall-e to e,tabli,li criteria that %ill both ju,tik
and -liape pr,,rani Comnienc reduced sorking time. or com-
fortabl return to familiar %a- cannot replace bard ealuati%e data a,
rea,oti. for program modification. Thery are people jeopardize pro-
gram-. 11% their tenacioci, : other, turn program.- into a rollee
host, eof haphazard eeht, h, their to entertain an%

alternatRe at an% time. I he de:ITtt of fly \ Illilit %%111(11 mar, be tolerated in

to of program ::oat- in an pre,ent concern that ,hould hr cainind
fitn it h- 1,,nored. Iftirke4 ha- likened IIIIIONatit)I1 ill

to a , -r,'% making modification-of air airplane - %%Idle the plane

t- m 111.:11t. the airplane to) an ocean liner III van become

)1c,, more tr. 111;:. 111e %%-,1% to ,\oche t 111%)gratil i, a narro% %%id,

the ,lou::11 of fleibilitk and the clif f- of. ,tubborti ri;_riolit on either

Conceptual Concerti =7: Ila a plan of caltultion been established and
implemented which can assist staff decision making?

I ablation ha, both preartie and pro:1111%e dittien,ion,. During the pre-
acti% -ta.:e. a plat, for ealtiation I.. (1)1,loprol and ()birch% e, are
e,tabli-lied. I ho. 1:111' tel 1.1irtiwr to obtain forinatie data ( \re this pro-
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_rant treatment., artuall% admm,terrd, fur huts lung. and hms %eIf)
ter - Unlrnatl \e data t11 hat are the r -ult, tit the program.') tuii -t he met
head tin. )rei,lori- niti,t be made tu ,rek helia%iural data. attitudinal data
ur bud'. In addttiun. there Ira need to tie eiilllatititi to program ()hive-

tar,,et .pt cil behavioral criteria. decide ,ampling
prurethire.. and delineate In alliance the action, that Niii he taken un the

tile data tdivrtid.
thleatur. ()ken -tate that the% e% aluate: %et, nu actiun apparentl 'Ayr

tri,111 the dItlittiutt efft)rt. Hie rule uf talnatiun and of taluatur,
he runt eptualized. I tiu ()hen teacher, and univer,it persuntiel feel

aliiation I. an atilt it% to paciN the ( )(Tir of Education. nut a tool to
and proorain i, a ,.er% impurtant run-

crptual euncern.. It -honk] he addrt,,ed in the preacti% ,tags: it inu,t be
addre,-ed in the pruartit,r stage.

11 title a plat, fur %sa, det.lupeti during the prearti%e ,tare of
the Indiana I I I l'rugram. it %.a, nut of immediate u,r during the pro-
aetie -talt.r. ir -t. the magnitude of the ealuittion 111:111 ill keeping
ulth tilt of the propu.ed program. hen fund, fur the prugram %sere
pr.q tiled at une tenth the It.% el reque,ted, program need, touk priurit
tArr tAaluatiun need- and mil% a ...mall. infurinal program tit' aluation
ua- implemented during the first %ear. 11 hen a formal plan of e% ablation
%.1 tle%eluprd tor implementation during the ,trund ear. it repre,nted
mil% a part of the urbrinal The }mint here i, that ilalliatiun has 0)
Ix. geared to the need, and magnitude of the training program.

number lit prublem, arum ill the implementation of alliation during
thr proat tile - taor,. I flea' centered about the t%pr, of data to rullcted
the rule, ut %artful, pr,un- in the tlitliiittiun proce,,. the difficultie, in-
%ill% ell in interpreting data and rommunicating it, meanin, to participatino
:trutip-. and the to 11. hurt' the data %sa, to be put. In mime ram.",
Lilt, al program partiyip,ult, felt their tAaluittit. input rarel% led to a majur

mudifiratiun ur beneficial FAalliatur, tend to emplu% mean,.
-tandard de% iatitin, and tither -tati,tir. to identik area, of ,reitte.t
tern. or -trunge-t reetntnendatiun. Proll,,ional-N ear per,linnel regularl%
matle pre ,g-rain change. ba,mtl ()II the central tendencies of participating

!tut. %h() %%ant a Amy,. ti,.ilit11% sant chano.. Iii
-tit t in.tatire.-. it Ittd% appear Indeed 111:1% eet1 he true that tht e% ablator
ha- ntit lirrded their adder. 11 hat tAaluatitin van and can't du. %%ill or
uont du. tired- to hr rontinuall% thrun,liont the tours of tile
project in order to dieltip a cummun frame of rfrrrni.t ;mum., the par-
tiripant.-. I hi, }dare- the tAaluatur in the rule tit instructor or trainer. a
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I eacher- lia%e not di-,ctilinatd program characteri-til.- and re,ult, lil ari
or %owed manner ....ept beton. their o%ii -chuol hoard,

I )1-,eti11iation 1- nut lik..1% tti 41re 111 until it coneeptualized and Own

trait-latd aceeptable tarl... and .%ent,.. The di,-rnination
Irrlle' %%mild he more I ritical in a lar,e -tem man% man%

-e hook elll.i1111 ill .1- held .11141 ..1.1)rthifnotitli Ili-qualified a- a
di--rinitiatnin appro.'. h. In the intere,t eft credibilit% to acher-.

education rihnor.... and parent, -hould prommntl% ,..upplement the t11r -t 1111 -

nail ell .11 t I I tl,- III lumn-it% per-mulch It likel% that unier-itA per-on.
nel trill more Iii..:111% %aim tieldba,11 pro.rrani- than fluidic -ellool people
until plan hool pr-unnel acttiall% -es. the pruoTaill ill u1lrrati1)11 and

pertormanc 111 pr.....cry ire participant, that 1, ,uperior
to the pertunnarier eel re mentional bcginnin., teacher,.

(:nepttml Concern =4): Ha: the plir,ratn's de%elt,i)inetit and tertitinatic)11
bran rtleptitalite(1?

111.. attrr lull' produi ti%e life: other-. after d
-hort. malad% prone Nome program death- are planned or zit
Ir.t -t anticipated: other- suttee d. 111%IT;It participant, and
lellhllr -choul per-onnel -11.1111 eoriceptualile and berui the program termi-
nation prove, that abrupt ending-, do hilt incumenience 411 re-trict the
part'. ip.

V. hat 1- thr appropriate life of a prol...Tani:
Urine to -iipport -ticce-,1111 inno%ation- the% drop Own, to

-.11t* ry-MIrnr. III ()Mr til encourage further ep Ilu long Ir
innoation ;in 111111.%ation.

11.11 I..ng -honk] a firld.ha,ed teacher preparation pro;_rrani hou,ed in
on, .tt III -t 11414 : ~t hlttltlilt can he otT .aturated 1sIth prole,,or, and rtit-
dttit teacher- %%h.. are tran-ient, thent-4.111, the pro.rram the%
rere-ent -rem, to a permanent i,,liarpned h the
fact that the cooperatiri, S. unable to eniplo% an
..i/e.ibl nullifier III the -better" teacher,. produced through the to I(l hared
pro "...1111. I eaeher- ithin the -% -tem lime the WA. of prothicin::
tea. her. 1..r -oineholl% eke in di-tant relit1ttl - % -term-. 1 he tarp prole ,-

11.1141I% but de% oid of immediate. per-onal, 1411.11. oh-enable
henet it,. \MI, the pryemit e [rat her, ...ralluate %earl% and the iiiii%er-it%
-tat t otter'. the teacher- litid thm-ke, the real %eterait, perform-

-innlar amiliall% in Oil .1:111LI 11r41 Tam.

III Ow I Itlivr 11.111d. Ma% he iIi iii i1111r1.. 1111 tral'hur 11111111

ti, (11.'1,1tc tlItt)1111.: and other to link idualized



..11,11) decisions to terminate programs can eliminate important
educational resources. Future Narking. relationships bet%%een participating
institutions and friendships bct%%).en their personnel ran be damaged by
liast% dtsengii,emnts. I..titivation students m.6)11161 to enter the program
at the of the llet semester or %ear ma% discover that abrupt
termination has left them %,ith iiii needed prerequisite course., or caused
than ti) be -hurt of coupe, needed fur entr% into altermiti%e programs.

)1)%14111.1% . representati%es of all the iti%uled institutions must (mperiae
in la% in, this issue on the table and in generating a stratet.* to deal %%ith it.

t the lurid le% el, this means identif ing appropriate stager. in the pro-
lift' 11 cll. and la ing plans for making the transition from one stage

to another. It als» means facing up to %shat ma% %%ell be .arse unpleasant
abollt %%hen and under %%hat eireimistimees pri.Tatiis are discon-

tinued. \t the national le%el, some consideration should 1»r gi%rri to tailor-
ing binding e% des to the needs of programs in different periods. of their
life u%)-les.

1111114W Cullrellis

Field-based tearlier pro;_Tanis tend to be rumple.. 1.111. involve
,Tolips of educators and clients, greater number of f)artiviinitit,.,

and line e ronceptualized, often are contaminated b the hard realities of
both pithily school and uni%ersit% operation. .%).p, one %silo partiripates in
such programs ri-ks ha% ing his toes stepped on ()erasion:111%, his best laid
plan- man.rled .1 time or t%% o. and his abilit to relate, smile, adapt, and
umpromise frequentl% ta \ed. Position description.- lia%). a %%a of rhang-

ing or enlar,m... I nanticipated operational erises determine Irn% and
%%hre on's time t- -pent and. coupled %. ith emerging needs of pupils and
pre--en tre teachers. call mandate that slat members. acquire lie%. skills or
use their tin in uni.ureseen %oas.

V. a result of di, uncontrolled and often unpredictable nature of the
-tield.' a multitude of human eunterns arise in the proacti% e phase of a
field -based pro Tani. Se%eral such converns characterized the Indiana '11.1.

disruNsions ter partil ular concerns ma% be brief, mirk
vim) ern has bn related to participant morale, professional satisfaction,
and program continuation. For this reason. each desert's the respect and
attention of those %Ill) to implement field-based programs.

tit)



Human Concern }lave faculty roles and responsibilities been clarified
at the tutiversity level and harmonized with the instituVonal reward
Astern?

ith program implementation comes the realization that participants
%%ill I'm. lime to operate under different rules and perform in significanth
different roles. Facii It% members are called upon to perform their eohica-
ti%c roles in the public school setting. \ot only does such a change necessi-
tate doing %ithonit man% of the support mechanisms available on college
catripii...s. but imol% ement heterogeneous clients is increased. Teach-
ers and principals lia%o. stopped Professional-1 ear methods professors in
the hall, for a in% riad of reasons. Student teachers linger after classes to
request remedies. for teaching ills. The program team is "%here the action
is and %er% visible. P. must give of its time if it belie%es in its o)%.ti pro-
gram.

ithersit% personnel ho join a team dedicated to the implementation
of a fieldbam.ol teacher preparation program %sill soon find that the are

g.ro. in ..4.1oloni associated %Ail!! the professional role. Per-entail 'till
formative at, an instructor, a researcher, a do,eloper, or a combination of
the three characterize, the professional life Of (Mill% professors attached to
calm and conserlatie school, of education. llolioAt.r. if ono. accepts a
position on a campus %%here inno%ations in teacher preparation are genr-
atd, a rich %ariet% of additional behaviors often become a imist.

For .ample, program partieipants must IH recniited, especiall ..here
students lime man training options requiring the exereise of intelligent
choice. Potential public school site, must become a%sare of a proposed nem
program and it:. ail% antages. 1..niplo)%ers of educational personnel rliti,t
[miler-taw! the option. ',creel% e it, strengths. and realize its uniqueness.
I hem Reed.. call for facult% member, e the time, patience, %%illing-
nes,. and abilit% to recruit and screen applic ` and market the prograIll
and Alltletit prillItItt. It is estimated that the recruitment alone. of 7t)
to) 'to Prole-sional lea students requires front Illt) to 120 man hours. sear -
1 %. 1.%aluation of these students upon completion of the program, coupled

the preparation of placement rcommeodations, requires a similar
Iffitttlier of man hours.

\lam prole,.,.or... Ill lt %% ant to do-.otz professional hour, to dissemina-
tion. recruitment, inter% allerti:dig. and jol plavment. It the%
1.1e, t not to iii%oilte thenislo, in them. act: airs. no) one is likel% to (h) it
for them. \on all slew dcti stirs can he delc,eated to) :_rraduate assistants
either nor ,liondol the% be! Pro,rrain applicant:- Kant to narract %it!1 the
real program to tin. ..,on to ,ize lip the ,orial-interactie tbarauter-

it



istirs 41 the staff with which the% will work. The do not desire second
hand briefings and the% persist (at least in Professional-Year) until they
can confer with the program profesoor:: or the director. This drain on
facult time is both painful and rewarding.

The professor who teaches a fixed number of clam sections, in a specific
room, at a specific time, rarel has to pla the role of an advertiser, re-
cruiter, interpreter. or placement facilitator. If innovative programs are to
attract fiseall% defensible enrollment: and endure, these roles must be
:issumd. often at the cost of research and tie% elopment time. The expand-
ed rides that accompan innovation in teacher preparation can heroine
both personal concerns and institutional issues. Recruitment of students
for alternati%e projects and the competition between project teams that
recruitment activities stimulate are new issues resulting in a standardized
"dissemination package's in the Indiana University School of Education.

The definition of facult work loads represents anothe. aspect of this
issue. Traditional I% professors find much of their work load defined in
terms of the courses they teach and the research they do. They are accus-
tomed to meeting two to four classes ear h semester in a given room at a
fixed time. In campus classrooms, they have the sole responsibility and
power to cancel classes, shorten classes, lr substitute classes for independ-
ent study. Teachers anti principals, however, function in a clock- governed
institution where lunches begin and end on schedule and the special musk
teacher appears and disappears at given tin s each week. The public school
educators expect professor 110t 0111% to teach methods classes on schedule
but to be mailable for the supervision of student teachers at pre-
determined times when the teachers can break free to converse with them.
Frankly professors prefer to operate "on call as needed" or to establish
their own sn per% 6.1011 hours in relation to other more crucial aetivities such
as research and writing. E%en the graduate assistants who accept supervi-
sion duties sax '1% e didn't come to the uni%ersity to be played on a daily.
work schedule: we came to escape that schedule." Public school educators
find this notion of unscheduled time dysfunctional and often regard it as a
plo by which the uni%ersit% avoids investing in the program the man-
power it promised.

one !hill°. we feel certain: conventional faculty loads derived from
student contari-h formulas no It mgcr make sense, the faculty member
commenting on his imol% molt in the prolsram dogmatically declared, "It
should 1w made dear that although th 're are part time assignments in the
Professional -1 ear Program, the% begin with a 150 percent in% olvement and
proceed upward. and I'm afraid all the 1)ean notes is that I taught two
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course sections each semester." 11 ork stv les of the university and the
public hool are very different. hiderstanding is called fur h both
groups. 1.ntil universities equate supervision, in-service development, and
student counseling with writing and research, most uliversity professors
will not readily engage themselves in what amounts to be, professional
suicide. Meanwhile teachers will continue to say, "It certainly seems as if
the program director and staff members could be in this school much,
much more frequently."

Hui Ian Concern #2: Have roles and responsibilities been clarified among
public school personnel?

Implementation of a field-based teacher education program necessitates
the cooperation of public school and university personnel if the goals of
the program are to he achieved. The roles and responsibilities of both
groups are changed by such an effort. Parity between university and school
personnel permits each to operate from its strengths in providing a con-
ducive environment for preparing prospective teachers. If a cooperative
relationship exists, both groups ran grow together. Probably nothing is so
offensive to public school personnel as the often "paternal" attitude ex-
pressed by many university professors towards them. The remarks of one
converted Professional -1 ear teacher illustrates the danger.

As teachers, we have continually been asked for sugges-
tions for improving the program. It has taken much teacher
time to provide these stourestions. More often than not, our
suggestions have been ignored. Apparently, methods people
know of only one wav by which to teach. In a large school
where many different methods and techniques are used
effectively , it is most disconcerting to learn that methods
profe Ason. are telling student: that their classroom teachers
are not following the "right" classroom procedure.

To be successful, orientation programs must not be nu' in the traditional
professor-student style. Discumion groups focussing on problems prove to
be a much more viable route. Through this procedure, cooperative deci-
sions ran be made and the responsibilities of various personnel decided
rather than dictated. In-service seminars carrying graduate credit and of-
fered during the :whiml day liv methods professors have been used with
some success to achieve change in teacher educational attitudes and per-
formance.

Probably one of the knottiest problems in making program deeisions has
been in determining what in fart, constitutes consensus. Majority rule
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usually means that a minority does not believe the approach, technique, Or

procedure to be viable. Should everyone live by group decision? This prob-
lem imposes itself constantly from school faculty decisions as to whether
they will participate to program decisions as to the role teachers should
phiy in the supervision of -tridents.

Our position, though tar from adequate, has been to back away from
total teacher inyolvement as a result of majority derision but to continue
to make annual modifications on the basis of majority decision. Clearly,
decisions as to whether to participate in a cooperative venture must be
personal, as opposed to group decisions. professional -Year planners initi-
ated discussions only in those schools where all or almost all of the faculty
were likely to vote for participation. if two or three did not wish to partic-
ipate. they did not have to do so, but the vast majority did have to volun-
teer to make the plan more feasible. Even so, we have the feeling that pres-
sures from peers and principals produced some reluctant participants who
became critical implementors. Even with the most agreeable group of
participants imaginable, there is little likelihood of total support. Probably
the best one eon hope for is a critical mass of teacher support in a particu-
lar direction. ; desirable relationship to be developed is one in which each
group is able to reach the other in a spirit of give and take.

Another problem in the area of roles and responsibilities is the reluc-
tance of public school personnel to open their classrooms to frequent
visitation by university team members. student teachers, program three-
tors, and evaluator. Field-based programs foster the invasion of rooms
that prey iously MU% have been entered only by "the" teacher and occa-
sionally by the principal, 11)st educators feel uncomfortable or apprehen-
sive when they teach before observers, are the focus of a person who is
using an observation scale, or when they attempt to demonstrate teaching
techniques for the benefit of student teachers. University personnel may
feel relatively comfortable observing and categorizing teue'ler and student
teacher classroom action. However, they too find their ..tr.iety level rising
if called upon to demonstrate with elementar!. pupils before pre-service or
in- service program participants:.

t. Riess an openness can be cultivated between professors, teachers, and
pre-sery ire students, there will be little progress in producing new roles and
responsibilities. Early in the program and regularly as well, various com-
binations of participants need to team in instructional activities. Video
taping procedures can be used to facilitate group discussion of the results
of such teaming. A spirit of, "We are in this together, we are looking for
the answer, we all have strengths a:.d weaknesses," must be developed.
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I niversity personnel should lake the first step to demonstrate new welt-
uiques before teachers and solicit feedback. Their courage will be recog-
nized and more than one teacher will then volunteer to try it themselves.
However, don't assume that university faculty will rush to do these things.
Feedback from pre-service participants over a three year period indicates
clearly that demonstrations by university personnel inside public school
classrooms have been extremely rare. To paraphrase classroom teachers
and student teachers: "We observe that is is far easier for university people
to talk about better ways to do thing than it is foi theta to nimbi their
pronouncements." Unless university staff can freely enter public school
classrooms to observe and comment on instruction and unless classroom
teachers can enter the classrooms in which method: courses are taught, the
unique contribution of each group may be lost.

Human Concern #3: Have undergraduate roles and responsibilities been
clarified?

Field-based programs generally include and integrate university course
work (methods, psychology of learning, foundations) with student teach-
ing or internship.: in selunils and community agencies. There is a tendency
for academical!) minded professors to feel that course components are the
most important part of a prtqani; teachers, on the other hand, are likely
to feel that student teaching is the most important component. Pre-service
teachers usually are disposed to join the public school teachers and rate
the student teaching work as inure "real" than the course work.

Program implementors must be concerned with achieving an acceptable
balance between pre-service teacher effort in methods courses and in daily
teaching duties. Frequently pre-service participants have been heard to
say "We don't really need the methods instruction to meet our responsi-
bilities in the clasrtnun." "The methods activities are not relevant to iny
particular grade level or ;.soup of children." "I needed to work longer with
children hla% but those methods professors gave me other things to do."

Attendance of pre - service participants during student teaching intervals
tends to be exemplary. After all, their supervising teachers are aecustom:41
to reporting to school daily, the children are always present, and the pub-
lic expects its teachers to maintain eontinuous instruction. Yet, attendance
of pre-service participant, in the on-site courses is less exemplary. These
classes can be cut !mire easily since the are still viewed as university
courses, and back on campus class cutting is part of going to college. No
parents are irritated and no children are left without instruction if an
undergraduate decides not to attend methods class occasionally.
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Pre.sery ice participants also tend to prepare more for student teaching
responsibilities than they do for course participation. Perhaps they feel
their supervising teacher will be monitoring their performance closely and
preparation is equated with survival. In methods classes, students as.sume
that their colleagues share some of the responsibility and their personal
participation or lark of it will go unnoticed. For whatever reasons, student
teaching and internship assignments often are tackled with more energy,
dependability , and conscientiousness than related course assignments of an
aradetnic nature.

.\ program staff should be concerned that academic quality is main-
tained in on-site courses. Field programs should trot become totally non-
reflective. nun -anal Geld work experience featuring only modeling upon
available public school or community personnel. Theory has a place.
Examination of curricular and instructional alternatives has a 'dare. Con-
tent has a place. Many of the "odd" university programs have been deemed
irrelevant to the real world of education. It is more likely that only parts
of those programs were irrelevant. The executors of the new and supposed-
ly more relevant programs must make sure that pre-service participants
realize that there is no substitute for professional reading, critical thinking,
examination of options, understanding of learning processes, identification
Of cultural values, and so on. Experience is not the total answer. If it were,
there would be no ineffective. experienced teachers., no need for in-service
education. hie suggestion for the improvement of the Professional-Year
Program in.oked: (I) assigning a pair of student teachers to one classroom
fur a full year. (2.) providing the classroom teacher with a text for each of
Ike elementary methods courses, and (3) permitting the teacher to assign
methods text readings and to supervise the student teacher. Simplistic
answers e plain simple phenomena and are inadequate as operational
models for teacher education.

\lam times students have had little to say about the nature of their pro-
gram. Student, can feel as is slated in a field-based program as they can in
large lecture halls on campus if they feel they have not had an adequate
role to play in the decision-making process. On campus they essentially
lime nil professors ith whom to negotiate. In the field, teachers and
administrators join the professors as demanders and defenders of struc-
ture and as buffers against student requests. Decisions must be made and
programs designed and implemented in such a manner that the student
senses his imok einem and participation in the program. This issue ran be
rcsok cd through adequate student representation in planning sessions.
Increased student imol.cment and input into deciding upon relevant class-



rann experiences often bridges what appears to be dissimiliar goals. How-
t.% yr. since field programs tend to take on more structure in each succeed-
ing car. we recenimiend that prospective students be fully and accurate!y
informed of the nature of the program and the nonnegotiable. responsi-
bilities the) must :ccept it the) join the peograni..1Iternativ es for students
can be provided bv having alternative programs as well as alternatives
within a program. Recruiter must insure that program candidates know
which alternatives are available in each case.

Human Concern 44: Do community personnel clearly understand their
role and responsibility in the program?'

hire a deision has been made as to the quantity and quality of coin-
nnen!) experiences which should be offered, the problem arises of finding
communiiv persons to share the responsibility for this venture. Participa-
tion from the communitx 's point of view often means that individuals have
ken given the opportnnitv to be heard. Although such a function is
important. man) neophy to teacher trainers become frightened, confused,
defensive. and without a base of support, become further isolated from
legitimate community concerns. 11 hat is needed Is not so much a forum as
a cooperative program in which the student is introduced to thin problems
of the comunit% and guided toward reasonable solutions. This is a diffi-
cult arrangement to establish. What we have seen happening is cinnumnica-
tit ni between ton% en-ities atid communities and universities and schools.
There is little than -way interacting. Conservative forces preclude joint
community -school e. Lawn. inside the school. Communication is a step
forward but joint action is needed and not very evident. One approach
taken in the Professional-Year Program was the establishment of special
seminar (la% s in which current seerietal issue: w..re addressed by co-
munit) university . and public school pen.,ifinel. I'niversitv students and
school personnel were free to attend these special seminars because they
coincided with the sedum! s% stem's in-service days. Participation was re-
quired of student teachers and voluntary for classroom teachers. hew
teachers chose to gel invoked. There was a feeling that social, economic,
and el,. in issues have no relation to the classroom. The few teachers who
did attend seemed well pleased with this approach. Nluch more must he
done along these lines.

hile these seminars promeeted three-way dialogue., they represented an
aril% it) more on the fringe. of the program than one dealing with the heart
of the matter. V- institutions, the schools and the university already have a

lenig history of involvement in teacher education so theme is some base to
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build upon. The ambiguous nature of the community, particularly in reia-
tiinl to teacher education, and the lack of precedents are difficult obstacle s
to overcome. While we achieved some measure of success in promoting
community imolvemnt, we never achieved a completely integrated set of
shared responsibilities for all of the participants.

Human Concern #5: Have measures been taken to safeguard the educa-

tional program of pupils in the cooperating schools?
All too often programs have been built on the assumption that children

are flexible and can take most anything thrown at them. Although we do
not take issue with the concept that children are resilient, we don't think
it is necessary to design teacher education programs to provide a deliberate
test of the idea. Wean% , we should be able to improve. the education of
children as we improve the education of teachers. Ti achieve this ideal,
school administrator: and teachers must decide on specific instructional
goals to seek with the help of the university student and faculty manpower
available as a result of the field program. Then they must document pupil
progress toward such goals. If there is no progress; or worse, if a decline
occurs in pupil ad ievement, the special program must be revised or term-
inated.

With regret, eve must admit that the Professional-Year resources have
been employed by the schools primarily in the routine activities of "school
keeping.- Some new instructional materials were implemented through
multiple arts and the individual efforts of methods instructors, but they
were not broad programs of instruction for the entire school. As a result,
little evaluatioe. was focused on pupil progress. Opinionaires administered
to teachers and occasional eomments of parents and pupils suggest that the
effects of the program were positive on balance, but no hard data exists to
establish this point with conviction.

Why we were not able to achieve a broader program of instructional
improve :neat in the schools is a complex question. In part, it was the re-
suit of our judgment to soft pedal the focus on school program in order to
get into the schools. Rightly or wrongly, we felt the local schools were
likely to resist efforts to bring about changes in school programs. Instead,
we emphasized the training of teachers, including preservice and in- service,
school and university. We also had the idea in the back of our minds that
once in. we could raise the subject of school program with greater ease.
Needless to say, this didn't happen. Just dealing with the many aspects of
teacher education wu. a considerable task, and federal personnelthough
interested in pupil growthmade it clear that funds would riot be provided



for school instruction. Thus our own failure to confront the issue, the
natural resistance of school personnel, and the funding policies of the
federal government all contributed to the outcome.

Human Concern #6: Have procedures been established to deal with ques-
tions of competence and incompetence among the participants?

A long-term field-based program featuring close personal relationships
between university staff, public school personnel, and pre-service partici-
pants inevitably raises problems about the professional competence and
performance of participants. University personnel work with a few class-
room teachers that find teaching unsatisfying or an impossible challenge.
However, the university group cannot become involved in the evaluation
of teacher performance lest the campus-field relationship be destroyed as a
result of charges and counter charges. This means that a few teachers will
be retained in a field program even though they may not be suitable
instructional models for pre :service participants.

A few professors or associate instructors may have difficulty in relating
to pre-service teachers or classroom teachers. Their on-site courses may be
poorly planned and conducted. Teachers feel, however, that they should
not submit critical feedback to the university administrators who assigned
those staff members to the project. Thus there is a tendency for all part-
ners in the endeavor to tolerate each other's failures with plenty of break-
time gossip and griping.

The "let's keep it as quiet as possible and wait until next year" approach
is also used. Personnel changes may be effected behind the scenes. A new
assignment is offered to a certain program participant by his or her depart-
ment or division head. For rather fuzzily explained reasons, a couple of
positions or responsibilities may be eliminated and the source of the prob-
lem disappears with the positions. The behaviors that produced the prob-
lem are not discussed by collaborating parties.

Dealing with staffing mistakes during the proactive stage is an explosive
activity. Often there are not substitute personnel available for the remain-
der of the year. The goodwill and commitment of the floundering individ-
ual must be preserved. In education, every teacher, professor, and student
has supporting colleaguescolleagues whose goodwill can be lost by
tactless attempts to judge or modify their friend's behavior. Alienated
sub - groups can terminate field working relationships by denying trainees
access to rooms, by severing communication with other staff members, or
by voting a program out.

From the very beginning of program implementation, in-service sessions
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concerned with retraining acthities fur all are needed. lu these sssiou..
lxth desirable and undesirable program bhav for should be demonstrated
and disrussed. Through a school - university h am approach, the incidences
of personal failure can be reduced. It is also desirabh to Iona a committee
to deal, w hen necessar . with p. Nonal inrformance problems. This com.
Mit tee should include school ailministrators. university administrators.
teachers, professors from the onsite courses, super. isors. and pre-service
students. reconunt.ndations to a program partiripant should come
frimi the entire committee and I. a unanimous decision. Professional-Near
has not utilized such a committee: we often have wished that we had.
Neittil.r have we found any iabh way to obtain or fiscally support in-
set-% ire training for the program team. In one ear. when five of six
methods personnel were new replacements. staff -'miscasting," prsonalit
clashes, and lack of in-sen aA4stanee were almost fatal to the program.

Teel Con vertu

Field-based programs bring mum mundane worries to farult members
who tiller dealt with such worries while the were independent professors
in rumen tional campus classrooms. Preparing and repreparing several ver-
siuns of the net ear's program is an inevitable chum. lacing "field" pro.
lessor, l ndergraduate and professor travel becomes a concern. Teaching
spare and equipment must be negotiated with public school adinistra-
tors. hie crust al wars be aware of the differences between the public
school and universitv calendars. Which staff member will cheek out a key
to the publi 'whiml and report early to open that school on a special
holiday .' ho will verik that even sellout dour is locked at the end of
that da% remembering that the custodian is observing the holidaN T The
point is. that when facultv members are given team freedom to operation-
alize an innovativ e program. the' surrender routi,ie services normally
prodded by units in the bureaueracY. Those units have rather strict but
effective procedures for dealing with technical matter. t *nit directors
rarely rare to learn the special procedures preferred th the program team.
Therefore. if the team want:: to humanize the operation. bend the rules,
interject special features. change the timing. and ,;() on, it must learn to
deal with details. technicalities, and that much unaligned "administrative
trivia.- It is not likely that a professor's promotions and tenure dossier will
reflect one percent of the energy expended on technical matters. but with-
out this expenditure the program .611 fail.



Technical Concern » 1: Is the budget realistic for the program's goals and
objectives?

getting Herded financial support is a major technical concern in the
implementation of innovative programs of teacher education. Clearly such
programs cost enure. Because of increased costs many field-based teacher
education programs haw sought initial support from outside sources. This
procedure pros ides the lead time needed to establish new budget priorities
within the university. %%hile this is clearly a positive aspect of outside
funding it can also prove to be "a latter-day Frankenstein." Speeial sup-
rt tends to gibe special program status. Such stows all too often breeds

the attitude that there is a "regular program." and an "experimental pro-
ject." Much to the detriment of the project and its implications for change
within institutions. isolation is often the result. One would be amiss to
over-emphasize financial problems in the reactive stage. Usually monies
are available Iwcause both universities and the federal government are in
the habit of supporting new ideas. Financial worries really begin to occur
in the proartne stage.

fne of the most painful issues to lw faced by a team charged with the
management of a field-based program is the inevitable reduction of fiscal
support when the university institutionalizes the program on "hard
mm..." Innovative programs tend to be both innovative and effective
beause extra things are provided. extra components are ineluded, extra
manpower is imested, extra instructional materials are employed above
the current norms characteristic of regular programs. Teachers appreciate
and come to expect small "soft-money" stipends for planning meetings
and maivation sessions in the first years of federally supported programs.
Professors expect and value graduate assistant aid, travel reimbursement
for frequent trips to field sites, and the latest in commercial instructional
materials. Program coordinators benefit greatly from funds used to bring
in outside consultants and evaluators. These coordinators are able to
devote considerable administrative time to the program, if their salary is
partiall> grant supported, without worrying about shouldering a full
uni.ersith teaching load. Pre-service students value low student-instructor
ratios. new curricular materials to manipulate, field trips, and many en-
remitters with consultants from the community.

hen the grant mune. ends, it is an exceedingly difficult task to obtain
uni.ersith mime. to maintain program components that made the program
trill. different or that promote high participant moral: and exemplary
communication. There is a tendency to apply old instructional fiscal form-
ulas to institutionalize an innovative program. To survive at all, the pro-



grain staff has to prune out all sorts of activities and manpower that
brought about the unique characteristics of the original program. These are
the characteristics that attracted pre-service and inservice teachers in the
first place. Serious questions can be raised as to whether innovative field-
based programs are institutionalized. For example, some of the "cutbacks"
that have occurred in the Indiana's Professional-Year Program in Its first
year of institutionalization include:

no graduate interns for the rive methods professom They once shared
six interns annually. and these interns represented a "multiplier
effect's since they were prospertiv.. "trainers of teacher trainers."

only two supervision specialists where there once were four.
no professor as evaluator when there once was a person assigned half

time to this task.
no full or half-day paid workshops for teachers where there once were

four or five each year.
no funds for the purchase of innovative instructional materials by

methods professors.
no extra stipends for supervising teachersbut no reduction in teacher

protyam responsibilities.
onlv 70 percent of needed reimbursement funds for local travel for

methods instruction conducted in the field.
no mime% for Otltzidt'
no travel mone for professors to attend relevant, related research or

dissemination conferences or to view similar programs in operation
at other sites.

a 20 percent load assignment for the program coordinator in compari-
son with an original commitment of 80 percent.

considerable difficult in obtaining funds to reimburse schools for
consumable materials. What is a nominal cost when one or two
student teachers are assigned to a school becomes substantial when
30 are present.

no secretary for the program when once there was an exclusive pro-
gram secretary.

loss of adequate campus office space and a meeting room where pro-
gram staff could meet as a "team."

At current levels of support for teacher preparation, we just are not
going to construct programs as good as we know they should be. We can-
not pay for all the necessary inqedients. Apparently a field-based program
must be so suceex:ful during the golden, fully-funded years that university
and public school faculties will work harder and suffer more personal
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oinfori in the in-titutionalization y ears just to keep it alke. Assuming
that there alwa s will enough people to counteract the cutback of fiscal
support with tYcat itneAttttits of perlkoiiiii time is risky. Utti%ersity ad-
munstrators must recognize that the institutionalization phase may be the
one in Ult 101 a program fails. Initiators and implementors of soft 1110111.
project- must !third against making the programs too deli during initial
sta,t's of funding. The% should limit the number of extra but superior
omponents to be included. Reaction of fiseal pruners three or four years

in the future must be anticipated and program components predicated on
nn toes of it-Q(1111e m! funds rather than soft-money -pirkups.s. It would
be wise to iii hr ultimate financial decision-makers in the coneeptualiza-
tit m of the prosrrant. pr gram costs should he hidden front them.
,,..tier or later the program will be chap. I by fiscal officers: hidden
expense, well *lime to light and will be eliminated. Early involvement of
these decision-makers in the planning max give them time to modify- fiscal
support Lewis and procedures to moid program emasculation during insti-
tutionalization.

Meaningful communit) involvement often brings budget problems which
must be faced. l Ilk ersity programs have no historical precedent for sup-
pt trim:: community imoketnent. I. nfortunatelv. no historical precedent
means no university budget. A bile this need not be a problem when out-
sitIt funding is available. it does present a problem for those who must
elm% ince administrators of the appropriateness of this category as a hard-
line support item. For example. one Professional-Near COUN examines tl-e
ride- of t immunity are neit's and their impact on schools:. Although a
faculty member is assigned to the emirs. community' agency reprsnta-
thes are needed as part time instructors if the couril is to be current and
credible. However. administrators find it impossible to appropriate con-
Atkin., funds. fur, 3ts1ders. No ways have yet been explored where the
community agent.% people and the faculty member could trade off their
time with no exchange of funds. It would seem that tradeoffs may be a
needed :omie to meaningful communitx invokement.

prulialth the most ion -diate budgetan problem is buying needed plan-
ning time. Faculty teams are now first realizing the amount of effort
which must Ite devoted to planning. I liken-it% administrators have unreal-
istic tApectdtiom in this regard. Many feel that a program will majestically
take burnt overnight. Fe% are willing to pax for planning. It has been our
experience that faculty positions are often filled late. new faculty brought
M 'ampu, literally dins prior to the commencement of a program, and

altur space not allocated until after the university program huts officiallx



begun. In August, 1072, 60 percent of the I972-73 Professio,ial-Year team
was employed to arrive on campus ten days prior to total program resup-
tion. Such administrative behavior mitigates against the development of a
strung program.

A director of a field -based program must learn to live with ambiguity
about the program's fate. lie must also help teachers and university staff
members to remain flexible and to maintain optimism about program
continuation. Ltthersities tend to make budgetary decisions slowly. Both
teachers and prolemors would like to know in January or February
whether they will have the opportunity :o he program participants in the
next year or riot. 'l'oo often the answer is "l es, if the program is funded.

We won't know that until June or later. Remember, our state legislature
hasn't made final appropriations yet. We haven't received any word from
the t Wire of Education, either. Let's meet about this again in a month or
two.

This ambiguity is a real concern to many professors w ho may have
joined the university because they philosophically support field-based
teacher education. \ow. should they lobby for more conventional instruc-
tional positions next y ear? Should they accept another position elsewhere?
Should they assume the program will survive?

Teachers want a program decision too. Other university options, espe-
ciall% those involving student teachers, may be available. If the program
isn't to be funded, will tile% be informed too late to collaborate in one of
the other optitms? Should they organize a school program around the
possibility that student teachers will be an important source of educational
manpower'.' Will the student teachers really he present next September?
Such questions are a very understandable concern of public school person-
nel.

The program director must solieit public school participation in the
program before he know, that the program is officially funded. Ile must
recruit and orient pre-service participants even before he has commitments
from public schools. Ile must accept the danger that financial constraints
could terminate the program and apologies will be due dozens of would-be
participants. 111 parties need to be flexible, optimistic, and tolerant of the
wa% in which university decisions emerge. In tact, if all parties come
forward united in favor of the program late in the auLdemic year, they can
often influence the funding decision. Exposure of all participants to the
public ,chool system and the university derision - making processes and
time tables is an advisable proactive stage activity. While all this is true,
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program implementors would do %%ell to prod the administration into
making budget 1r decisions earlier.

In man% instance,. the adminiseratuN don't lime VeI'N much control of
the process either. must wait for actions at higher levels in the
universit% or for budget allocations at the state levels before the% can be
certain that funds and positions will be available. In these situations, trust
takes on increasing significance as an ingredient in factilt -administrator
relationships. If tactile% are 0)1111(11.ra the administrator is doing the best
he can for them and that he will honor their requests if at all possible., then
the are likel> to wait out the situation with patience. and optimism.

Technical Concern #2: Have university registration, tuition, grading, and
similar "routine" procedures been adjusted to meet program goals and
operation?

There is strong resistance to an% change in registration. tuition. grading.
and other "routine" inaitutioual procedures in higher education. %eh of
w hat is "law is "unwritten law." established to make someone's job a bit
easier to perform. %%hen such procedures are established to deal with
30.(l01) i)erenis, or some lame subgroup of them, routine is a legitimate
(it. lee, lien%ever, standard tiniversit% runtities a% present substantial
roadblocks to experimental prug-rams for reasons that arc often difficult to
anticipate.

I lie need to integrate the content of field-baed courses in the Profes-
sional- 't ear Program provides an excellent illustration of this problem.

nelergradnate stinleuts and in-service teachers detect considerable redini-
dancv 111 such courses as mathematics. seience, social studies, and language
arts methods. Each professor offering these courses tends to deal with such
topics as !wild% ioral objectives. reinforcement techniques, classroom
management techniques. learning them.% instructional diagnosis, and su
on. l ndergraduates are quick to complain that the same material is taught
offer and er.er again in four or fi'e different courses by program instructors
who 111 comtounicate ,%ith each oilier. "kre we having higher order
questions again toda% r' is a favorite lower order question of Professional-
1 ear student teacher,. lhe,tipeni,ing teachers who observe the under-
graduate appi int! thew corepe in elemental school classroom, also note
the repetition and add to the Man% of complaints.

Prole,-ors beeome sensiti%e to the complaints and recogni.ze their legit
mute% . team approach to methods instruction evolves as a viable
suit, tie at. Instructor plan common topic, that are presented once to sent'
four or Ike. method, areas. Thrs academic offerings are programmed



sequentially to span a full year. Essentially the students are enrolled in all
five methods courses from August to \lay, systematically completing all
tea-selected units without the repetition that occurs when four or five
professors plan and teach independently.

If this approach is to be followed, it would be best if the undergraduate
enrolled in all the courses in August and received a final grade for each of
the courses in \lay . However, university registration and tuition proce-
dures are not designed to spread instructional offerings across an entire
academic scar. Rules limit the number of semester hours for which stu-
dents can register. Semester hour limits may be exceeded slightly if permis-
sion is obtained from designated administrators and if extra tuition is paid.
Students find both requirements distasteful. The designated administrators
are far remowd from the special program and are skeptical about whole-
sale exceptions to traditional registration rules.

Students can enroll in halt' the courses in August and receive grades and
credit for them in January, but our experien,-e has indicated that students
a% tend to roast, drift, and relax once the course is entered as completed
on their transcripts. Awarding credit for a course half way through a
course is d sfunctional even if the act does keep the registrar and the
bursar haply

Another approach is to award incompletes to all program participants in
all of the team taught courses at the end of the first semester. This ap-
proach requires the completion of from six to seven hundred "Removal of
Incomplete" forms at the end of the second semester. Secretaries who
process student transcripts do not like to handle 60t) "Removal of
Incomplete forms. Neither do the faculty. CurrentlY, this is the method
by which the staff of Professional-1 ear has turned five methods courses
into an integrated, ear-long. continuous instructional sequence.

These "Remo al of Incomplete forms are being processed as a favor to
a particular program staff. Permission to use such forms in such large

numbers must be requested y earl> . legitimate way exists to register
students for up to :13 semester hours of integrated work in August to be
completed in AlaY. Semester stems, so common to most universities,
represent technical challenges to field-based teacher education programs
that feature one or more years of on-site preparation. Not everything
academic ran or should be initiated and completed in 16 to 17 weeks, but
registration procedures often make the semester appear indomitable.
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Technical Concern 41: Have steps been taken to insure the attainment of
program objectives within scheduling realities of public schools and univer-
sities?

niversity calendars and public school calendars may not coincide. For
example, teachers may be On spring vacation during one week while
university participants are vacar;oning during a different week. Unless
thew schedules are reconciled in sonic k* ay, the program's staff may have
far fewer (lass to offer instruction than it expected.

Field programs can be designed so that university students observe the
same holidays as public schools. Such designs mean that professors cannot
follow the official university calendar. Conflicts with other course obliga-
tions, committee meeting:. and counseling appoinments may be many.
The students may find fraternity, sorority, and dormitory facilities closed
during university vacation weeks. The expense of special room and board
arrangements during university vacation week is an added burden for
student. Directors of field programs should anticipate working out a few
day s of special course instruction to bridge the differences in the annual
calendars of the two institutions.

Some scheduling problems are inherent in the nature of the two institu-
tit bile the operating procedures of most university faculty members
permit and encourage adaptability and change, the daily routines of most
public schools are much less flexible. Teachers constantly want to know
with precision when students will be in classrooms, whim activities will
take place, and that what is suppose to happen is in fact happening. Most
university faculty are not so organized. Often spur of the moment adapta-
tions are made to meet the exigencies of a particular time. Since both
groups have adopted these modes of operation for survival in their respec-
tive environments, (+wige does not conie easily. Convincing university
faculty of the need to commit themselves to a particular schedule, while
encouraging teachers to be as flexible as possible often proves inadequate,
but the most that can be done without an extensive experiential base to
draw from.

Technical Concern Have space and equipment been obtained so that
the program can be made operational in the field?

To date. the issue of facility use by university personnel in the public
schools has nut arisen, but it clearly has the potential of being a problem
given the wide-spread proliferation of field-based programs. Instructional
space and custodial arrangements are a serious concern in most public
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Floor space w ill first be allotted to teaehers, vounselors, and
adinistrator. If there is a surplus of classroom space, a field-based pro-
,rra from a unisersit% is welcome. !lowe ser, that space is not guaranteed
annually. Fluctuations in pupil enrollment can lead to the creation of
moire via,. sections and the need fur more rooms.

I liter the school that houses a field-based program consists of traditional
classrooms. that is. roionns that seat thirt to fort% pupils. These rooms
make it impossible to assemble sevent% to one hundred pre-sen ice pro -

:.!ran participants for a large group presentation, a film showing, or testing.
The size of student subgroups and instructional techniques employed may
well he dictated b% the ph% sisal features of the host school. The timing of
program acthities a has e to resole around the timetable for cafeteria
deanup, the use of the cafeteria for pin, Aral education classes on inclem-
ent day s, and the schedules of music teachers.

I he %illitioncss of public school official to issue school keys to univer-
sits professors etas goseni the number of extra instructional sessions that
ran he held. The universitY personnel are guests inside the school facilities
and do not hint. the direct control they hase in their offices on campus.
\lost professors would like more guarantee of spatial arrangements than
the hale. There are man% advantages in stocking a room used for on-site
courses with instructional materials. bulletin boards, and AN equipment.
There is little ads an tage in musing materials and equipment to the most
current "spare spare. I hm't despair though; time available instructional
spare in the }nadir school is likely to be as permanent, large, and well

equipped as the rooms son, are frequen assigned on campus.

Technical Concern Have procedures been established for the equit-
able use of the local public schools by various teacher education programs?

\lonopolization of ueark schools and communit agencies as field sites
for a special program over a period of seseral y ears represents both a
-ghoul and nniversit issue. The issue is more germane to a small town
where there are le% buildings in the school district than it is to large cities.
ilowor. there are al% large 1116% rrsi ties located in relativeb, small towns

and this issue should be of concern to them.
Proponents of field-based programs go out into schools. build communi-

cation- networks, create a collaborative program, and establish a working
relationship with se% era! faculties. It' the program is successful, the school

elect to remain in the program from year-to-year. \lost school
faculties. if in% oked in an intensive and comprehensive teacher preparation
program. do not ebony to brome insolsed in another program at the



same tone. (her time, the universitY staff of the first program acquires a
monopoly on the teachers, administrators. and space in the original sites.

Meanwhile, the success of the first field program probably has stimulated
the design of potentially more effective and innovative field programs.
Staffs of newer programs need field sites, too. Rut, in small towns, the
ori,rinal field sites may represent a large proportion of all available schools.
Planners of the new programs may not have enough -virgin" schools to
approach concerning collaboration. These planners often resent the tight
grip the first program team keeps on its schools and teachers. If schools are
really few, the original team views the surrender of its field sites as suicide.
1 second generation program will move into the sites only if the original
program is terminated. Such action does not offer more alternatives to
pre-stirs ire teachers; it only replaces program A with program IL

Solutions to this dilemma are few if the School of Education is large.
Neu and improved alternative programs are desirable. Are new programs
to die in the implementation stage for lack of sites? Are they to be trans-
ported far from campus that faculty refuse to participate? .1re they to
replace older. 'troy en programs? Are professors to visit selected schools
and attempt to persuade school faculty members to resign from program A
to Join program 11? Perhaps, in small town settings, the life expectancy of
each 'warrant should 1w established in the planning stage and termination
should occur by agreement on a specific calendar date. Disadvantages do
lie in this prescribed life approach. Who knows whether the newest pro-
gram will match the effectiveness of the older and supposedly well evalu-
ated program? t )r. is it possible that schools surrendered by one group will
sttIn be lost by another group and become disassociated from teacher
preparation for several years.

This issue is yen real. A ithin it are the seeds for friction. suspicion,
resentment between campus program directors, project coordinators,
directors of student teaching, and coordinator: of observation-
participation actisities. 111 compete for entry into the same real world
-be-. The simplistic answer that We were here f rs t five years ago," does
mit settle the issue. Neither does the retort. "Go find some new schools,"
when there are no appropriate schools within twenty-five miles or more.
Few institutions have carefully considered the competition for and oy er-
utilization of. public schools in field-based program,. In Blimillitligt011,
is th the stem and the university have felt it necessary to
appoint coordinators to deal with large numlwrs of petitions for university
uisolymnierit ui -mall number- of public schools. Rather cumbersome
bureaucratic measures base been installed to eontrol and monitor the
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requests schools recei%e from field-oriented professors and university
-t ildents. Site procui.ment is a problem frequently being recognized as a

matter of formal k teacher organizations. .1t a time when
irld based programs appear to 1w expanding, it will become even more of

a problem before it is restd

Technical Concern #6: Have procedures been established for the approval
of research to be undertaken by persons not a part of the program's staff?

%%hen a small group of public school ire closely allied with a university
program. the% are often perceived as very convenient sites for research
efforts k prolessoN and graduate students who are unaffiliated with the
program. In the past ears, many researchers have sought entry into
the I It schools. fter all, the teachers there are an organized group and
they hae been conditioned to engage periodically in TTT evaluation
actiities. under..Traduates are intensely clustered in the schools at a
%en short distance from campus. hey represent a most convenient popu-
lation for research purposes. Then tin). the program's universiR staff
consist- of people that can be enountered on campus and persuaded to
support and poNsibl. implement such research. Often the researcher is

prestigous and it becomes politically unwise to refuse to cooperate.
Research external to the proirram often has no relationship to program

actiities and objectives. Initiators of the external research often want not
nil to use the "popalatiim" painstakingly assembled by someone else.

but they want program staff to explain the unfamiliar research and enforce
schedules for its completion. \i) matter whether the staff or the outsiders
explain and administer the "treatments," public school personnel view the
research as another requirement of the program. Resentment towards the
nature of the surrey questions, the time it takes to respond, meetings
needed to ce,nuutntirate research objectives, and other burdens are taken
out on the original program and its staff. It is not the independent re-
searcher who tries to vomiter teacher complaints about one more long
straw twine deposited upon the back of the harried classroom camel. It is

not the external researcher who faces dissatisfied undergraduates who

claim their course work is a cover for the data gathering efforts of doctoral
students or professional researchers.

I >irectors of field-based programs must face this issue early in the pro-
gra implementation stage. They are going to receive the antagonism front
teachers and principals if the field sites are Am% ed to be perceived as
captive audiences for anyone's research. A system for the approval of
research actin ities must be constructed. Teac,.ers and principals must be



imothed in its (m:4:action. External researchers should be made aware of
the steps required to gain permission to enter program schools. They
should expect to make their own research proposal, in person, before the
teacher groups to be involved. Each proposal should be identif41 clearly
as: (I) an integral part of the proJam. (2) a related but supplementary
144 of the program, or (3) a nom-program related, external aetivity. Of
course, similar presentations should be made before all university people
on tin program team and before undergraduate participants.

The program director who monitors the observation of these procedures
ina% be seen as an obstructionist at times by his campus colleagues in
search of rar. , economical -olutions to their data gathering problems. It is
better to risk this perception titan to be described by public school person-
nel as one who is insensitive to, or a facilitator of, the exploitation of
teacher time and energy. There will be years when participating schools
cannot accommodate all the requests for research participation. The pro-
gram director and staff :na> well have to tell campus petitioners that the
"sites are closed and suggest that WWI), different populations be sought.
It helps collegial relationships if these issues and potential courses of
action are discus:sed earls in the implementation phase before specific
requests are recci%ed.

Technical Concern #7: Have the topics or issues to be presented by com-
munity representatives been identified, sequenced, and articulated into the
total curriculum of the field-based program?

.ommtmih representatives are readily available for employment as full-
time or parttime team members and as regular consultants to field-based
programs. The I'mfessional-N ear staff turned to representatives of lower
income groups and ethnic minority groups for inputs to the teacher prepa-
ration process. plant of these community people interacted with under-
gaduates in pss eholog classes, introduction to teaching classes, methods
classes. and student teaching. The substance of most interactions revolved
around social and economic problems of low income groups and the
insensitis its of schools, businesses, and the middle class to these problems.

'\ bile propectisr teachers need to be much more aware of the problems,
attitude, and aspirations of low income groups: they require a depth of
exposure to these topics, familiarity with their roots, and a realization of
their generalizabilit% . Depth of exposure has been difficult to obtain.
Some examination of exemplar% S4/101(M5 to selected problem:: would be
valuable, as well.
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.1 limited viewpoint, repetition, and personal opinion characterized
may% communit contributions to Professional-Year. Substantive discus-
sion, %ere restricted to conditions in the town or county. An
undergraduate graduate, or professional program participant who at-
tended community -led seminars and rap sessions over a four Semester
period, fur example, heard discussions of:

the l("--.0 campaign to substitute food stamps for commodities.
the quality of construction represented in low income housing.
the occasional insensitive management of a school free lunch program.
the higher school dropout rate of low income students.
the inspection policy associated with local government housing.
isolated cases of questionable disciplinary action taken by principal; or

teachers with low income
the need for a social, recreational, and work center in certain parts of

tow n.

the lack of concern for low income children and their parents report-
eill% demonstrated k inanv teachers.

the need for low income people to develop a welfare rights
organization.

The nine topics just cited w ere usually discussed at any seminar, whether
on campus or in neighborhood centers. no matter who the trainees were or
what the announced title of the seminar was. Thus, a pre-service teacher
tended to hear the same rather superficial exposition of community prob-
lems as a sophonn)re, a junior, and a silior. \luny undergraduates who
sought "community interaction" reported back that all seminars they
attended and all clan: presentation tended to be the same. Undergraduate
interest in opportunities to receive instruction from community represent-
atives tended to be high initially but to decrease as the instruction pro-
gressed.

(11)viousl eommunit) contributors to field-based programs must take
the time to specilv instructional objectives to be met. Activities to ae-
complish these objectives must he designed. Unstructured, unpredictable
rap sessions are as likel to alienate pre-service teachers from certain
segments of the communit% as they are to promote broader societal sensi-
tivitv Communit representatk es on a program team must assume
responsil,ilities for organizing a curriculum just as a mathematics methods
professor due's. Topics should be identified, activities described, intern-
ships established that undergraduates experience at certain times in their
teacher education program. Some sort of cheek -off s) stem is needed to
route undergraduates through the community experiences in a logical,
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cumulative. non-re way, Evaluative procedures art needed to deter-
mine whether participant attitudes and performance are altered as a result
of itistructitm from ommunit people and participation in community
acti%

HU,. technical concern has to be faced squarely by community people
who want input to teacher education and who want official instructional
position, on program teams. It is dangerous for university personnel to
assume that the mere employment of a connnunity person insures effee-
the communit% -oriented instruction. It is naive for a community repre-
sentative to equate telling about his or her life anti problems with effective
instruction or with a defensible curriculum component of a field-baseI
rirram. It is essential that communit% instructors accept instructional

planning and management duties that at first will be foreign and difficult
for them.

Cotten!sniff

1 rather formidable ddineation of issues, problems, and concerns has
been made. Certaink many issue have not been touched at all in the
discussion. The vulg. vields 18 potential categories of concern. liene are
four issues not previously diseussed in this chapter that nicely nestle into
four different cells of the model. In reviewing your own program, rejoice if
von find that it is impossible to identify any issues for several cells.

All of the cited concerns fall within the program implementor's zones of
influence. I -nfortunately, all of these eonerns also fall within the zones of
influence of other administrators at the university, the school, or in com-
munity agencies. This overlap in responsibility means that decision will
come ?howl meetings will become frequent, compromises will become
inevitable. closure will become rare, and at times, progress will be barely
perceptible. Rut, for those who persist, the reward is to witness some
exciting stirrings in teacher education.

Rather than viewing this ehapter as a voltage of horrendous obstacles
that defy progress, view it as a list of intriguing natural features in our
educatitmal world that are pliable and can be removed, modified, cireum-
yen ted. or co-opted. If you are now accepting responsibility in an innova-
tive teacher preparation program, our twisting track through the "field"
may help you move quickly to identify and neutralize the impediments
awaiting oti. In this spirit. we offer to the program implementor, in
checklist format. the concerns posed earlier as a guide to the implementa-
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tion of change in teacher education. Talk about them. Provide for them.
Add to them. Send us a revised and expanded checklist. From the collec-
tive experience of all will emerge more viable models for the improvement
of teacher education.

Cube Cell Issue

Human - Proactive- Community Can articulate, energetic community people maintain
their credibility and influence with their community
peers if they assume university instructional posi-
tions? Will they be perceived as having defected to
the other side?

Conceptual-Preactive-Public What basic position should the local teacher profes-
School sional organization take toward the role of the class-

room teacher in preparation of new teachers? How
will the selected position influence the design of the
field-based program?

'Technical- Proactive - Public Can art, music, physical education, and other special
School schedules be adjusted at the school system level to

expose student teachers and program professors to a
balanced instructional day free of excessi' e interrup-
tions and "down time"?

Technical-Preactive-University How are the resources of staff time, travel money, and
stipends provided before a grant is received to sup-
port the proposal writing team and the personnel
who solicit initial school and community involve-
ment?
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Program linplementor's Checklist

Directions
For each item listed below, indicate whether you have or have not taken the
necessary action.

Conceptual Concerns

1 Has there been a meaningful involvement, commitment, and responsibility for
comninnity and school personnel in the conceptual phase of program develop-
ment?

Yes No
Comment*

2 Have faculty been identified who are committed to teaming to make the pro-
gram's goals become a reality?

Yes No
Comment

13 Have procedures been established which insure program stability in the event of
personnel replacement?

Yes No
Comment

4 Have steps been taken to insure faculty participants that their involvement and
contributions will be rewarded by the university?

Yes No
Comment

5 Have reasonable benefits for all involvement groups been clearly identified?
Yes No
Comment

6 Have procedures been established which allow the program to accommodate needed
,:hange but which stablilize the conceptual model?

Yes No
Comment

7 Has a plan of evaluation been established and implemented which can assist staff
decision making?

Yes No
Commen t

8 Has an adequate dissemination plan been developed and implemented?
Yes No
Comment
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9 Has the program's development and termination been conceptualized?
Yes No
Comment

Human Concerns

1 !lave faculty roles and responsibilities been clarified at the university level and
harmonized with the institutional reward system?

Yes No
Comment

2 Have roles and responsibilities been clarified among public school personnel?
Yes No
Comment

3 Have undergraduate roles and responsibilities been clarified?
Yes No
Comment

4 Do community personnel clearly understand their role and responsibility in the
program?

Yes No
Continent

5 Have measures been taken to safeguard the educational program of pupils in the
cooperating schools?

Yes No
Commen t

6 Have procedures been established to deal with questions of competence and in-
competence among the participants?

Yes No
Comment

Technical Concerns

I Is the budget realistic for the program's goals and objectives?
Yes No
Comment

2 Have university registration, tuition, graciing, and similar "routine" procedures
been adjusted to meet program goals and operation?

Yes No
Comment
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3 Hue steps been taken to intaire the attainment of program objectives within
scheduling realities of public schools and universities?

Yes \u
Comment

4 Haw space and equipment been obtained 2743 that the program can be made opera-
burial m the field?

1 es No
Comment

5 Haw procedures been established for the equitable use of the local public schools
b..anous teacher education programs?

1 et.4 No
Comment

b Roe procedures been established for the approval of research to be undertaken
b. persons not a part of the program's staff?

Yes No
Comment

7 Have the topics or issues to be presented by community representatives been
identified, sequenced, and articulated into the total curriculum of the field-
based program!

1 es \o
Comment

*This comment section may be used to clarify an affirmative or negative response,
as well as communicate other difficulties encountered in the "yes/no" scale.
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V Program Impact on Individuals

Viable and lasting changes in teacher education cannot be produced
through changes in structur. and organization alone. Such structural
changes often act as a subterfuge behind which the saine old practices
continue. It' organizational change has had an impact, then that impact
must manifest itself in people: how they perform, the procedures they
follow, the attitudes they hold, and the ways in which they interrelate
with their colleagues. For this reason, it seems highly appropriate to de-
vote a chapter of this book to the topic of individual change.

Individual change in teacher education does not come easily. Professors,
teachers. and students all have perceptions of the teacher's role which are
translated into expectations for teacher behavior. These perceptions
govern behavior in their own rol:.s. Changing such perceptions is extremely
difficult. One way to bring change about is to place persons in situations
where old perceptions can no longer function or function as well. In such
situations. individuals are challenged by the environment to perceive things
in new ways and respond to them differently.

The figure below illustrates this view of individual change. It says in
effect, "We act out of our view of the world." In other words, we act
toward and react to others in accordance with a set of learned expecta-
tions. According to such expectations, professors are supposed to teach
methods in college classrooms following a well defined format, and teach-
ers are supposed to work with student teachers in prescribed ways. We do
not expect methods professors to demonstrate in elementary classrooms or
teachers to participate in methods instruction. Our expectations tell us
how to implement a teacher education programwho plays what roles
under what circumstances and with what results.

\ hen a new s.'t of circumstances prevails- that is, professors teach their
methods in elementary schools and follow through with students during
student teaching. then new expectations can evolve and new behaviors
emerge. Teachers can make appearu ices in methods classes and professors
can offer demonstrations with elementary pupils.

Change.. in perception and behavior do not occur automatically with a
change in the environment. True, fewer supports and less stimulation
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du-lime r' to' inter% teu mer tile past four and one-hall %ears to monitor
the prove., of indoidual and institutional change. F.%allisiti%e de% we.
ri611111411'11: ( I) the degree tt, %%Inch a program acti% it or treatmetitartn-
all% occurred, (2) attitudes of %arious -lib-groups of participants to-
%%arol the autil. it% or treatment. and (3) the impact of the acti% it% or treat-
ment upon the profe.sional performance of the target group. Itestdts
obtained from the.,' frequent effort, ha% e been used to modif% and refine
program component, from %ear to % ear.

I lie data pre,ented in tins chapter has been collected eclusi% el% fro nil
and on participant, in the Prole,sional-1 ear Program. s the largest pro-
gram in both number, imo,1%ed and resources pro% ided, it rerei% col the
ho.'', share of e%aluation efforts a- ..ell. Nloremer. clearly established
',oak- %%ere mailable for each of the se%eral target groups i11%.)1% ed. For all
of these r..asons. the Prolessional-1 ear Program ser%I! as an erelletit
%vinyl). to illustrate the documented results that have occurred in - e%eral

group, of indi%

that the reader can be t. posed to a realistic balance. of neaati%c arid
po,iti%e re -lilt- and commentarv. the authors ha% e elected to present -lir-
%). data obtained during the 1()71 -72, and I 972-73 school %ears. At the
time of the 1 ()7.2-73 , the prolessional-1 ear Program %%as in its
fourth %ear of operation. l'ile original iitli%ersit staff that conceptualized
and first implemented the program had "turned o% er to ,tio.11 a degree
that 0111% the coordinator and one associate instructor (candidate for a

doctoral de,,ree) %sere the mil\ litliersit people attached to the program
in I kcember. 1 072 %%hot had been on the staff in I )ecember. 1 97 I. In other
..ord-. in I )ecein ker. I 9:2 a % ming, ne%% hie\ perienred staff .%a- operating
a relati%ck "old intimation that %%as entering the institutionalization
pia -(' under greatl% reduce,' fiscal ,upport.

\hull of the data reported %%a- collected at a time %%hen teachers %. ho
had been program participant:, for three or four %cars %ere r.ottlev. hat
eritial (11 the ine perienced uni%ersit people %% orking %%it!' them. Teach-

ers felt the% better understood %%hat the proq,,,ratil %Vas and had been than
did tiier-it% personnel. the lamented the comfortable relationship, lost
%%hen prole...or. left the program to he replaced 1t assistant professors and
graduate --tudent... The% %ere also disturbed by the eaporation of extra
fund. to under,rird special planning conferences. e% Amnion %%orkshops.
and .11 pplenictitar% honoraria for .% orking ith student teacher.. In man%
%%a% I truchiller, I Or'_' marked one of the host problem-imparted month,.
ill the life (df the l'rule,,h)nal.1 ear Prugratn. During 19-70. problems
undou; !roll% %%ere more numerous and more comply\ since the original
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concepts were then being put into operation for the first time. however,
there war a % ast reservoir of resourcessoft money, senior university staff
members, energy associated with Hawthorne Effect, peer encouragement,
and counsel at Cluster meetings -to draw upon while arriving at solutions
in 1%9-70. Virtually all of these resources had been expended or diverted
to other activities by 197'2-73.

The reader is asked to keep in mind that the data that follow support the
contention that a program run successfully- once does not automatically
recv de itself annually. Problems and concerns must be. dealt with each
semester and each year. Staff member:: with receptive attitudes and ap-
propriate competencies must be selected to re-staff field-based programs.
There must be time for replacement personnel to learn the intricacies of a
program, to communicate with veteran participant:, and to develop per-
sonal operating relationships that foster trust arid confidence. Teacher
trainers can not be viewed as interchangeable "jacks of all approaches"
who can be assipied to Program A in one year and Program L in the next.
Favorable evaluations received "last year" must be won anew "this year"
arid "next s ear." All Farticipants must refleet frequently over the basic
objectives of innovative teacher preparation programslest the real reasons
for having the program become obscured, lost, or compromised. Presenta-
tion of a greater percentage of critical data and quotations is deliberate in
this chapter. Readers will appreciate a revelation of problems and short-
comings and nia ponder strategies to prevent or solve similar situations in
their back home settings.

Traditionalk . the impact of a teacher education curriculum was meas-
ured in terms of the immediate growth of the prospective teacher. This
grow th took maw, forms. Sometimes it was a change of attitude; at other
times, it was the acquisition of a skill or ability ; at still other times, it was
the attainment of knowledge. Although this focus on the prospective teach-
er remains a worthy one fur studying the impact of a teacher ciucation
program, it proses inadequate in light of the expanded objectives of the
ITT Program. The objectives for the Professional-Year Program focus on
the needs of ITT, TT, and T level individuals. They are presented below .

ridergraduates (T's)
To better prepare prospective elementary school teachers by increasing

their involvement in the school environment;
To better prepare prospective elementary school teachers by inte-

grating methods course work with classroom experiences;
Te, better prepare prospective elementary school teachers by increasing

the base of supervision.
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Classroom Teachers (TT 's)
'to increase the classroom teacher's awareness of, responsibility for.

and role in the preparation of prospective teachers:

to increase the classroom teacher's awareness, understanding, and

knowledge of current instructional processes:
To increase the classroom teacher's awareness of the needs within

teacher education.
(;raduate Assistants (TT's and potential TTT's)

To better prepare prospective teacher educators by increasing their

awareness of needs within the public school milieu;
To better prepare prospective teacher educators by increasing their

awareness of needs within teacher education.
To better prepare prospective teacher educators by increasing their

awareness of the need for an expanded field and institutional base in
the preparation of classroom teachers.
ersity Professors (ITT's and rro

To increase the methods profrssor's general awareness of the needs of

the public school milieu:
to increase the methods professor's general awareness of the need for

an expanded field and institutional base in the preparation of

teachers.
.k dear measure of the impact of the program is simply a measure of

how well these objectives have been attained for each of the sets of indi-
viduals identified. Subsequent sections of this chapter examine the results

achieved with each of the groups.

ntlerraeluates

Ninety -two college seniors participated in the 1971-72 Professional-Year
Program. All participation was voluntary. Among those attracted to the

program were persons who wanted to student teach in the vicinity of the
luny ersit persons not satisfied with on-campus programs, and persons

who felt a field-based program would offer experiences which would bet-

ter prepare them for their future career role.
Students tended to be a homogeneous group. Without doing injustice to

the data, the Prof ,sional-Year student teacher can be described as a white

(91 Caucasians: one non-( :aucasian) twenty. e year old female (86 fe-

males: 6 innate.). To obtain more information about the undergraduate
students a Personal 11piniem Scale was administered. The results of this



-une % re.% eal that -Indent, in 1111. pro.rrain .a%% tlient,ekr. friendk.
helpild. and nt:.;o1no. I hi- data supports the conehl,ton that the Prole,-

ear Pro,Iram attracted 111ide.ontr. .ttillnt,. not
'Ad.,. those ;!enerall% round in teacher education prograni:-.

I %%ere eel also regarding, their educational belie
I Ile results lit this -.time% are ill 1 able 1. kit anal% sis ttl
the se response- patterns indicates that these iinderg-raduate students belike
that

eau. ati,ot I- a process undergoing constant change.

'table S -1* Educational Beliefs Scale-Undergraduate Mean Scores
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-: I tic backbone of the .chool curriculum is static( t matter; 3.5

.icti%ittcs are uettli 111a1111% to facilitate the learning of
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intrprctell ue !elation to the scale reported uitli that table.
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',rade h els at the old of the first eight weeks of the first semester. These
students had c\perienees at three (rather than two) different grade levels
with three different super % icing teachers. Few "mild disagree that taken

, experiences such as these represent much inure involvement in
the school en% ironment than is offered bs conventional teacher education
programs.

The breadth of the invokemnt in the school environment was also
increased b% the design of the program. As part of the requirements of the
prtram, students were to familiarize themselves %% ith several community
agencies. Students participated in si \ or more community activities of
their choice each semester. Further, students w err encouraged to attend an
innercit% weekend experience in Indianapolis. This Weekend (Alage"
included stay ing oernight at a settlement house. meeting with various
minority groups. touring the city with the police. and more gcnerall,
tasting life in the inner (its . For another period of (me week, students
were bused daily to and from Indianapolis. For two days of this week,
students met with %arious minority groups to discuss the problems articu-
lated IA these gnmps. For the remaining three days, students visited inner
city school classrooms. obser% ing teachers and working with children.

Community perince Questionnaire was administered to solicit
student siews. The results are recorded in Table V-2.

Table V-2 Community Experiences Questionnaire-Undergraduate Mean Scores

Response. categories
I Disagree eery strongly
2 Disagree strongly
:i Disagree.

1gree

5 Agree strongly
O twee very strongly

Statements Mean response scores

I I found the arit His community experiences to be very 4.4
interesting.

2 I found the inner city school experiences to he very 5.1
interesting.

3 Reflecting Ain't all the community and inner city ex- 5.1
nertenees, 1 would say that they have helped me be-
come more aware of diverse factors which influence
the 11% I'S 1)1 elementary children.

4 1 think the university preparation program for student 5.0
teachers should include diverse opportunities for
inner city community. and follow-up experiences.
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This data suggest: that while the students preferred their inner city
clasroom experiences, they belies ed that cornrnunity experiences gener-
ails should become an integral part of a teacher training program. In light
of the fart that these silldeflis felt that such experiences helped them
becinne more aware of the disci-se factors which influence the lives of
elementary children. few could take exception with this conclusion.

The depth and breadth of the ins (dsement of the stinleaF:17. the school
ens ironment speaks to a well-planned program and a %cry busy year. One
student. commenting on the 11111 of ins oh ement demanded by the pro-
gram. said w ith a smile. "I want y on to know, this program has managed

effectisels destroy all the social possibilities of MN senior year in col-
lege.- This same Young woman subsequently applied for, and obtained, a

fiery desirable teaching position in a southwestern city with hundreds of
applicant, for the openings in its school s. stern. Students acted arid per-
ccised of themselves as teachers. A ith this realization came the further
realization that they had voluntarils gis en up their last vear of college life.

Undergraduate Objective Two: to better prepare prospective elementary
school teachers by integrating methods and classroom experience.

w as pre% iousls noted. the program; design called for the methods
courses is taught in the public schools. This design afforded multiple
opportunities for the integration of methods and classroom experience:
elementary pupils could be linnight into the methods classes for the pur-
pose of demonstration teaching: demonstration teaching could take place
in elementary school classrooms: teachers could be invited to participate in
methods classes. liv having methods instruction in the public schools,
students could make an immediate application of methods principles in a
real classroom. The proximits of the methods classes to the real world had
the potential for sOmulating a continuous interchange between professors,
student., and teachers. Proximity . however, does not always produce
desired results. Table 1 -3 summarized the frequencs of interchanges which
were percei%rd to have occurred.

This data indicates that many of the opportunities afforded by the pro-
gram were not used as much as would be expected.

second measure of the integration between methods and teaching
inokes the extent to which method, instruction was perceived by stu-
dents as preparing them for specific teaching functions. Student responses
to this question are summarized in Table 1 -4.
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Table V-3 Frequency of Interchanges-Undergraduate Mean Scores

Response Categories
Infrequent (U 2 3 4 Frequent

Statements Mean response scores

1 Student observation of demonstration teaching performed by
a professor.

0.4

2 Student observation of demonstration teaching performed by
a graduate student.

0.2

3 Student observation of a student teacher performance. 1.8

4 Student observation of supervising teacher performance. 2.6

5 Demonstration of techniques, styles, materials by supervising
teaci,ers in classroom.

2.0

b Demonstration of techniques, styles, materials by professors
and graduate assistants in methods.

2.9

7 Integration of methods into elementary teaching. 2.7

Table V4 Methods Preparation Questionnaire-Undergraduate Mean Scores

Response mtgories
.\o preparation 1 2 3 4 5 Complete preparation

Statements Mean response scores

Did your methods classes prepare you for the following things?
1 I nderstanding of children :1.7

2 1.nderstanding of instructional processes 4.0
3 ['se of alternative curricular materials 4.3
4 Skill practice in the classroom 3.9
5 Solutions to daily classroom problems 3,4

Classroom management techniques 3.5
Ntlapt lesson to level of students

8 Nlotivanng pupils 3.9
q 1 se of question askieg strategies 4.2

10 V rapping up or closure of lesson :1.2
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Ilittrer.t111:11% the nialtdpOilli of the teacher. method, in-
.truction proudd a fair amount of preparation fur ,pecifr teaching ta,k,.

ink -Indent, felt prepared k the ethod,. in light of the data pre,eted
in 1.11)1r feeling ha, not the result of eteri,ie ob,enation, and
denion.tration, k method, prole,or and intern, in elemcntan cla,s
room .Ituation..

I hr amount of coordination betw.en method. I11,trlletloll JIld t'la::%1%)0/11
in.tructio indirake of the (Aleut of inteuration 1.I1in t u a:. per-
ceiNcd to 11.1%e occurred. Student re,ponse, to coordinatiim are recorded

in Table
\r-cording to tali. data. -Indent, pereciNed a fair amount of coordination

be t %%ern tile method, ronr.e, and related viiis:,rouin eperietire:-. ( ;let,
the feeling that grterallN Atident teaelter, felt method, in,truction
at timed to the realitie, of their elas,room. In light of the data reported in
I able.. and I. ,ueh a finding at et enigmatic. \\ bile there ii
lit tie attempt on the part of the iii,truetional ,tall to use the cla,,roui a,

on ite learning laboratur . the eperience, %%hid' the ,tudent had in
the cia,,ruoin made method, i,truction meaningful.

Itl .utinar then. a field-bad prourain clearl) tfut'n proNide tAte,iNe
144)(1111111e'. for tile intellration itf method, and elitNrol)iii 111,4rtletitni.

tit illte:frittimi are illider-iltiliZed il141 Ma% require more
"Tyrole effort, to .tiulate their use. Tin, appear., part iculariN true of
deo,tratitm teaching k prolc,,or, and graduate ,tudent intern,. F.sen

the method, %%ere perei%ed a, reit.% ant and meaningful. l'erhap,
the ,tudent i, aide to build hi, (,%%n bridges ileh.een method, and teaching
u hen gm en the upportiplitN to do .0.

Table V-$ Methods (:txtrdination (AMA ionnaire-Undergraduate Mean Scores

Regninse rate grrws
Ptior l 2 .1 1 .3 Gem of1

Statements \lean respoLsc scores

I litm %.(.11 illd the prrpart. Int to appl 3.8
method:- tit the laNsroote

%sell %err the methods clavirs roordinated uith 3.2
room trachrr in:.tructional plans?

3 Ilms %.t.11 %%ere the intthotir, roordinated v.ith 3.1

cluinctitar tahina at. tn ittes.!
III aettesi %ere method:. roordinated %Oh 3.7

student teaching'.'

12.1



Undergraduate Objective Three: to better prepare prospective elementary
school teachers by increasing the base of supervision.

Traditionally the supelvision of student teachers has been the responsi-
bilit$ of the classroom teacher along with well-intended but infrequent
Wt. college. personnel. The Professional-Year Program attempted to

up-grade both the quantity and quality of supervision in two ways. First,
nut old% were more people involved in supervision but they were involved
in a wider variety of ways. Methods instructors and graduate assistants
were a.-signed direct supervisory responsibilities for specific student teach-
ers. In addition to assigned supervisory personnel, additional personnel
were designated as "floaters...Student teachers could contact these float-
ers as needs arose. With thirteen people involved in supervision, it was not
unconunon to find two or three supervisors in a building at the same time.
One student, who was the focus of much supervision, exclaimed, "Quite
frankly, I have more supervision than I know what to do with!" While this
may have been the case for some students, it is an encouraging sign of
long-awaited change in teacher education.

In addition to involving more personnel in supervision, the "teaching
clinic" was introduced as a means of improving the quality of the supervi-
sion. Each teaching clinic was composed of nine members; a supervisor,
four student teachers and their four supervising classroom teachers. Each
student teacher videotaped herself on a scheduled basis, usually once every
four-week period. Clinic meetings were held to jointly discuss and share
olkser) ations.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the teaching clinic, student teachers
were asked to respond to a questionnaire. The results of this survey are
summarized in Table V-6. It should be noted that the data is based on the
staff's very first semester of effort at conducting teaching clinics. In gen-
eral. the responses suggest that student teachers viewed the initial clinics as
being of sonic %able to both themselves and their supervising teacher.
Mthough student reaction to the teaching clinic was less than enthusiastic,
it is interesting to note that students perceived the teaching clinic to be at
least as effective as "traditional mechanisms" in providing guidance. Stu-
dents appear to be say ing in effect that while the teaching clinic is a step in
the right direction, a good deal more must be done. They are also saying
tle are as buss as can be in our classrooms and we don't have time to
participate in after-school or planning-period clinics." Unfortunately, few
public school educators, whatever their status, perceive any available time
to analyze their own professional performance.



Since the program was meant to improve both the quantity and the
quality of the supervision, student teachers were asked to evaluate all

forms of supervision received. The results are summarized in Table V-7.

Thi data suoirests that a program which provides opportunities for cer-
tam occurrences to happen organizationally, does in no way guarantee that

Table V-6 Teaching Clinic Questionnaire-Undergraduate Mean Scores

Response categories (Statements 1.3)
Very little 1 2 3 4 5 .4 great deal

statements Mean response scores

1 Stith respect to this clinic, 1 participated
2 1 found this teaching clinic to be of __interest.
3 1 found this teaching clinic to be of __value to me.

Response categories (Statements 4-8)
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree

3.6
3.0
2.9

4 I think the teaching clink improved the supervisory skills of 2.7
the student teacher.

5 1 think the teaching clinic helps to refine the teaching skills of 3.2

the student teacher
6 1 think the teaching clinic is a good way to become aware of 3.4

the relationships among various teaching skills.
7 I don't think the teaching clinic is a good way to get feedback 1.4

on one's teaching
8 1 don't think the teaching clinic is as effective as the tradi- 1.5

tional mechanisms in providing guidance to the student
teacher.

Table V-7 Supervision Questionnaire-Undergraduate Mean Scores

Statements Mean response scores

I Of all the times that you were observed, after how many of 3.8

them did you receive feedback?
.Never 1 2 3 4 5 Every time

2 Of what value was the feedback to your own teaching? 3.9

Minimum value 1 2 3 4 .5 Great value
3 Of what value was the video taping? 3.6

Au: very beneficial 1 2 3 4 5 Very beneficial
4 Generally. I felt that the quality of the classroom teacher 3.5

supervision the year progressed.
Did not improve 1 2 3 4 5 Markedly improved
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the e%ent will occur instructiona11%. 1101°1 student teachers were fr..-
gpientl% 1,1,..cr. ell IA .111)11Ni-or-. the did not alwas recei%e desired and
pre-numb'', needy,' tr.-aback. Inforall . teachers often IAN-es:441 the
fechng that -Lich feedback would 140e been beneficial.] heir responses
1,1,11g-db that 01,1, hcliec the Taw, of supervision ran he impro% ed. lie
can Intl% concur with this obsenaton.

ndergraduate Summar.

certain ojecti%es of this program were percrid 11% under-
...Mid nate- to ha% e been JCIUred to a greater deqee than others, it :wen.
worthwhile to look at how the undergraduates felt about the program
genet-Al% . The re-ults of such a :4urve are summarized in Table V-S.

'this data sug,e,ts that student teachers strong) ad orate a program
-Itch a. the Prolev.iottal-1 ear Protrratti. Data such a?. this seems especially
powerful bleu of the frequent critieisms heard of on-campus teacher
training programs. Nit hou,li be wonld be amiss to suggest that student
perception. Ame pngitle an adequate justification fo,- the eYistence of
field - lased proz..-rams. we do take pride in knowing that students perceived
the program as rely% ant to their career goals.

Table 43 Professional -Year Program Evaluation-Undergraduate Mean Scores

Statement. Mean response scores

I The general program objeetites for the program were 4.2
Nit elear4 &lined 12 3 4 5 (Warty defined

t;enerally . I led that with respect to student teachers in other 4.6
tirograin\ the student teachers in this program were-
finch poorer trained I 2 3 15 tluch better trained

3 Me amount of time I spent in the program this ear was .2
inns h :neater than the reward I received from the program.
Strong/. agree I 2 3 15 Strongly disagree

4 'tI> permmal feeling Is that the program was of _ to me. .7
V,) real lulu* I 2 3 15 Great value

If I could live the. past year over again. I 3.7
I Definitely would ch.mse not to participate in the

prrogrant.

Probably would choose not to participate in the pro
gram.

Probably would 100S to participate in the program.
I II Definitely would choose to participate in the
pr.,gram.



Classroom "Istiachers

FortY -eight classroom teacher participated in the I97 I.72 Professional-
\ear Program. Classroom teachers were located in three elementary
schools in Monroe County , Indiana. Of the 48 teachers, 47 were married,
widowed, or divt)reed. ( was single. Table V-9 provides a graphic illus-
tration of all classroom teachers b) age.

Table V10 illitstrates that on the average classroom teachers had I3.5
sears of teaming experience. Close perusal of the data indicates, however,
that 40 percent of all teachers had from one to five years of experience.

This data, when contrasted with the classroom teachers' educational
background (Table V-I ) slowest,: a oung. inexperienced, but highly
educated faculty. This conclusion reflects Indiana State Law requiring all
teacher!. to have a Masters degree at the end of the fifth year of experi-
ence and. probabl a school board policy which encourages the employ-
ment of beginning teachers.

Table V-9 Classroom Teacher Age Range

Age Range Number per range

20-29 13

30.30 14

10-0
50-59 12

60 and above

Total 48 teachers

Table V10 Classroom Teacher Years of Teaching Experience

Years of teaching Number of teachers
experience School A School 11 School C Total

1-5 10 7 :1 20
6.10 7 2 I 10

11-15 3 I

10-20 I I

21-25 3 2 5

21)-30 0
31-35 3 2 5

3n-1.0 2 I :i

Total 28 13 7 48
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Previous supers ising experience of classroom teachers ranged from one
assignment to t went% assitm merits, with an average of 3.61 assignments.

picall% , classroom teachers had less than one semester hour of course
work dealing with supervision of student teachers.

In an effort to further describe the characteristics of the classroom
teachers. a Background Data Questionnaire was administered. Information
gathered b this instrument suggested that the majority of teachers be-
lonv.ed to the Great American Middle Class. In like fashion, classroom
teachers perceied themselves as "open-minded" and "willing to adopt
new ideas whieh seem to make good sense."

Classroom Teacher Objective One: to increase the Jassroom teacher's
awareness of, and responsibility for the preparation of teachers.

An attempt was made to orient the classroom teachers to their roles and
responsibilities in the preparation of teachers through a program calling for
e\ tensive ins t)Ivernent on the part of all supervising teachers. An increased
student teacher to supervising teacher ratio was achieved through a well-
orchestrated program in which each supervising teacher had two student
teachers during a regular school day. One student teacher was in the class-
room in the morning from 8:00 to I I:30 a.m... another student teacher
was in the classrt)orn in the afternoon from 12:00 noon to 3:30 p.m. This
back-to-back arrangement allowed the classn)orn teacher released time for
the performance of increased supervisory duties.

To insure classrcHnn teacher involvement in the preparation of teachers,
scheduled supemisom conferences were e.:tablished. Typically, three-way
conferences were held consisting of the student, the classroom teacher,
and a graduate assistant or methods professor. Although supervisory con-
ferences were to be held as needed, formal conferences were scheduled at
four-week periods to insure minimum attention to the area of supervision.

l'robabl) the most formal, albeit belated, attempt to reach the objective
of increased involvement and responsibility for student supervision was
made through the establishment of teaching clinics. Table V-I 2 contrasts
the tine-on-tine supervisor) conference to that of the teaching clinic.
All teaching clinics operated using the following ground rules:

Ue only speak with empirical data trying not to make value judgments.
It is up to the student teacher to weigh these statements and value
them am)rdingl% .

I hscussion should focus on teaching behaviors, teaching processes,
teaching strategies, teaching approaches and avoid personal observa-
tions or personal remarks about the student teacher.
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Present all data in an honest manner and all suggestions in as sup-
porting a manner as possible. Attempt to preserve interaction be-
tween the peers.

The teaching clink, when contrasted with individual supervisory confer-
ences, has distinctive advantages. First, the clinic allows focus on several
instrurtional elements simultaneously. Second, the clinic facilitates the

stematic collection of data. Third, the teaching clinic facilitates the
objectives of peer interaction and self-evaluation.

Data collected from classroom teachers documents the need for ex-
tended experience and practice with the teaching clinic. In part, this need
is explained by knowledge of the eleventh-hour effort made at establishing
the teaching clinic in the Professional-Year Program. Inexperience with the
concept, no doubt, explains many of the classroom teachers' reactions and

Table V-11 Classroom Teacher Educational Background

pe of degree Number of teachers

Two year degree 2
Bachelor's degree 22
Master's degree 22
Master's and 2

additional hours

Total 48 teachers

Table V-12 Components of Two Supervision Models

Individual Conference The Teaching Clinic

Participants Participants
Student teacher and supervisory Student teachers (3 or 4), classroom
person (one-on-one conference) teachers, and clinic leader (this

leader could be a peer, a classroom
teacher, or a methods or supervisory
person)

Steps of the Model Steps of the Model

1 Planning session
2 Observation
3 Preconference
4 Conference

5 Post conference

I Planning
2 Observation
3 Critique Preparation
4 Critique and strategy development

session
5 Supervisory team review



undergraduates' reactions cited earlier in this chapter. in spite of our
inexperienced and limited use of the teaching clinic, it is interesting to
note that the majority of the classroom teachers thought that the teaching
clink was as effective as the traditional supervisory conference. Such data
should encourage further investigations and use of the teaching clinic
concept in field-based teacher education programs.

Table V-13 Classroom Teachers' Reactions to the Teaching Clinic

Statements Mean response scores

%%Rh respect to this clinic, I participated 2.8
Very little 1 2 3 4 5 .4 great deal

2 I found this teaching dine to be of __interest. 3.0
Little I 2 3 4 5 Great

3 I found this teaching clinic to he of __value to me. 2.8
No 1 2 3 4 .5 Great

I think the teaching clinic improves my supervisory skills. 3.4
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 .4gree

5 I think the teaching clinic helps to refine the teaching skills of 3.7
the student teacher.
Ihsagree 1 2 3 1 5 Agree

b 1 personally do not believe the teaching clinic is a good way 3.3
to get feedback on one's teaching.
Disagree 12 3 15 Agree

7 I think the teaching clinic is a good way to become aware of 3.5
relationships among the various teaching skills.
Disagree 1 2 3 15 Agree

8 I personally do not believe the teaching clinic is as effective as 2.7
the traditional mechanisms in providing guidance to the
student teachers.
Disagree I 2 3 4 .5 Agree

Table V-14 Supervision Scale Classroom Teachers Mean Scores

Statements Mean response score's

I Super. ism) conferences were of . :Lb
No real value 1 2 3 1.5 Great Value

2 The videotape of my teaching was . 3.8
Not very beneficial 1 2 3 1 .5 Very beneficial

3 I;enerally.. I feel that qualit of classroom teacher supervision 3.8
of the associate teacher as the year progressed
Did not improve 1 2 3 1 5 tlarkedly improved
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1.11.. final 1. alnatle )ti (!: Table. - I -1) indicated that all forms of super-
% istirN conference- %stene pereei.ed k the elaNrot)111 tatller as "alinible."
Further. classroom teacher- felt the had markedl imprmed their Alper-

skills. 11 hen asked, "Did uu video tape %ourself the past %var.!".
about ton-half ari-%ered "1 es." 1 If this number, most felt the eperiner

play beneficial.
lassroom teacher, ..ere asked to rank l'ke effeCtiVIIVI,:,

)r r.0 41Idellt triteilvr MI a lie-point The dimensions
hided: personal characteristics. professional qualifications, iustrl.e intiml

ene,-. elassroom management. and the student teacher's abilit% to
and motiat elemental-% pupils. Table gi es the classroom

ae her- tarrage ranking, of the student teachers oil each dimension. (:lass-
rt tom management reeeked the Ims est mean score of the fh,e dimensions,
althonTh vertaink not et msillerabl% different from the scores in the re-
maining areas. kll ranking .ere high. falling betv.een "good- and "yer
ellectie.- lheiiar. 4uittri compared the ranking of classroom teachers
ill the Professional-Near Program %%ill' the ranking of elariSr001f1 teachers in
the "re;fular program." Professional-1 ear student teachers, alt mg all five
(Innen-ions. reeri%ed higher raukinp than did regular student teachers.

'ter the student teacher- had completed their %ear-long internship in
the las- rot mi. classroom traclicrs ..ere asked. "Ilow good do on feel
about the -uperlision %%Inch these students reeek ell in light of the super-

ision hich *rcgillar. student teachers gencrall receive'!" (
classrot on teachers felt the had gi eu Professional-1 ear

'fable -15 Classroom Teachers' Assessment of Student Teachers

m ve tegf 'ries
I It testi tt turd

arcep Nide
.; ;Vivid

I effictire
outstanding

I milensitms Mean response scores

Italy the ...Indent teacher that on %orkeil %all most recently in this program on each
of the tollo%ina. 1.6e dimensions:

I l'eNtoial characteristics :t.(i

Professioital qualif ications 3.6
3 Instructional cifeetiene,:-. 3.6
t I:Ia.-stool?! Ind 1.1..le turtit 3.3
5 thilit to inspire and moth ate 3. t



student teachers Is ter supervision than that which they had given to
student teacher: in the regular program.

Nleasurable differences such as these. whether real or perceived, come
from a closeness with, and a responsibility for, the preparation of prostiee-
tive teachers. These are encouraging finding's. To a large degree they sub-
stantiate what the undergraduate proud') referred to as the "motherliness"
of their supervising teacher. We believe such closeness does make a dif-
ference.

Classroom Teacher Objective Two: to increase the classroom teachers
awareness and knowledge of current instructional processes.

The second objective. to increase the classroom teacher's awareness and
knowledge of current instructional processes, was planned for through
formal and informal means. Because of the intensive involvement of stu-
dent teachers in the classroom, Pew instructional approaches were being
informally introduced into the classroom on a daily basis. Teacher com-
ments indicated that they perceived this informal introduction of strategies
into their classroom as "refreshing" and "the one real reason why I like
to have student teachers." Ilow much impact this informal introduction
had on classroom teacher behavior remains largely conjecture. From our
observations of teachers in the classroom, we can only conclude that there
is relatively little permanent transfer. This did riot surprise us, nor should it
,tirprise the reader. !Inman behavior. as Etzioni2 rioted, just is not that
subject to change. However, the introduction of a few open classrooms,
interest renters, mathematics ability gnaws, etc. was evidence that enough
triumphs occur to sustain the faith of a change agent.

Formal's , the Professional -1 ear Program attempted to increase class-
room teacher awareness of current instructional processes through the
establishment of weekly in-service seminar... To encourage participation,
classroom teachers. if they so desired, received one hour of graduate credit
for their involvement each semester.

1h-service seminar: dealt with a variety of instructional issues depending
upon the content area under discussion. Typically, methods professors
used the time to communicate what was currently being studied in
methods classes. Because teachers indicated a particular interest in "see-
ing instructional techniques in operation rather than "just hearing about
them." in-service seminars tended to be more successful when interaction
was encouraged. Clearly, the most successful in-service seminars were
demonstration lessons and discussion sessions focused upon videotaped
presentations of lessons previously given in selected classrooms. In addi-
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tion to these "show and tell" seminars, other sessions dealt with instruc-
tinal processes, classroom interaction patterns, questioning techniques,
nun - verbal communication in the classroom, and the like.

In addition to the instructional function, in-service seminars also played
an important role in the on-going operation of the program. In an effort to
keep the in-semice seminar from becoming strictly a program-maintenance
operation. special meetings were established to attend to on-going opera-
tional concerns.

Evaluation of the in-service program by classroom teachers indicated
that generally classroom teachers were pleased "with the variety of semi-
nar sessions presented" and that on the whole" these sessions were per-
ceived as being "very. useful." Such general comments, however. distort
the true picture. Individual teacher ratings of most sessions spanned the
scale from those perceiving the session as "useless.' to those perceiving it
as "extremely. valuable." Interestingly, our analysis of the data indicated
that certain teachers consistently rated the sessions negatively, while
others consistently rated the sessions possitively.

Classroom Teacher Objective Three: to increase the classroom teachers
awareness of the needs in teacher education.

Probably one of the greatest needs in teacher education is the develop-
ment of a curriculum which successfully melds classroom theory with
classroom practice. In its side by side arrangement of methods instruction
and student teaching, the Professional-Year Program did increase the prob-
ability of uch melding.

Classroom teachers were asked to rate student teachers on their under-
standing of the issues involved in several instructional topics. Table V-16
indicates that classroom teachers perceived students in the Professional-
\ ear Program to have an adequate, though not outstanding, understanding
of the underl ing issues involved in typical instructional topics.

hie classroom teacher concluded as the result of an independent study
project in which classroom teachers were surveyed that " ... although 40
percent is not a majorit it does represent a number of teachers who feel
that undergraduates neglect their methods class work in a field-based
pro,rrani. Such e.pres.sions of concern, though far from universal. are
indicative of perceptions which classroom teachers can make to assist
program development in teacher education.

Probably the most encouraging indicators of growth towards this objec-
tive %err noted informally on routine visits to the classroom. Classroom
teachers were especially willing to assist students in comprehending what
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thr% t1) 111' iiiiikrStarldiiip about children. how children
learn. and %%hat a -.rood- classroom en% iroilment ought to look like.
I eacher- were tY piralk t.rn to participate in methods classes. It is
a sad mentar% on the methods professors that teachers were not used
more fully in a rule which so man% iousl wanted to play ( :lead) one
ot the principle reasons wh teachers were riot encouraged to take a more
.0 live part was that such action would illuminate philosophical differences

table N-16 Classroom Teachers' Assessment of Student Teachers' Behavior

Response categories (Statements 1.3)
No preparation 1 2 3 1 3 Great preparation

Stitement Aran resp'mse scores

I I nderstanding the nerds of children
2 I nderstanding of instructional processes 3.6
3 1 se of alternative curricular materials 3.3

Response categones (Statements I-1 9)
\o preparation 1 2 3 5 Complete preparation

I. skill practice in the classroom
Laboratory approaches to teaching

se of alternative styles of teaching
7 Solutions to daily classroom problems
8 t trgainiing and sequencing of materials
q ,.1o6 for pupil evaluation

10 Examination and clarification of values
I I I .esso 11 plan construction
1 2 Cl.bisnunn management techniques
l3 1 .4e Of pupil reinforcement techniques
I I. Introduce new and innovative ideas
13 1dapt lesson to level of students
16 I sr of question asking strategies
17 Motiating pupils
18 1%arene,: of different levels of pupil

attention pan
1 c1 rapping up or closure of lesson

Response categones (Statement 20)
I tisagree 1 2 3 4 3 Nave

3.7
3. I.

3.4
3.1
3.6
3.0
3.1

3.2
2.9

3.7
3.4
3. I.

:1.5

3.2

3.1

20 1 major critici..m of the methods classes 2.
is that they preach on -what to do"
but they never show you "how to do."
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as well as differences in empLasis between classroom teachers and methods
proeNsors. Rather than such direct eonfrontations, methods professors
tvpicalk chose a inure subtle, less obtrusive route. Methods professors
perceived themsek es as "in% letl guests'' in this field-based setting and
until a true partnership is established, such a perception, however accurate,
is likely to curtail much needed1,..Tow th and understanding.

Classroom Teacher Summary

In terms of the individual change objectives outlined for classroom
teachers there appears to be overuhelining support for the conclusion that
growth towards each of the objeeth es took place. Although this is true,
dead% much more growth could have taken place and in all likelihood
would have, had there been precious . xperience in implementing these
objectives in field-based situations,

Those seeking to implement a teacher education program in a field-based
setting will be wise to insure adequate channels of communication be-
tween classroom teachers and all other program participants. Classroom
teachers are called upon to pla% a new role in such an educational arrange-
ment. Roles established must be meaningful. Our experience has shown
that classroom teachers t an perform in these roles and can become a vital
and regenerative element in a i,iable teacher education program. If there is
a oimine desire for actne classro(nn teacher involvement in teacher educa-
tion. needed nechani,4ils can be established. To work effectively, these
relationships must built on mutual respect and a desire of all parties to
do things in better wins. We belies.. the university-public school con-
s4)rtium is suck a vehicle. consortium can produce flexibility of view,
eommonalit of viewpoints, and a mutual commitment to action. Given
the in,p,,rtance of the teacher education function, such consortia seem
or( es-an, for further prol.fress.

tirailitat Assi.tants

Ten gramiate assistants participated in the 1971-72 Professional-Year
Pro,rram. \II graduate assistants were working on advanced degrees in their
respective areas. -Ithough graduate students were remunerated for their
effort, their lint& fluent was seen as a planned internship in preparation
for a career in 11eo..ege teaching.
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In terms of preparation, graduate assistants tended to bring with them
several years of teaching experience (an average of 5.2 years), as well as
several years of supervisory experience (an average of 2.3 years). Graduate
assistants represented several areas of the United States including Min-
nesota, Florida, Maryland, California, New York, Texas, and Indiana. Six
of the graduate students were female: four were male. One mum rity
group was represented. Table V-17 shows the distribution of graduate
assistants by program area responsibilities in the 1971-72 Professional-Year
Program.

Graduate Assistant Objective One: to better prepare prospective teacher
educators by increasing their awareness of needs within the public school
milieu.

Graduate assistant involvement in the Professional-Year Program took a
varlets of forms including methods instruction, supervision, demonstration
teaehing, in-service seminar instruction, research, and general program
trouble-shooting. Graduate assistants worked with undergraduates, class-
room teachers methods professors and classroom pupils. Generally, as
Table 1 -I8 indicates, graduate assistants praised these experiences. Inter-
estingly, while graduate assistants felt that their experiences were highly
valuable, they did not feel they had a great deal of responsibility in the
operation of the Professional-Year Program. Although riot indicated here,
the imbalance that existed between high involvement and low responsi-
bility led to several irritations between assistants and methods professors.
Because methods professors tended to be young and inexperienced them-
selves. they may have been reluctant to turn over responsibilities which
they themselves w. re first assuming.

1s a group, graduate assistants repeatedly demonstrated their awareness
of needs within the public school milieu. Graduate assistants typically
spent as much time assisting classroom teachers to secure needed materials

Table V-17 Number of Graduate Assistants by Program Area Responsibilities

Area of responsibilities Number

Science/Supcnision 3

Social Studies/Supervision 3
Mathematics; Supervision
Language Arts/Supervision 2
Supervision

Total 10
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and -make do- as they did assisting student teachers and flit thuds proles.
ate.. Classroom teachers were especially supportive of the graduate assis-
tants and on ses end occasions formally expressed their thanks fur the
assistance and understanding Os en. ( hi several occasions graduate students
acted as a liaison between classroom teachers and school administrators.
Probably no single group of partici,oants worked harder nor were as intent
upon solving the myriad problems that plague public schools today.

%%Ink the abuse statements are true, there were exceptions to this rule.
(;raudate assistants were r, uung and sometimes professional's immature.
Clashes did occur between graduate assistants and classroom teachers.
These occurrences usually took place earls in the y ear and were resolved,
on the windy, easily.: lark of elementary school teaching experience
(high school experience counts little in the eyes of elementary teachers)
seemed to ignite many clashes.

Graduate Assistant Objective Two: to better prepare the prospective
teacher educator by increasing his awareness of the instructional needs in
teacher education.

In light of the career orientations of graduate assistants, the Professional-
ear Program afforded prospective teacher educators an early opportunity

to in ()Ise themselses in programs which, it was hoped, they themselves
would soon be creating or staffing. In addition to their methods respon-
sibilities. each graduate student supervised at least ten student teachers.
(;raduate assistants here, as a function of their many responsibilities, in

Table V-18 Self-Evaluation by Graduate Assistants Regarding Program Involvement

Statements :(lean response scores

1 The experience of working in the classroom was of 4.4
Nr, value 1 2 3 1 5 Great value

the experience of working with the elementary pupils was t f 4.3

No value to me i 2 3 15 Great value
3 The experience of working with the classroom teacher was of 4.3

\o value to me 1 2 3 -15 Great value
4 the eperienve of supervising the associate teachers was for 4.3

me of _

.slue 1 2 3 1 3 Greta value
3 flow much responsibility, do !, on feel you had this dear with 3.0

respect to the Prolemlonal-Year Prop.ain?
Great respongshitity 1 2 3 4 3 Minimal responsibility
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constant contact with all program participant.. including classroom teach-
ers. student teachers, and methods professors.

It is no overstatement to say that h nraduate students took their
teacher education responsibilities very seriously. Graduate assistants
employ ed On a half-time basis reported working thirty to thirty-five hours
per week when preparational time was included in their estimates. They
prepared and presented formal reports to the project director regarding
needs within the program. The reported giving an average five demonstra-
tions each semester. Together with their methods professors, graduate
assistant. . prepared instructional materials. tested instructional strategies.,
and redesigned program elements. In methods class, graduate assistant:
reported taking responsibility for up to one half of all sessions.

A hen graduate assistants were asked, "Was the amount of time spent
with the Professional-Year Program worth it in terms of the rewards re-
ceived'.'" all ten graduate assistants "agreed- or "strongly agreed with the
statement. Given an opportunit to elaborate upon their response, state-
ments. such as the following were made:

*Treatise its so rewarding to see a teacher grow.
"It's exciting. there is so much to do ... and besides I was
getting tired of just course work. This experience allowed
me to try out some of niv ideas.
"I 'agreed' rather than 'agreed strongly' because while I felt
I grew. I felt I was used.-
-Because I learned a lot this year ... few answers, mind
%on. but lots of needs.-

Graduate Assistant Objective Three: to better prepare prospective teacher
educators by increasing their knowledge of the need for an expanded field
and institutional base in the preparation of teachers.

An expanded base of involvement in teacher education has been called
for in an effort to morn effectively prepare prospective classroom teachers.
The Professional-Year Program. v ith extensive community and school
experiences. is a direct attempt to bring three key groups together to face
a common concern. Graduate assistants. by their involvement, were given
sundry opportunities to evaluate, weigh, and judge the input of various
groups to the program.

klthough graduate assistants were not asked to judge the relative worth
of community involvement in teacher preparation. they were asked to
judge the relative value of the university and public school input, but the.ie
differences were minor. Both groups were judged to have played "a major



role in the preparation of prospective teachers." To what extent these
judgments reflect the future involvement of these prospective college
teachers in field-based programs is largely unknown. It is our impression,
howel,er, that graduate assistants need little eons hieing regarding the
worth of an expanded base of involvement in teacher education. Their
energies were directed toward operationalizing what they already accepted
as a need.

Graduate Assistant Summary

There appears to be adequate support for the conelusion that growth
towards each individual change objective did take Flare. This is indeed a
forceful conclusion. It is our recomendativn that an internship, such as
provided in this program, become an integral c(nnponent of the formal
education of each prospective teacher educator. Through the internship
graduate students became involved and through this involvement, they
became teacher educators. That they will perform more effectively than
graduate students ma having this experience, will surprise no one closely
involved with the program.

Those seeking to implement an internship program for prospective col-
lege teachers would do well to follow the model provided by the Profes-
sional -1 ear Program. If asked to make reeommendations to further
strengthen the internship. we would suggest increasing the length of this
involvement and structuring it so that interns feel a greater responsibility
as members of the team. Many graduate assistants tend tc- he available for
ten months of program (hit% . This is too brief a time to assume certain
planning, management. and evaluation responsibilities. If greater responsi-
bait% can be given over a longer period of time, the model just described
would be an tArrlit'llt one for other universities to consider.

ill% ersit% Professors

%% hilt. the composition of university professors varied from year to year,
ty professors were voting ( mean age 3), rattle from the lower
professorial ranks. (0 proi'essors. 3 associate professors, 2 assistant profes-
sors. and.3 isiting professors). and staved with the program a short period
of time (1.t) car..). I hiring the operation of the 1971-72 Professional-Year



Program. all methods courses were headed by holding the assistant or
isiting professorial rank.

Se% eral factors entered into the selection of faculty for participation in
the Professional-Year Program. First, as one of the principal purposes for
imohement waa to increase competeney, senior faculty members per-
eel% ed this goal as speaking to the abilities of junior faculty members,
Second, while ome senior faculty were invoked in their own innovative
programs. others were hesitant to participate in a program which required
a large commitment of time and energy. and for which they would not be
:then credit for hiking conceptualized the program.

University Professors Objective One: to increase the professors general
awareness of the role of the public school milieu in teacher education.

To a large degree, the program itself was designed to ;arilitate the achieve-
ment of this first objective. in addition to teaching methods classes in the
public schools three times a week, methods professors conducted in-service
seminars once a week for the supervising classroom teachers Further, each
methods prof or was given direct responsibility for supervising several
student teaci s along with overall supervisory responsibility for the entire
group of 92 student teachers. The professor estimated that about 70
percent of their professional time was spent in the public schools. One
methods professor noted that every time he walked into a school, whether
it was to teach a methods class, conduct an in-service seminar, or observe a
student teacher, he was besiege. d" by questions from classroom teachers,
administrators, and student teachers. Not only did methods professors
become aware of public school needs in general, but they became painfully
aware of needs within particular schools and rooms.

I Me manifestation of the methods professors' awareness of the broader
needs of public schools was the establishment of special seminars for class-
room teachers. These seminars grew out of the needs expressed by public
school personnel. Although attendance was optional, most teachers who
attended these seminars seemed to appreciate these responsive efforts on
the part of methods professors. Such reception, coupled with the knowl-
edge. that these seminars were arranged by professors. seems indicative of a
beginning awareness of the needs of the public schools by methods pro-
fessors.
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University Professors Objective Two: to increase the methods professors

general awareness of instructional needs in teacher preparation.

11 bile partial fulfillment of this objective came about because of the

intensive involvement of methods professors in the school, other related

factors should be considered. Several of these factors, along with relevant

data. are recorded in Table V-19.
Although comparative data are not mailable, figures such as these docu-

ment a high level of involvement b) methods professors and suggest an

increased involvement in comparison to methods pn)fessors who teach on

college campuses.
In addition, methods professors worked tosly with one or two grad-

uate assistants in teaching the methods courses. This instructional arrange-

ment afforded many opportunities for discussion of the basic protrram.

Taken together, this interfacing of methods professors with other methods

professors, classroom teachers, student teachers, graduate assistants,

administrators, and elementary school children, suggests an intense if not

constant focus and attention to the instructional needs of the prospective

elemental.) teacher.

University Professors Objective Three: to increase the methods professors

general awareness of the need for an expanded field and institutional base

in the preparation of teachers.
Cooperation is needed in the preparation of teachers, not only between

colleges and public schools, but also between colleges and community

Table V-I 9 Factors Relating to Instructional Needs in Teacher Preparation.
University Professors Mean Scores

Statements
Mean response scores

I How many times this year have you met with other methods 20

professors associated with the program to discuss the integration of

methods with the student teaching experience?
2 How many tunes have you met with the classroom teachers to discuss 15

the articulation of methods into the elementary school curriculum?

3 How many times this year have you taught lessons in the elementary

classroom?
4 How man) times this year have you videotaped your teaching either for 13

personal critique or for classroom demonstration purposes?

5 In how many of the grades l-6 have you taught during the past 4

academic y ear'
n How many times during the year have you viewed student teachers or

classroom teachers teaching a lesson to elementary school children?
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agencies. 1. is esident from preim's ntiltefllnt:,, the Professional-Year
Program pro% idcil ample opportunity for professors to become aware of
the need fur cooperation between colleges and 'while schools in the prepa-
ration of teachers. luring the course of the sear, Opportunities were pro-
% Ult.(' for interaction with mans communits agencies: day care centers,
nursing homes. nursers schools. drug reiu.bilitation centers and so on. Ill
rug-rani participants. including professors. were encouraged to make
arrangements to si.it a varlets of communits agencies. Several eommunits
agencies took the initiatise by- inviting program participants for em-site
%isits. This interchange was general's reported as "beneficial. One piece
of celncrete es idence which speaks to the grossing awareness IA- methods
professors for increased community insolsement is knowledge that corn-
units personnel (state police, doctors, lawyer., sinol dropouts, teach-

ers. and parent.$) were invited to participate in the special seminar days.
(Nearly . this is prima-facie evidence that some growth toward the objective
occurred as methods professors were responsible for establishing, organ-
izig and (1 inducting the se-oions.

Section Summary

In an effort to determine the perceised worth of a program such as the
k'rcfe\ Tonal -1 ear Program. met hods professors were asked seseral evalua-
tise questions. The results of this muses are sunimari- ed in Table V-20.

%, might be e per tee!, certain aspects of the program were viewed more
as ()ni's by methods proleNsors than others. Overall, professors felt the

program was worthwhile in terms of their own professional growth and the
professional grow th of their students. Professors believed. 114)wever, the
program demanded an inordinate amount of their time. It is our belief that
this concern is frequent's es, pressed ks methods professors because of
their understanding of the reward s% stem of most universities. If field-
based programs are to continue. universities Must realize the increased
demands made bs these programs, and relleet this wider:standing b%
making the rewards of tenure and promotion mailable to those who
in lse themsels heavily in the educative function of the university.



Chapter Summar%

This chapter has provided a detailed treatment of the impart of the
program on the individuals invoked. Because of the chapter's length, it
mas be useful to summarize the results with each of the major participant
groups. Fur this purpose, we turn to a set of data collected from elassroom
teacher,. and univeNity professors in December, 1972. The data reflects
how well these groups perceived the Program to be achieving six general
objectives. Each objective is listed below follow eel by comments made by
various participant group members. '1'11e discussion section following each
objective will attempt to clarify the data and observations presented earlier
in the chapter.

Table V-20 Program EvaluationMethods Professors Mean Scores

Statements Mean response scores

I flow well did the program train student teachers in compari 5.0
son to other programs?
Much poorer trained 1 2:3 5 Much better trained

2 Now well were methods classes integrated with student 2.0
teaching?
Beak 12 3 15 Of highest quality

3 Now valuable were the community experiences? 3.3
Minimum value 12 3 45 Great value

4 Now much value was the program to your professional 4.3
career?

Little value I 2 3 1 5 Great value
5 Now much of your time was demanded by this prowatn? 5.0

Less than on campus 1 2 3 4 5 :In inordinate amount
b The amount of time spent in the program exceeded the 2.0

rewards derived from the program.
Strongly disagree I 2 3 5 Strongly agree

7 If I could lire the past year over again, I- 3.0
(I) Definitely would choose not to participate in the
program.
(2) Probably would choose not to participate in the
program.
(3) Probably would clunme to participate in the program.
( I) hlinitely would choose to participate in the
p.ogra m.
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Objective A: To strengthen the reality orientation of methods instructors
(professors and advanced graduate students) by exposing them daily to
public school reality and by providing feedback from teachers and under-
graduates on the practical value of methods instruction.
Classroom Teacher Responses

No program ran insure this. The most important factor is the openness
of the methods instructor.

I'his end was better readied with the professors who developed the
original program. The replacement professors don't seem as inter-
ested in learning from us.

This year the professors have not distributed any methods course
outlines to teachers. What are they doing in methods?

Some instructors change a great deal and others bring their campus
course outline with them and stick to itdepends on the instnictor.

There should be continuity from year-to-year in methods courses, but
new professors throw out all that went before and relearn real world
lessons shmly and painfully-.

Methods professors are barraged by feedback fret!' student teach-
ers ... but to what degree does all this feedback result in changes in

metlunis courses?
Teachers should be scheduled to make presentations in methods classes

on a regular basis.
During the first two years this objective was well met. It is less well

met today . This new group of university prifessors needs more time
to get to know us, our school, and our pupils.

Evers one has been willing to communicate: the problem is finding
time during a buss day to do it.

There was considerable evidence that methods professors used our
suovestions during the first two years, but this year I don't see it.
nivrsity strangers to this program initially are not ds strong as the
veteran prolemors on campus who have been here for years and have
worked with our schools in various capacities.

t the moment, the program utilizes first year professors and associate
instructors: they just do not have the experience that many of the
senior professors on campus have.

This is a hard question to answer -I have had some very reality orient-
ed professors both in this program and on campus.

nersIty ProJeisor Responses
114. hear so much feedback that it becomes difficult to preserve suf-

ficient class tittle to (1)1111)11.te all the important methods units.



The methods team asks trackers fur topics to be included in methods,
techniques that should be stressed. and the like, but most teachers
do not take the time to reply.

Ur should not teach only current school practice. We must go beyond
local practice to emerging curricula, strategies, concepts, and trends.

A program like this must guard against a fixation upon the status quo
of the local school system.

The local classroom can not be our sole focus. There are innovative
idea.- and emerging techniques to be taught that are 'not represented
locally. ll e have a reality orientation to elementary education in
general and especially to its cutting edge.

A kindergarten teacher suggests that we teach kindergarten methods, a
sixth grade teacher argues for sixth grade methodsI have to make
methods generalizable to the total elementary school experience.
Teachers are critical of us for not giving methods a specificity that it
ran not and should not have.

life these responses speak for themselves, it should be noted that 84
percent of the teachers priceived the methods instructors in the program
as possessing as much or more reality orientation as their counterparts on
campus. Since many university professors were in their first year of college
training, the data speak well for the ability of these young instructors to
rapidly attune themselves to the ways of public schools. It is likely that
the young instructors w ill be more sensitive than the "old instructors" in
the N ears ahead because of their first field-based assignment.

Implementors of similar programs should not expect all in-service or
pre-service teachers to perrei%e any methods courses as 100 percent inte-
grated. relevant, or practical. Many teachers would like student teachers to
be prepared to cope with the problems currently represented in their
particular classrooms. Instruction would be provincial if it focused only
upon kindergarten needs. or fifth grade. needs, or the instructional pro-
gram of School I )istrict Z. Teachers and student teachers are less likely to
recognize the value of metlicids concept and methods generalizations shire
the :cry caught up in "keeping sehool" daily. University professors know
that no school system utilizes all the best instructional materials or medi-
c-HI, known to man. Rather than focusing on "schotil keeping" today, the
methods professor- must worm about a conceptual basis for teaching,
tcuilorrov% 's demands on teachers, teaching in another state, and the facili-
tation of innovation in teaching. There should be great concern if methods
instruction is evaluated as 100 percent relevant to the on-going practice in
a given school. 111 methods instructors should stimulate pre-service stu-
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dents to look be% ond the status quo even if by so doing universit profes-
sors an. c'ritic'ized on praetiealits and n.levalice by today's practitioners.

ften the methods instructor. w ill be charged with presenting too ntueh
theoretical materials. Some teachers label any thing they do not use or do
as "theoretical- %hell in fart the Illateriiii in Very practical and relevant in
other school s% stems. l i t he methods instruction is markeillY integrated
with student teaching to the point whene pre-sen ice teachers to out new
materials or techniques in the elassrooni, there is likelihood that the super-

1 1n teacher will be enticed to adopt innovative procedures of the stu-
dnt teacher. 1 poll the heels of adoption COIlles the judgment of rely.
Sauce.

Objective B: To strengthen the supervisory capabilities of classroom
teachers through a formal program of supervisory skill training and by
giving them greater responsibility for the supervision of student teachers.
(:hissownt Teacher Respunses

I sometimes feel that the classroom teachers are having to teach
methods, do the su pen ising, write up obsenations for tnethods
pt.( yle. evaluate student teachers, and evaluate the program itself
while universit folk anc paid for all this.

'Teaching rlimi.s where 3 to -1 student teachers. the supervising teacher,
other classroom teachers, and methods instructors have participated
have helped me to gain Mall) new supervisory skills.

Fur rich variety of observation sheets emplved in this program has
helped me to focus more intensel on teaching behaviors 1 hope to
have my student teachers master.

Participating teachers tend to feel that bjective B is rather well Met
0114 own supervisory capabilities have been strengthened. An assortment
of supenisor training activities and devices were available to any teacher
who was to take the time to use them. However, time is a problem.
\lost teachers feel that the minutes spent in critiquing a student teacher or
learning how to mone effectively supervise a student teacher are minutes
stolen from pupils or from the teacher's break period. Thene is little doubt
that these teachers, working with student tear hers who wenr applying
methods to teaching over a full % ear, counseled more with the student
teacher, than did their colleagues in nearby- schools. For example, teaching
clinics simply wene not runs and weekly observation fOrTIIS ;.1,111)1* were not
used in the lion-pn)grani schools. 1 et program teachers who invested the
extra time and effort on Professional-1 ear student teachers received no
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Classroom Teacher Responses
Sitting in a church doesn't make you a Christian.
The methods instructors have operated for four years in our schools;

they have made many revisions in their methods plans due to teach-
ing problems the student teacipTs encounter in the classroom. It isn't
ea.v to be a methods professor either and I have noted many changes

in their instructional approaches.
Objeetke C receivedrather favorable responses from teacher partici-

pants. hie teacher quotation bluntly makes the point that a change in
instructional environment does not necessarily guarantee improved quality
or increased relevance in instruction. However, the physical nearness of
pupils, principals, teachers, and school materials is a factor that student
teacher will not permit university instructors to ignore. Most respondents
feel that methods instruction was altered to support and enrich student
teaching, that it was tailored to relate to the instructional programs in the
host sellouts. The locution of methods instruction is important, not be-
cause it insures instructional innovation, but because it opens the instruc-

tors up to ceaseless suggestions and evaluations from individuals (teachers,

student teachers, school pupils) who did not communicate with methods
instructors previously.

School of Education isolation is dispelled when university classes annually
are conducted in public school cla*roonts. Exchanges of opinions and

techniques are greatly increased just because teachers and professors see
each other daily in rooms, corridors, lounges, and offices. Field-fased
programs of this nature automatically imply new communicatbn net-
works. They also require organizational structures where superordinate.
subordinate relationships are eschewed in favor of peer teams and task
forces operating in an atmosphere of informality.

Objective I): To provide opportunities for public school personnel to
examine, test, observe, utilize, and study new instructional materials and
techniques introduced by Piofessional-Year professors and interns. To
encourage the use, and to promote the adoption of innovative materials
and methods by participating teachers.
Classroom Teacher Responses

It has been valuable to have the seminars to use for planning time with
professors and fur the inspection of methods resource materials.

The insrvice seminars were particularl effective during the first three
tilt", of the program, but the new instructors are repeating old stuff

this ear.
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The inii%ersity group seems to ha%,
in:sn ire offerings this y ear.

The staff doesn't seem to have tim
an% more. ire universitv

run out of gas when it comes to

to plan inseviee presentations
ra tors serious about the inclusion

of this component in the program:
)bjective 1) was reasonably well met arrording to teachers. Currieular

and instructional change did take place in classrooms as a result of the
Professional-N ear Program. Individual ehange w as predominant. Teachers
perminally became interested in procss-oriented science. learning renters,
!en classrooms. and attempted their ow n innovations. railing upon
urnivrrsih personnel for counsel and help. There were no eases of institu-
tional change whereby an entire school farulty implemented an innovation
across the board.

Nlany of the seeds for dassroom innovation were sown in the 41-service
sessions. A few teachers would enthusiastically endorse an intim give idea
and begin to implement it w bile a majority of teachers would reject it. The
topics of an in-service session had much to do w ith the teacher evaluations
of the in-service component. It was never possible to please everyone, to
find time to meet w ith all the various sub-groups with particular interests.
Neither did school administrator. choose to rally their faculties around
one or two themes for total building improvement so that university in-
set-vice efforts could he effectively focused and concentrated.

Fared with a myriad of conflietnul epectau ins from individual teachers
rather than from unite faculties. mrthods instructor tended to expose
the teachers to the programs and techniques the instructors knew best.
I'his action led to occasional charges of imposing university preferences
upon the schools. Nevertheless. many tearhers did find that many of the
innovations touted by the professors were well worth introducing into
their classrooms.

Taff turnover complicated the in-sery ice picture. In the early days of the
program veteran proles, ors were armed w ith new teaching materials that
never before had been in the ,rhools. 1"he veteran professors built their
in-ery ice offerings around these materials around inquirk.. valuing, ques-
tioning. observation. e.tierimentation. and so on. Replacement professors
found no money available to add to the store of instructional materials
mailable for in-service. They tended to re-use old materials and to talk
about the purposes and superiority of these relatively rerent cuiirula and
techniques. readier.. resisted rev isitations of earlier in-service topics. After
all. they had heard about all these good things once. \o district funds were
ever mailable to bny these intim:div materials for use in their own class-
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room. There ,eemed to be no practical value in talking longer about what
might be w hen it waNit't going to be. Itisers ice offering tended to decrease
ul popidarits after the first tu o sears of program operation. This decline
seems 'Ines 'table if there is no was for teachers to test the procedures- and
materials championed ks in-sers ice instructor,. Inabilits of harried univer-
sits personnel to tailor in-service sessions to the expressed desires of %IT,
small sub-sets of school faculty will precipitate the decline.

Objective E: To broaden and intensify the educational preparation of
pre - service teachers by providing there -with a closely supervised, integrated
set of methods and student teaching exerienes in different schools,
under different teachers, on different grade levels.
(.1n.sNrooi Teacher Respnses

[he Tomtits and qualits of constriletive criticism a student teacher
receises is dependent on the attitude and competence of the super-
si,ing teacher. This program increases the odds that a student will
encounter at least one teacher who believes in plenty of daily feed-
baek.

This is a great prowram for student teachers but it sure can be rough on
us teacher, anti Ir pupils.

I )ifferent student teachers reporting to ins room with a varlets of
backgrontids, innovative interests, and personalities keep me

on ins professional toes.
Sometimes I think it is to() unsettling for children to have to work

with four to six different student teachers in one sear.
I )isciplitte Irl Ins room used to be much better before all the student

teacher, ,tarted routing.
I like some time to work w ith Inv pupils alone. with no student teach-

ers, tutors. observers, intern,. and so on to worry about.
leacher- almost uniminionslv agree that (1bjective E is well met. .1ddi-

tional inalnative data. not included in this seetion, indicate that under-
graduate participant:. and nniversitv faridtv participants enthusasticallv
share the teacher's judgment. Public school administrators have alsoes i-

(kneed appro% al of ( )bjectise E. Through employment action taken, the
eni,(1()ers demonstrate their recognition that t )bjectise E has been rela-
tit els well attained each year. :tinients trained in the program are
emplosed at abuse normal rates according to follow -up sinless conducted
with each group.

Paradoxical's there are few of these employers (principals and central
office aihnim-trator.) who per,onalls want to lead their schools into



similar teaching programs. The concept of shift;rig student tritelters from
...eltool to and grade to grade is a %en commendable and timel%

one as le rig as the shifting takes }dare in someone else's school or district.
anon- ;xenips of program participants seek individual, often errlusie,

miteume. from the program. Responding teachers, in this ease, perreiVe
important preqrratti benefits accruing to the pre-senice teachenn. Their
quotations impl% that these benefits ourtirred with considerable disturb-
ance. to the teacher's comfortable. routine. But new results require new
routine.: Some teacher. rarikl% feel that children learn more, cover inure
pages. and behave better if tile% are MI er tinder the direction of student
teaviler-.

If ..howls are to host clusters of student teachers and ro..ate than
through a varlet% of pre-sence experiences, attractive outcomes for
schools must he targeted. total school campaign to raise reading itellieve-
meta levels might he launched. Student teachers could he assigned specific
diagnostic. instructional. remedial, enrichment, arid evaluative duties in the
campaign. The extra educational manpower represented in student track-
er- should result in tangible. measureable school improvement. This will
riot happen unless facult and administrative leadership emerges arid
school interests are identified arid their pursuit bargained into the pro-
gram. Pant implies that all partners assume their share of the initiative: in
this matter. public school initiative has been larking. It seems ironic that
man teachers can w ish for paraprofessional help while maintaining that a
41.11 trained student teacher is art unwanted, unneeded burden.

It is %en encouraging: that must practitioneN' percei% e the increased
;.,9*()% 01 in pre -:m ice tearliers as a result of field-based programs. It is
equall diseouraging that the% perceive little growth within the other
collaborating ,rrolips and children. Surel ways ran he found to mploy
two to four intelligent. dedicated %ming men arid women in :whew! class-
rooms -4) that the educational opportunity of children is increased and the
professional goals of the teacher are more nearly reached. For mind, too
lung. teaching has been a September to June solo.

Objective To strengthen the supervisory capabilities of university
supervision personnel and selected teacher specialists by concentrating
their assignmnts in a limited number of nearby sci_ools, by involving them
in supers ision training experiences. and by acquainting them more in-
tensely with the teaching practices employed by methods professors and
elassro,An teachers.
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Claorfam Teacher Respnses
Supervision specialists must also observe on-going instruction in school

classrooms and try their hand at demonstration teaching occasionally.
Successful supervision specialists are those who have had recent class-

room teaching r perience and some preparatory training in super-
vision procedures. Dont send us secondary education doctoral stu-
dents and exadministrators who haven't taught kids in years.

Many supervision specialists overdo their nondirectiveness.
Student teachers need to discuss their weaknesses but weaknesses are
buried under an endless, undeserved blanket of positive reinforce-
ment.

Teacher respondents essentially judged that Objective F was well
achieved. The supervision specialists in the program did spend more time
in the building, gave more assistance to the teachers and student teachers,
and held expectations fur student teaching performance that were rooted
in methods course offerings. Some important characteristics of effective,
respected university supervisors of student teachers may be inferred from
the data. Such supervisors art-. available in the building frequently and as
needed, experienced teachers, elementary majors if in an elementary.
Alum'. specially trained for their position, assigned to one or very few
schools at a time. Yen familiar with the academic work (methods) that
preceded student teaching. in continuous contact with the methods profes-
sors who prepared the student teachers, able to conduct supervisory in-
service ses.sions fur teachers, capable of critiquing students as well as

praising them, willing to demonstrate teaching technique. in the class-
room, involved in one preparation program at a time st all its
intricacies can be understood and working relationships developed with all
participants.

Preparing effective elementary school teachers is on of the most impor-
tant concerns of society to w hick college and school personnel can direct
themselves. It is evident from the material presented in this chapter that
well thought through programs( I) do produce a measurably different
prospective teacher: (2) do provide an effective in-service vehicle for class-
room teachers: (3) do provide an effective training ground for prospective
college professors: and ( 1.) do provide an effective in-service vehicle for
college professors.

Knowing w hat we now do. we could easily identify new refinements in
approaches to evaluation. new questions to ask and answ en, and new
avenues of research to carry out. To date, for example, little research has
explored the issue of program impact upon normative pupil learning. A
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case stud designed to test the %lability of this approach for research in
teacher education showed mixed results (Ilarste)3. Until more elaborate
and more controlled research designs are produced in this area, this final
crucible for judging the impact of a teacher education program must wait
in abe atm.. But take heart'. The inevitable conclusion that must be drawn
from this chapter is that the Prof essional-Year Program had a measurable
and marked impact on the four sets of individuals involved. To hypothe-
size that field-based programs have an impact on children as well, seems
both logical and heartening to those of us interested in the exploration of
alternative and more effective programs of teacher education.
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VI Institutional Impact

Perhaps the most bas,i. questions that this chapter deals w ith are these:
hat were the results of all this effort and expense! t1 as it really worth

the cost? Did it lead to an permanent institutional change? In order to
examine these questions and others like them, we have divided the chapter
into two major parts. The first part discusses those aspects of institutional
change that we were conseiousl tr% ing to bring about. The second part
deals with the unanticipated results. the serendipitous ehanges that came
about without our planning for them. These are the multiplier effects that
are called for in Office of Education guidelines.

Anticipated Results

The anticipated results followed logically from each % ear's statement of
e.hjecti%es. During the initial year of the project the emphasis on institu-
tional change. was not completely dear. At best. it was diffused and
lacking in focus. hh the third year of the project-actuall) the ideas were
de% eloped in the second year specific operational objectives had been
established to accomplish institutional change. It is probably impossible to
sa with any certainty just how or why this development took place.
Certainl% it was at least partiall% a response to the evolution oft Mice of
Education policy in this area. The national TTT Program's emphasis On
institutional change, also vague in its initial stages, became clearer in later

earn.

Local developments produced similar pressures as well. As project per-
sonnel realized that their funds were not likely to continue unabated
fore%er. they gave more serious thought to %% vs of continuing their efforts
through what is frequently termed the process of institutionalization. Such
thought inevitably deals with issues of institutional change-how to bring
it about and how to maintain it. The section on objectives in the I 97I -72
proposal began as follows:

There ar.- both institutional and individual objectives for Indiana's TTT
project. The institutional goals represent expectations for change in
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program. patterns of involvement, and institutional mechanisms for
training teachers. Each is spelled out in more detail below:

Explicit use of an institutional change model and a strategy appropri-
ate for inducing institutionalization of tested TTT programs and
practices.

Rev Won of present program (including changes and additions to pres-
ent courses, laboratory experiences and field experiences) to provide

all prospective teachers with experiences that are more relevant to an
urban socieR.

Development and implementation of specialized courses, programs,
and experiences fur preparing teachers for rural and urban settings.

Identification of viable roles for each of the institutional participants--
krts and Sciences. School of Education, community, and schools
and the careful articulation and integration of these roles throughout
the progran.

Identification of appropriate institutional mechanisms new depart-
ment structures, professional centers, joint school university

communit) facilities for implementation Of new programs and
practices.'

Final() . there were some components in the Indiana project which re-
quired. or at least suggested an institutional-change focus as the activities
unfolded. The specific objectives for the Professional-Year Program, as
stated in the 19;1-72 proposal, make this clear:

To strengthen the reality orientation of methods instructors by expos-
inu them daily to school reality and providing kedbark from teach-
ers and undergraduates on the practical value of methods instruction.

To strengthen the supervisory capabilities of teachers (vis a vis under-
graduates) through a formal program of supervisory skill training and

giv ing them greater responsibility for sto.)ervision.
To strengthen the reality orientation of potential methods instructors

through a program similar to item #1 above.
To strengthen the practical value of methods instruction by integrating

it w ith student teaching in actual school settings.2
11* the above objectives, the first and third concern individuals: the

second has both individual and institutional components and the last is
exclusively as institutional objective. Therefore, even if an institutional
change strategy had not been mentioned explicit). in the proposal, it
would have been employed in some manner in order to achieve specific,
intitutional-change goals.
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Impact on Institutions

It has been established that Indiana did indeed have institutional-
change objectives. but just having them is not enough. The real test
comes in examining the actual impact of the program on the institutions
involved. During the 1970-71 year, we prepared a comprehensive set of
data for the Evaluation Research Center (ERC) at the University of

hich had been awarded a contract by the Office of Education to
conduct an evaluation of the national 'I'll' Program. As part of the data,
we listed 46 institutional change variables and provided documentation on
the extent to w hich each change was actually occurring. In its analysis of
our data, the ERC reached the following conclusion:

The Indiana project specifically ilocumented sixteen (16) of
these changes as well as (locum, siting an additional twenty-
five (25) institutional variables which cover essentially the
same areas as those covered by the thirty (30) original
variables which were omitted.

The EHC quotation says in effeet that we provided documentation for
forty -one (41) of forty-six (46) institutional change variables although the
documentation did not use exactly the same wording as the original state-
ment of objectives with twenty -five (25) of the change variables.

Perhaps it would be useful to begin by simply listing the results under
each of the major programs in ITT. ( hily those results judged to have been
documented by the ERC are listed. Programs, rather than institutions are
used as the organizing vehicle because many changes are interinstitutional
rather than in trainstitutional. At a later point in the discussion, we will
summarize the impact upon each of the institutions involved. Before we
present the specific results, one caveat is in order. None of the changes has
been made across the board in an of the institutions involved, but most
have affected significant segments of appropriate institutional operations.

Professional Year Program

"Hoadninner" t pe supervisor: of student teachers have been replaced
vbith specially prepared classroom teachers, supervision specialists,
and method, instructors in the Professional-Year Program.

Preseryire teacher participants serve in two or three different schools
and apply method, concept., in classrooms with pupils of different
ages. abilities, and socioeconomic backgrounds over a full year as
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opposed to one semester.
The School of 11ducation uses staff time and materials to render cur-

riculum consultant assistance to collaborating schools on an infor-
mal. nonontractual. on-site basis. This is done "for free- bv methods

professors and interns working in the schools.

An integrated ear-long program of methods instruction, observation
and participation eperiences in schools and communist agencies.
and student teaching is offered to elementars education majors bt a

responsible team of university, :whim!. and conininnitv personnel.

The assignment of student teachers is made and periodirallt remade be

methods instructors and teacher. on the basis of student and teacher

needs, rather than bs administrators in the student teaching office.
Fifteen semster-hours of methods have moved off campus and are

offered in elementary school elassnmins over a frill academic rear.
Public school teachers and administrator. now participate in planning

and evaluating and plat a major role in shaping and reshaping the

Professional-Year Program.
Elementary schools as a unit annualls accept two student teachers per

day per faultt member in a site concentretion approach to super -
vision as distinguished from the one-on-one pattern usually em-
ploVed. (Individual facults members mat elect trot to participate but

high percentages do participate.)
_1 series of in-service seminar. have peen provided for teachers. They

focus on curricular topics. supervision issues. and independent

research rear be taken for university credit, if desired.
School personnel make presentations in methods classes and provide

evaluative feedback on the relevancv of methods instruction.
Methods instructors. interns, and preservice teachers are in daily con-

tact with public school teachers and pupils.
Student teachers are introduced to student teaching through a longer

period of evposure to schools and teachers. As a result they feel
more confident in the student teaching ride.

Several graduate interns have acquired practical field skills in demon-

stration teaching. ,-upervision. and consultation lit participating in

the same field settings as methods professor:.
1lethods professors establish a follow -up supervisorY relationship with

their methods students.
1 closer working relationship has evolved between univer it and

school personnel.
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The :4011)1)1s are exposed to a wide variety of units and materials
through demonstrations, student teaching, and in-service seminars.

Community Involvement

Persons from the community, particularly the low income ccnnnumity,
lime become involved in existing courses required of elementary or
secondary majors. They have given presentations, served on panels,
and have answered questions within the class sessions.

Teachers in training can now obtain a greater variety of in-school and
out-of-school field experiences in Monroe County and other counties
of the State. It now is pomade for the preservice teachers to earn
undergraduate or graduate credit for these experiences.

Both in-school and out-of-school field experiences are available to
larger numbers of undergraduate students at an earlier point in their
uniyersity programs.

Field experiences are available to undergraduate students in Arts and
Sciences. Education, and other schools of the University.

These experiences have been legitimized and formalized through the
establishment of a center ealled the Center for Experiental Educa-
tion within the School o Education. The School is devoting con-
siderable resourres -- a faculty member, six graduate assistants, and
Seseral %sodk study persons to staff this program.

At least fifty-nine CM) Inostly low income persons have been employed
by the University to participate in teacher education. Some but
no where near this number are still employed.

Stronger cooperative relationships have been established between the.
Iniversi ty and community agencies in two communities (Monroe
Counts and Indianapolis). Examples of these agencies include the
CommunitY Action Program, Flanner House, Martin Center, Police
Department. the Courts, arid the Human Relations Commission.

Community field experience modules have been added to other mod-
ules w hick reser% ire teachers may elect as part of their required
course work. These modules are designed to permit a student to
observe and participee.. in community agencies or to interact with
low - income persons.

The community involvement program has exposed rural poor com-
munity residents. school and university faculty-, TIT staff, under-
graduates. graduate students, and foreign students to inner city
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culture through a program called the Urban (:ollage Weekends and
other forms of visitation and partit ipatiun.

Some of the goals and the plans of the community were supported
directly 1)% the establishment of the South Side Community Center
in Monroe County. With approval from the Office of Education, the
.1-17 Program paid the rent on the building and some wages to com-
intinit persons during its first ear of operation.

The ITT Program and the Center Satellite Program in Counselor
Education (also funded by USOE) provided joint support to a (.Troup
of Nst Side resident: in Bloomington to conduct a study of school
dropouts. Several agencies including the public schools and Com-
munit .lotion Program were involved in this stutl, but the data was
gathered and reported by the residents themselves.

Urban Education

The School of Education has broadened its programs in urban educa-
tion through the continued operation of the Urban Semester Pro-
gram, originally begun b the .1-17 Program.

A companion program, the Urban Collage Wcekends, continues to
operate within the School of Education. It continues to expose
factiltN, student., and community members to the culture of the city
through brief living and participation experiences there.

The School of Education has established a new pattern of working
relationships with elementary and secondary public schools in
Indianapolis.

The School of Education has thleloped working relationships with
se%eral eommunit agencies in Indianapolis.

Academic credit fur participation in the Urban Semester Program has
been authorized by some departments in the College of Arts and
Sciences.

Students from the College of Arts and Sciences have participated in
the [ titan Semester Program with students in the School of duca-
tion.

Professional-Year students lane participated in a week long program of
i.itation and participation in urban schools and Indianapolis com-

nninit agencies.
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Secondary Mathematics Program

The School of Education has incorporated this program into its -regu-
larstructure and it continues to be offered without outside
funding.

The Mathematics Department in the College of Arts and Sciences now
offers two new courses with updated content in geometry. These are
available not old) to students in teacher education but to other
students as well.

Professors from the Mathematics Department and from Mathematics
Education, public school teachers, and undergraduate and graduate
students participated in the design of these geometry courses and in
the implementation of a teacher education program which incorpo-
rated them. This is a departure from the usual method of course
trvision.

Student teachers begin to work with teachers in their classrooms well
in advance of the actual student teaching period.

Strident teachers have been paired with cooperating high school teach-
ers by mutual choice.

High school students have been exposed to unique content in geome-
try through the efforts of teachers and student teachers in the pro-

rifra n.

Multiple Arts

A Multiple Arts Program has been introduced in six elementary schools
in Monme County.

A set of materials describing the theory and practice of the Multiple
.%rt curriculum has been produced. This was done through a
Master' Thesis.

This program has been a joint venture of the public schools, The
school of Music, School of Health - Physical Education and Recrea-
tion and the School of Education. Coordination was carried out by
the School of Music.

In-ser. ice teachers, usually trained in a single area of the arts, have
received graduate training in the philosophy and practice of the
Multiple Arts Program.
summer workshop in the Multiple Arts curriculum has been offered
fur credit to TTT and non:rrr graduate students in the arts. This
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workshop was offered jointly by the faculty from music, art educa-
tion, and health. physical education, and recreation (modern dance).

Unanticipated Results

Although certainly not as numerous, the unanticipated results of the
ITT Program were often quite exciting in their own right and in some
instances, may continue beyond soon. of the results that were planned.
Call it Ny1111(14)4% or whatever y on wish, there is a recognizable set of
things happening at Indiana that pro bully would not be happening if the
ITT Program had not taken place. Qualifying the last statement with the
word "probably" is our attempt to be as honest as possible about who
produced what. While it is particularly difficult to identify a simple one-to-
one correspondence between TTT and these spinoffs, there is evidence
that they did occur largely', if not entirely, as a result of TTT. Where this
relationship is more tenuous, we lime used appropriate qualifiers.

The Center for Experiential Education, already discumed under corn-
munit% ins olvement, is a direct spinoff from the ITT Program. Now
a legitimate part of the "regular" structure of the School of Educa-
tion. the Center continues to hale both institutional and individual
impact. For example, it provided community and school observation
and participation experiences for more than 1:300 students and
faculty last year. \lost recently, it has initiated a Prison Orienta-
tion Series.

As a result of the Chicago conferetwe on Cultural Pluralism, Professor
James Mahan. one of the key persons in the Tyr Program, has estab-
lished student teaching assignments in three new cultural settings:
with Nati% e Americans in Arizona, with Latinos in Arizona and East
Chicago, and with rural whites in Southern Indiana. Since his post-
ITT role in the School of Education is to provide field settings for
alternative pr< paration programs, chances are very high that these
programs will continue. TTI staff members have been very influen-
tial in the greatly increased placement of student teachers in special
out -of- state settings.

Since the clays of ITT. there has been a proliferation of field-based
programs within the School of Education at Indiana. While several
factors were probably at work to produce this result including
national trends in this direction - the TTT Program. by making
contact with many professors in the School of Education, most cer-
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tainl% deserves a fair share of credit for this development. As an
illustration of this, Prolessoohn LeBlanc, a faeulty participant in
'ITT for a year. e%olred his own field-based program and obtained
funding for it from the National Science Foundation. This program
is still going on. 11e do not assume that Professor LeBlanc would not
have developed this program had he not been involved in '1"E" E', but
%r do assume that his TTT experience was of value in the develop-
ment of that program. Similar connections can be established
between ITT and several other field-based programs. For example,
\friatnes Clark. a former TIE' staff member, now directs the Rural
Education Cluster.

.' three semester hour Community Purees and Schools course has been
created by TTI persermel, evaluated in its experimental stage, and
made a bona fide eleethe course by the Course and Program Change
Committee. 1 oho Leer work in community agencies, readings on
needs and aspirations of ethnic minority groups, and discussion
sessions led by community representatives are included in the course
activities. Participants in right or more of the School of Education's
field-based programs now enroll in Community Fortes and the
.shout's. During the summer of 1973 five Navajo and I lopi consul-
tants made major instructional contributions to the course.

College of Arts and Science administrators have just appointed a key
member of TIT's Professional -1 ear Program to membership on a
new committee to consider a Native American Studies Program.

A practicum for students in a doctoral level reading course was pro-
ided through 'FIT. It was offered at the South Side Center, a com-

munit facility established with funds.
ITT personnel were in the forefront in establishing an urban education

department within the School of Education. The department con-
tinues as a program in a new Division of Teacher Education. (There
are no departments in the new division.)

During the I 970-7 I academic year, a committee composed of directors
of EPDA projects* curt to discuso the possibility of pooling resources
and submitting a single. institutional grant to the Office of Educa-
tion. After several months of discussion, an institutional grant pro-
posal was developed and funded. TT'l' personnel participated in the
development and implementation of this institutional grant program.

*There were seven EPDA supported projects with the School of Education at
Indiana I niversitv
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During the 19711-71 academic %car. a new Division of Teacher Educa-

tion was being contemplated. It became an eventuality in 1972
A hen one consider- the fact that ITT programs generated con-
siderable interest and awareness in undergraduateeduation, its con-
tribution to this development takes on considerable significance.

Agency Impact

A hat do these results, both planned and unanticipated, mean when
viewed from the standpoint of the institutions invoked? It must be
admitted that most of the changes have taken place within the University
and especialk within the School of Education. In saving this, we are both

rejoicing in our successes and admitting our failures. On reflection. it
scared% seems strange that a program designed primarily to bring about

change in teacher education has had its greatest impact on the School of
I.:duration. Although the far lilt% in rt, and sciences are ahso involved in

teacher education, the School of Education faculty is more likely to view

the training of teachers as one of its primar% functions. (In the negative

side, we had hoped to bring about changes in the larger university as well,

and these did not come about in an significant wa%. Between these two
extremes of our effectiveness are the schools and the rommunity. Perhaps

now is the time to detail the tangible accomplishments in each of these

agencies.

The School of Education has undergone a number of institutional
changes which can be traced directly to the TTT Program. This does not

mean that a simple cauw and effect relationship is operative, Other events

and activities ma% have transpired at the same time to bring about the
observed changes. \evertheless, the major contriutions of the ill' Pro-

gram to these changes can be established in clear and precise terms.

First let's review the n.cord oil programs that is. major strands of
activity within the "Tr project. Several of these some begun four years

ago - continu to operate today in clear % recognizable form. These

include:
The Professional -1 ear Program
The Arts Program
The t /flirt. of Gonmunity Experiences
The l roan Semester Program
The Secondary Vathematis Program
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%%lien one considers that these five programs ronstituted a significant
portion of Indiana's programmatic thrust (say 95'4) during its operational
life, we believe it is quite sip,milicant that the) continue to survive in insti-
tutionalized form.

Institutional change in the Sellout of Education has taken place outside
the programs as well. \lore instructors provide experiences outside the
framework of their university elas:,n)()Ins. These include early experiences
in laboratory and school environments, livid experiences in community
agencies and settings, taking ,tudents to conferences and workshops, and
similar (fillers. Nloremer, a formal course has been created to examine the
role of community agencies in the education process.

Se% end programs have emerged within the Sclum; of Education with
ITT characteristics. \Ian!, are field-based in huhana settings. lour or five
are field-based in settings outside of Indiana, some as far away as Arizona
and New Mexico. Several of these programs have focused on the needs of
least-w ell-served populations that is. urban blacks and whites, rural whites
%ineriean Indians, Latin os. and others. \lost have recruited faeulty, gradu-

ate students. and other representatives from these subcultures to partici-
pate in the training of future teacher for these groups.

ITT personnel have been activ el% involved in the development of a new
thrust in undergraduate education with the School of Education and in the
creation of appropriate administrative mechanisms to continue that thrust.
Spi.cificallv. these efforts include the development of the Department of

roan Education. the Division of 'readier Education, the Institutional
;rant, and the Center for Experiential Education.
Entail!, , YET has left a legacy of concept.. and ideas which may well have

the most far-reaching, albeit more subtle impact. on the School of Educa-
tion. Field-based programs have become commonplace. There has been an
increased in% okement of teachers, students, and rommunit% representa-
ti%es in teacher education. kr' advisor% group with parits representation
has been established within the Division of Teacher Education, and least-
welker% ed populations are better sened than at am time in the past.

To attribute all of these accomplishments solel% to ITT during an era of
substantial change within the School of Education mould do a peat
injustice to all those who participated in them. li% the same token, ITT
does ha% e hard tlidence that its rontributions have been substantial and
lastiner.

Impact tin the pu/the schools demonstrable but
not as widt spread. this. we mean that ld% a handful of schools have
been imoked inn the TIT Program in an significant w a% and only those
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involved ran he said to represent institutional change of any magnitude.

.knother way of say ing the sum thing is to observe that institutional
change has not permeated the schovls in the same way that it has the

School of Education. lint there have Iwo' elinges.
The teachers and principals in several elementary schools have partici-

pated in teacher education in a much more ineanilful way than most

teachers and principals do. They have been involved in establishing plans
and policies for the Professional-Year Program, in partic:vating in methods

instruction and providing feedback to methods instruetors, in supervising
undergraduates in a carefully planned program of activities and in per-
forming a variety of other teacher education tasks. Similar rt.le: and activi-
ties have been carried out by math .matins teachers in the Secondary Math-

ematics Program and special teachers in art and music in the Multiple Arts

Program.)1-

School settings have been used for teacher training more extensively and
more completely than they have in the past. Public school classrooms have

been set aside for methods instruction permitting innovations in teacher
education that are difficult if not impossible in most programs. For
example, methods instructims can and do bring small groups of elementary
children into their methods classes. The children are exposed to new
materials and techniques without being bused across the city: teachers are
provided with new ideas: methods instructors learn what works and what
doesn't and students are exposed to the reactions of children to specific
methods in the natural school setting. Thus, all of the individuals involved
profit from these new institutional arrangements.

There are some disadsau tages to these arrangements. \o single school

ran provide as high a proportion of excellent models as would he true if

students were dispersed to many schools. Methods instructors and students
do have the inconvenience of getting back and forth between the univer-
sity and the schools, and large numbers of university, students and instruc-
tors do put additional pressures on the space, equipment, and personnel
resources of the school. (111 balance though, the positive factors seem to

outweigh the negative ones.
One other factor with both positive and negative implications needs to

be discussed because it has not had the impact we expected. We speak of
the impact of university personnel on the school program. There are sever-
al possible explanations for this. It was probably true that the physical
proximitY of the two groups was only a superficial one and that teacher
education classes continued in relative isolation from elementary elasses.
Even the reality of physical proximity is somewhat illusory . Just as one



teacher In: % not know what another traelier does across the hall because
there is little opportunit% to lease her elassrotnit, it nui be equally diffi-
cult for her to visit the methods classroom. Even if such a visit takes place
she ma% not view what takes place there as relevant to her own teaching.
kfter all. she is an experienced teacher and may be familiar with much of
what is being taught. Then too. if she is not, she ma% find it difficult to
acknowledge her deficiencies in or out of the presence of nohy tes.

I he method, prolvssor has similar problems from his vantage pcint. lie
ma% not feel secure enough in his own practical knowledge of methods
and techniques to display them in front of teachers and in conjunction
with real children. Then. too. robabl% neither the traehers nor the teach-
er educators thought (hes were bargaining to bring about changes in the
schools w hen the program was introduced. The propTain was described as a
program primarily to improve teacher education at both the national and
local le% el. Improvement in the schools was more likely to have been
viewed as the long-term. indirect effect of the program than its immediate
aim. For these and probably other reasons as well. the program's impact
on the NehitHdh was much greater in terms of their involvement in teacher
education than it was in relation to the school's currirtilum.

The Community /two/cement Prognint was established to involve a
:grater number and Nariet% of persons, especially low -inconu. and minority
group persons. in school programs and programs of teacher education. It
was also designed to encourage professionals to interact more frequently
with members of the general public and to become active in community
concerns. Considering our starting point of no formal program and very
little in% oisement during the first sear, we feel we made considerable
progress in this area. Strictly speaking. of entitle. the romnilinity is not
reall% an institution or agent.% in an organizational sense and is indeed
difficult to define in any sense. kltionigll personnel from the Communit%
cti(ii Program in Monroe Count% worked most closely with the project,
it could nut be said to represent the full range of rommunity participants
instils ed. Four this reason, One could legitimatelt, argue that most ehanges
in the contintillit% agency are, in reality. changes in individuals and in their
patterns of imulvement with the profession mon than they are changes in
conintunit% agencies. Viith this demurral then, let us proceed to examine
some of these changes.

First. the TIT Pruirrani prohuld% made no lasting changes in the organi-
zation and operation of community agencies (luring its lifespan. We did
assist the south side commintit in the establishment of a physical facility
and a lituitrd rOgralll while we were in operation, but that has not had
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and probably will riot have aa long-term impact. We did encourage and
obtain the participation of a wide variety of community agencies and
persons in several component programs. Community persons were used in
the de\ elopment and implementation of operational policies and practices
for the Program. They- served on the policy council of the project and on
.several other advisor\ groups in conjunction with specific programs. Some
components of training programs were actually offered by specific
agencies and in community or agency settings. Some of these arrangements
were made by subcontract with the agencies involved and cleared in ad-
vance with the Office of Education. Others, of shorter duration, were
provided for through the payment of fees or wages to individuals.

What remains of all this depends upon your vantage point. If one looks
at our impact on the community agencies and persons, it was probably
quite limited. Their impact upon teacher education has, in our judgment,
been much greater. %%e now acknowlege the need within the University to
sensitize teachers in training to the needs and values of several communi-
ties. Last year. more than 1300 undergraduate and graduate students were
provided field experiences apart from student teaching, many of them
through community agencies and persons. Indiana Ilniversity now has a
wider variety of communities involved in its teacher education program. It
places students in urban black communities, American Indian com-
munities. Latino communities and rural, poor white communities where

our \ ears ago its placement program for these communities was minimal
or nonexistent. N1oreover, the I niversity makes use of persons from these
indigenous communities in the training of teachers for these communities.
For example, three !loin and two Navajo resource people staffed a work-
shop for participants in the Native .merican Student Teaching Project
during the summer of 1973. When TIT began, it c as the only priqzrarn of
any sipilicance tr\ ing to bring about such invol lent: now such involve-
ment is a legitimate and highly respected part of .:cher education at
Indiana. Thus, from the standpoint of gains, the impact of the community
on teacher education has been one of the most significant developments
from the 'IT'. programs. \lore importantly . if better trained people are
sent into these communities, it may yet bring about a significant impact
on these corrrrnurtities.

It is frankly admitted that our impact upon the College of -Iris and
Sciences and other dhir.ioris of the lllierr.itN outside or tiou has
been minimal. Two courses with new content now exist in the I kpartment
of Mathematics as a result of our efforts. Credit has been provided stu-
dents in 7.1tne of the iwial science departments of the College of Arts and
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Sciences for experiences atranged for and carried out under the auspices of
the School of Education. Faculty in The School of Music and the School
of Health. Physical Education, and Recreation renewed acquaintances with
faculty in the School of Education, but these would be considered minor
changes by anyone's standards.

It is difficult to pinpoint the reasons for this. Probably a complex set of
factors wt re operative. The schools represented a comfortable pattern of
relationships we could build upon. Involving the community was some-
what of a challenge. and we had sortie personnel in ITT with definite ideas
about involving the eommunity. With Arts and Sciences, Yo.11, we just
never got there. A more specific reason may lie in the ITT director's bak-
ground. While he had a dual appointment in the Maxwell School of
Citizenship and Public Affairs and the School of Education at Syracuse
and felt quite comfortable in dealing with social scientists, he was new to
Indiana University during the time when TTT was just getting underway.
Thus. his knowledge of persons and programs who might be recvtive to
involvement in TTT was quite limited and remained so during the critical,
formative years.

The strategy of invoking gatekeepers may also have some limitations
which need examination. During the first year in which the TIT proposal
was developed, we were able to involve most of the top leadership figures
in the cooperating institutions. In the schools, it was the Superintendent
and his staff: in the community.. it was the director of the Community
Action Program. In the university, it was the Dean, and Associate Dean in
the School of Education. the Dean and Associate Dean in the College of
Arts and Sciences. and the Vice President for Instructional Development.

W hile this strategy certainly made for a strong commitment of these insti-
tutions at the policy level, it may have hindered the development of
in% oly ement at the operational level. No matter how much these individ-
uals purported to reps -eta the persons and ideas of their re:yet-five
institutions or units within institutions, the ideas they presented were
inevitably their ideas and the commitment to them was their commitment.
For future projects of this kind. it may be wise to consider a variation of
this procedure. making use of the gatekeepers to obtain the basic commit-
ment to (lest-lop a proposal and then moving immediately to the "lower"
level. in the organization for the operational ideas and the commitment to
implement them. This is in effect what happened in the School of Educa-
tion although the Dean and his staff continued to be involved and inter-
ested. In Arts and Sciences. perhaps because of its sheer size, or for other
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reasons alreads discussed. commitment did not deselop as quickly or as
vompletels as it did in Education.

These obsers a tions are not intended to las blame at any one's doorstep.
for those w ho need someone to blame, the in staff and particularly its
director are willing to assume the responsibility lies ond blame is the more
important issue of %%II% .1rts and Sciences and other dis Won, of the
I. riser:sits were not as affected by the program as most of us would have
liked. It is tt this issue and to this issue alone, that these tentative explana-
tions base been addressed.

Conclusions

It is frown the earlier discussion that the Indiana irr Program has
had a substantial impact on several local institutions. The greatest impact
has occurred w itl.in the School Education: the least. ;s it hill the College

of lrts and Sciences. The project's impact on the schools, though not as
siihsi.inhal as use Inas- lime hoped, continues to this elan. In some wars,
Firs impact upon the comminnts. ma have been the most significant of
all. lie project began with essentialls no input from the community and

es ols:(1 to the point wht...e many actin ities in and with the communit)
haw nos% beconu legitimized through the establiAnnent of a (:entr for
xperie, a1 Education within the regular program and a community

agent. or:ented course. Perhaps it %%mild be us- ful to conclude this chap-

ter the process of institutionalization how it occurred and
wh ni little more detail. First. there is a single significant fact: Ilse of
the major program components are still functioning es en though TIT as
an operational program at Indiana terminated more than two sears ago. To
our knowledge. this is an unusual record of institutitinalization.1111% did it

ticcur.!
The reasons are riot easy to come if one %sants concrete and objective

data to confirm them. It is eass . how es er, to trace some of thn develop-
ments that appear to lime eon tributed to this outcome. 11 hilt these hase a
certain eleelent of subjectiy its to them tiles do seem l iusible from all
that IA, know about how change occurs. I hie further point. do repre-
sent the unique combination of factors present at Indiana l nisersits
during a risen period of time. Nlans will .4u, .st that this git es them
limited ineralizabilits . 1\ bile this conclusion Inas :yids to this set, the
important thin', to remember is that a :similar set of factors probabls exists
in es yrs institution (kepis iiisolsed in change. Flit task is to identifs them
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and to um. thrill to in-titutionallie the ties program-. that are being imple-
mented. it a critical inaN 11 factor, doe, not 1.1,1 and no opra-
tional delmition for %s hen a tnam- become,. critical in,titu
tionalitation lc.- likel% to ()yew or to la,t if it doe,. occur. The ten
tat tor- identified h l i%s npr lit the unique Net for Indiana I nier,it

of fchication dump: the la,t three or four %ar,. Some of them.
%soul(' hot -till he factor- at the prewnt time. There i,
want e to the order in %shill' the are pre-write&

I hirm, do- period of time. the leadr-lip and facult% of the School of
1. ducation had become concerned about the undergraduate teacher
edge Jinni priwrani of the School. \laii felt that a ron,iderable
unbalani r had iltArloped in yr 1111 ear, liet%%1.1ii the re,011rer. and
permnitiel ilwtell to .fralluate education and thikme de% oted to the
education of undergraduate,. 1f ter ,tuding the -ituation for more
than a %ear. the facult remthed to create a of Teacher
1:11111Altil1 1s1111111 the It- IIIIrpOm' %sit+ to gi%e greater

to the need, of undergraduate, and to Annulate factilt inter-
e-t arid iiiolenient program,. Man (Aperimental rogram,.
-itch a, ITT alread% 1.i,ted and prinided uncivil,. for the
Irt!,hil/tIth )11 Mill jilt.", I )1 the h% i?.h)11. hum, and other

pro.zrani, reinforced and %sere reinforced li% the de% elopment of the
rii. di% and the general facult ,upport that it reprei-ented.
IncilIctitall% . thi, doe, not impl% that then. ser n't mune inten,e

sithin the fartilt% iner thi, de% elopturnt. There %ere'. But
them. reiiIed about the vonflietin_ need -and inter-
e-t- and -mall group, rather than the faeult a, a %hide.
Indeed. -only permit', largel or entirel in graduate edua-
non. partieularl% at the doctoral leel. often took a rather ho-hum

mile-- th% felt the ne%s t 11111,1 in undergraduate education %as
rt MI.' tee 111131-11f. tl1r111 of rmiiirve,. Iii 11111. then. there %. a, a mow-

merit to improi the lindeprralluate program %SIMI' did haw milli-
'lent -iipplirt albeit not %Sit limit ,truggle to arompli-li the e,tabli,h
went of a ne%s I hi, deelopment sa,rertaiiil ,uportiw of
I I I

itt'r moll- III of leader-hip %%ilium the of Kiltication a, a
sholc hers .:nerall% mpathetic to the continuation of TIT pr-
.:rani- and practice- and pro% ided mural. financial. and per-wind
-tipport for tin- to happen. Flu- vka, partienlarl% true of the I h.an
(I hai, ill I t.lark ). the Hiatt. I ( F.gon ;Oho, the ne%s I% ap-
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pointed Director of the new Division of Teacher Education (Leo
Fay) and several other division and department heads. Persons in leader-
ship positions in the schools, in the College of Arts and Sciences, in
the Community Action Program, in other parts of the University,
and in other community agencies were also involved but their in-
volvement was not critical to the issue of institutionalization
programs within the School of Education. One of the principles
often mentioned in the change literature and an axiom of the nation-
al TTT Program is the need to keep the gatekeepers informed and
involved in experimental programs. We believe that TTT was fairly
successful at doing this.

A climate of experimentation and ehange was generally supported by
the faculty of the School of Education even though individual fac-
ulty may not have agreed with the directions a specific program was
taking. A supportive environment is absolutely essential both to the
trial and the adoption of new ideas and practices.

The Ti"!' programs were not earth-shattering departures from the
norms of the institutions involved. They were not as threatening to
individuals and institutions as "far out programs may have been. As
a result, they were more readily accepted both in the beginning and
at the time they were institutionalized. One of the facts that change
agents have to face up tolike it or notis that change is more likely
to be accepted or at least tolerated during the experimental period and
adopted w hen experimentation is over if it does riot represent a great
departure from the norms of the institution involved. This fact does
pose a dilemma for change agents because it may require them to com-
promis on their positions and programsthat is, to make them less
"pure" than they would like than to be. While compromise appears
essential if the program is to be institutionalized, there is no need to
abandon one's principles altogether. By carrying on a continuing
dialogue. with persons who do not share your views, you may be able
to win them mer to your right to act upon them. This is about as
much as an) of us has a right to expect.

There was a willingness on the part of the Tyr staff to revise programs
during the initial stages of institutionalization so that these programs
could lie carried on within the existing framework. The revisions
tended to move the programs still further in the direction of existing
norms. This required flexibility on the part of persons who had
become committed to specific forms of programs. Some of the
changes were necessitated by the dearth of supplemental funds origi-
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rally available through the federal grant. Load considerations and
administrative convenience represented still other factors. Perhaps a
specific illustration would make this issue clearer.: year in advance
of the time when the 'I l grant for the operational program was to
terminate. the staff began to examine ways of making the program
more cost effective, realizing that this had to be done if the program
was likely to continue. After considerable thought we decided to
present 74'1 era! options to the public school teachers involved. As the
disc unions continued over a period of time, it became apparent that
the teachers were not really excited about any of the options and
particularly one that involved doubling the number of students
enrolled in the program by assigning two instead of one per teacher.
In the long run. however this plan was accepted I) because we could
demonstrate its effects on cost. 2) because teachers really wanted to
we the program continue and 3) because the plan did not require
doubling the work of teachers. (Incidentally, this parti,.,,lar revision
was a movement away from institutional norms sitter no other pro-
gram before or since has placed two student teachers with a teacher
during the same period. although this is done oreasionall for obser-
vation experiences.) The Professional Year Program of ITT continues
to do so to this day .

The illustration in the last item documents one other ecessary condi-
tion. The staff .4 any experimental prOrattl must be concerned
enough about institutionalization to thank about and plan for it well
in advance of w hen it needs to happen The process of reaching a
decision that was acceptable to all of the parties involved in the
doubling of students in the program required a period of well over
siy months. Anv attempt to begin this process at the point when
institutionalization was imminent probably would have resulted
either in a discontinuation of the program or a prolonged period of
friction and discontent wl en the program was quite vulnerable.

Frequently . the staff involved in experimental programs are so pre-
occupied with issues of implementation that they fail to address
themselves to the problems associated with continuing the program
when the outside support is discontinued. Some scholars have even
hypothesized an "entrepreneurial type.,, who get their kieks out of
starting programs only to turn their attention elsewhere when the
program is operating on a solid footing. The funding patterns of the
federal Llovernment and other agencies and the frequent failure to
respond to "proven programs on the part of institutions of higher
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education have contributed to the brief life expectancy of experi-
mental programs. 1,,reoyer, the reward patterns within universities
encourage faculty to flit from flower to flower in order to build their
own suppl), of honey (pay increments, promotion, tenure, job offers,
rte.)

Some of the program components were picked up and continued by
persons other than those who originated them. Some of these per-
sons becam part of the ITT staff after the programs were opera-
tional and others, never involved in TIT at all, were intrigued by the
potentialities of a program and took it on during the institutionaliza-
tion period when it was no longer associated with ITT. These new-
comers brought fresh ideas to the program and definitely were not as
committed as the "true believers" to whatever ITT tradition had
evolved. They were able to look more objectively at the needs
required to make a program respectable within the framework of the
existing institution. Also, they probably were perceived as less
radical than those who had raised hackles on numerous occasions in
the past.

By luck or genius more likely the formerthe TIT Program managed
to anticipate and capitalize upon many of the developments that
were taking place within the School of Education during the same
period. It is quite conceivable that In even stimulated or at least
fueled sonic of these developments. For example, during the last
four years at Indiana, a much greater emphasis has been placed upon
field-based programs in teacher education. ITT through its Profes-
sional Year Program, its Urban Semester Program, its Secondary
Mathematics Program, its Multiple Arts Program, and its Community
Involvement Program was an early advocate and model of field-based
practices. It also initiated or participated in the development of
urban education, the in%olvement of the community, the use of the
saturation principle in placing students in schools, the meaningful
imokement of low-income persons in teacher education, tile devel-
opment of a supervisory. training program for teachers, and manv
other items that are now accepted practices at Indiana 1:niversitv.

Some personnel in the Trr Program acquired leadership positions
during tr after their involvement in 'ITI'. One became chairman of a
major department: two others became involved as director and co-
directr ill new projects, and two others became members of the
Field Asmiciates Team, a newly organized group providing field
:4-% ices to undergraduates in the Di% of Teacher Education.
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These positions provided opportunities to extend practices or
to initiate new p_ rams which applied similar models and helped to
reinforce the climate of support for rrr.

Supplemental funds mtinued to be availablethough on a much
smaller scale than during the projectfor the continued operation of
the programs et uninments .hrough an institutional grant from the
I Wire of duration. These funds permitted a smooth transition to
take place from experimental to institutionalized programs. Perhaps
funding agencies should gear the distribution of their funds to this
specific phase of the program, particularly if they expect and desire
institutionalization. For example, a certain percentage of funds
could be reserved for specific use during the institutionalization
period.

All references to ITT were dropped during the institutionalization
period so that program romponents carried titles that were largely
indistinguishable from those in the regular program. During the
experimental period in which ITT was in operation, frequent expres-
sions of resentment were often yn,ived by non-involved faculty
about the money being spent by the TTT Program. That stigma, and
others associated with innovative programs, was quickly erased with
the adoption of new titles and local patterns of funding. The affluent
suddenly had to live on the same limited budget to which everyone
else had become grudgingly accustomed.

It is difficult to sa% how many of these items could have been missing
from the picture before the institutionalization of these programs would
have been seriously impaired. but it seems reasonable to conclude that in
combination. the paved the way for institutionalization to occur.

Perhaps the best win to conclude this chapter is to go back to a sum-
mar. statement prepared by the University of Virginia's Evaluation Re-
search Center, one of the groups employed by the ()flirt. of Education to
conduct evaluative studies. The entire summary is quoted below:

The Indiana 'ITT project, with its very diverse focus, seems
to ha,. e been snrce,..ful in achieving the changes it originally
planned to actin.% e. The documentation sent to validate
these changes serves this purpose very well in most cases. It
appears that this project is Ionised primarily on the and
TT range of participant,.

This quotation does not emphasize institutional change, but that is under-
standable since the data was gathered fairly- early in the operation of the
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TTT Program. The evidence presented in this chapter suggests that the
institutional changes brought about by the Program ma) be its most
dramatic achievement. Hopefully, these changes will continue to generate
even more significant spinoffs in the future.

VI References

1 Third-year renewal proposal submitted by the Indiana team to the
( Win- of Education, November 11, 1970, p. 13.

p. 15.
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VII Recommendations

Traditionally , the last chapter in a book of this kind provides a summary
of the major findings and presents some «mclusions based upon them. We
have chosen to depart slightly from that procedure by presenting a series
of recommendations. It is our hope that these recommendations will ori-
ent the reader to the future rather than the past. Summary is not avoided
altogether. It is frequently built into the recommendations in the form of
background information and justification.

The recommendations are addressed to federal agency personnel, local
project personnel, and iocal agency personnel who are in leadership posi-
tions. \limy recommendations are of value to more than one of these
groups, but to avoid duplication, we have listed them with the group that
seems most appropriate.

Each recommendation is based upon our experience in the TTI Program
as we perceive it having transpired at both th, national and local levels.
Some recommendations are directed at the process; others speak to the
results. All are presented in the spirit of constnictive suggestions to per-
sons who are interested or involved in bringing about improvements in
teacher education.

To Federal Agency Personnel

The recommendations which follow are addressed to a variety of persons
under the aline of federal agency personnel. Some of them are persons
who administer programs such as TTT and its parent KPI)A program.
Included in this group are leaders, evaluation personnel, and other
consultants employed by federal pnip.rrains They, in turn, report to gate-
keepers in the Executive Branch of government, persons who establish
policy for these programs. Both the gatekeepers and the program person-
nel aim) 100k to Congress for continued support for their policies and
programs. V hile in.ist of the recommendations are addressed to program
prsonnel and their consultants, they have implications for the other

,ups as well. , some of the recommendations may be generaliz-
aime to personnel in private foundations and funding agencies.



Realistic Time Frame for Educational Change

Some prOM-s needs to be devised to inform the Cot4..rress and persons in

leadership position: in the Executive Branch of government of how lung it

takes to build an educational program of '1"17 magnitude at both the
national and local levels. It cannot begin in an undernourished state, re-
ceive a subsistence diet fur two %ears, become aware that it will die in two
more, and blossom into vigorous maturity in the meantime. Yet five such
%ears appears to be a fairl t piral lifespan for federal programs. Loyal
projects ma he even shorter. It is a wonder that these programs have an

impart at all under such conditions.

Funding for Planning

Funding strategies should take into account the peculiar nature of the
planning period. \lore than am other, this period should be one in which
th participants are provided the opportunity to extend their imagina-
tion to dream a little and look be (mil the limitations and constraints of
the field. I nfurtunatelv . most local project staffs are only given the ()ppm-
tunit% to plan w ith in the constraints of proposal preparation. If Wier of
ducation personnel could provide a more extended period of planning
after the grant is made and with funds available for the purpose more
et ,herent programs and greater parity might be the results.

Expectations of National Agencies

These authors recommend that national agencies do not create unreason-
able expectations with regard to levels of funding on the part of persons
-ubmittitw, proposal-. laical personnel do tailor their plans and budgets to
the evpertatiotts %%inch funding agencies create. If agency personnel indi-
rate that they plan to distribute six million dollars in ten or twelve grants
and that they expert programs of ronsiderable magnitude, that is precisely
what local personnel will deliver. If such expectations are considerably off
the mark when funds are distributed. sum disillusionment is likelv to
ri-ue. I he v% a% to avoid this is fur federal agency personnel to
an titillate the actions and re actions of :ungress and other ke persons and
to establish reali-tic budge; per ta lion, in program guidelines.
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Program as Process

Federal persound need to become more aware of the eyolutionar na-
ture of a national program anti the impact that evolution is likely to have
im local projects. Some of the issues that arise from the developmental
interplay between the national anti local programs were detailed in the
early part of this book. The message that emerges is the need to provide
sufficient lead time for local projects to stud, understand, and respond to
changes at the national level. Particular attention should be paid to the
relationship between propt,sal preparation and program implementation.
In the TIE Program. we began developing proposals in the summer of
1970 which were to become programs in eie fall of 1971. If new direc-
tioti ?. came to us from the national program in the fall td. 1970-the need
to sire., community imolvement for example the could not be acted
upon in any meaningful wav until the :.unimer of 1971, and they could
not be incorporated into the program until the fall of 197'2.

Hard a, it is to belie ye, this is a two year time lag. 11 e are not advocating
that nothing can or should be done in the two ear period that intervenes,
but an major implementation cannot begin until two ears later. The
reason is simple. NIonev and planning time are required to finance a major
change in program. Since funding requests have already been submitted fur
the following ear, it is unlikely that any program not already called for
will emerge at that time. To do r.0 is to thwart all the planning that went
into the current proposal. major planning effort and some limited ay-
tions can be initiated at the local level and probably will be if project
wrm MHO are at all efit/II,. about the new directions. but these are not the

sort of :len% ities that represent a major change in program. Admittedl,
the time lag could hay e been redueed substantially if the announcement
had been made a few Moilths earlier, but this only reinforces another
point: that national program personnel must time their announcements
carefulk to be effective in promoting change in local programs.

Pros iding sufficient lead time anti timing announcements carefully will
go a Iona %,i toward resoly ing the problem. but there are other steps that
can be taken. New epectations should be stated in clear terms. It is not
always easy for project personnel to discern the difference between -re-
quired- and -suatrested- changes. and sometimes (Affectations stated as
suggestions are interpreted as requirements by both local and national
personnel. stating its intentions clearly , the t Wire of Education will
not be penalizing those who deuide not to follow such "suggestions.-
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1 set of "trail market: should be prt)vided to aid project staffs in deter-
mining when the% are making appropriate changes. Even when local
personnel %%ant to follow the spirit of federal guidelines, they may not find
it easy to do so. Specific trail markers v.ill help them to know when and
where progrers% is being made. 19.e relatively %ague concept of communit)
in% ohement. for eatnple, might have been clarified by the following trail
markers:

Incivase the number and variets of community volunteers partici-
pating in teacher education.

Ins oke communits persons in polies making roles.
l'av communit% persons for their involvement,
Place community persons into key project positions.
Spend a reasonable proportion of project funds for communit%

personnel.
Final Is. national program personnel should take into account the entire

range of prqeets that are operative at the local level and reflect such an
understanding through appropriate variations in procedures. This may
require the establishment of different guidelines for different types Of
projects or accepting different procedures for meeting the .ante guidelines.
This probably will not etone as a completely new suggestion to federal
per-onnel. Indeed. mans ma% feel they ;dread% (h) such things. From one
projec't's point of view, the% could be done even more thoroughly.

Funding Cycles

The preceding disus.ion suggests another recommendation: that careful
thougl.t he given to the possibilit% of revising federal funding cycles. The
annual e% tie has svend problems associated with it. In the first place,
renewal proposal must be ,:nlunitted before the latest program has begun
and often well before there is enough evperience to know what new needs
and problems have emerged. Nhmeoser. far less than a one-to-one relation-
ship evist bets. ern program planning and proposal preparation. Indeed.
these two sets of acti%ities often emphasize, if not require. l.rite different
- kill -. 1 hie calls for persons who can create and impli meta new ideas: the
other. for persons who can articulate and sell those ideas. Ideally, the
latter ',mil., -.1iould he based upon and emerge from the former. Ruder
pre -eat pattern- of funding, the n.%erse is often true. .1 longer funding
(A de would make it posible to escape from these constraints b% allowing
more tnue for program development before the tie\ t proposal is due.
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number of alternatives to the annual cycle should be explored. For
example, renewal pmpowls could be prepared by local personnel on a

biannual basis while new requests are entertained annually. Continuing
requests could also be staggered to permit more careful scrutiny of pro-
grams up for renewal each year. If a biannual cycle were adopted, one half
of the programs could be examined each year. Another variation would be
to entertain only requests fur major program revisions each year while the
original level Of support continued for a two year period. A number of
such alternatives should be given careful study at the national level.

Support Vehicles

Support vehicles should be established as part 4 f any large-scale national
program of funding. Such support vehicles should be carefully designed to
:4.n-ice both the neecs of the national agency and of local projects as well.
The Office of Education staff deserves credit for establishing perhaps the
broadest array of such vehicles ever developed for a national program of
funding. Included were the Leadership Training Institute, the cluster
organization. the program of conferences and workshops, and the national
evaluation effort. However, these vehicles did appear to serve the needs of
the 4 )ffice of Education much more than those of local projects. Special
attention needs to be paid to identifying and responding to local needs if
support vehicles are to be effecti,c in serving them.

Staggered Evaluation

e recommend that national programs give serious thought to the prin-
ciple of sta 'red evaluations. Simply defined, staggered evaluation means
that data be collected from (me i.,rroup of projects in the first round, a
'coed group in the second round, and so on. flow often the cycle would
be repeated would depend upon the need for data, the number of projects
being funded, and similar factor..

This recommendation has several things to commend it. First, it would
result in a more rigorous pr(q.crani of flaluation with a small number of
project, invoked each time. \hire data would be available since different
rwts of data could he acquired in rack round. If desired, . ome sets could be
repeated each time for cro:s-vali(!ation and other purposes. Local projects
w (mid be less burdened In the effort since each would be required to
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respond to only a part of the whole. The evaluation effort would be less
e. pensive and data collection and interpretation would be more manage-
able. Moreover, samples could be drawn for special studies on the basis of
such project characteristics as location, university size, type of program,
and so on. tievaluation schedule, drawn early in the process, would
permit projeet staff. to anticipate data collection efforts well in advance of
their implementation. Even some undesignated efforts could be incor-
porated for unanticipated needs. This recommendation is based upon the
assumption that not every project must be evaluated at the same time for
funding purpows. Even if this assumption is rejected by national agencies,
staggered evaluations you'd be employed IN the national staff for other
data collection purposes.

Emphasize Quality in Evaluation

In data collections, greater emphasis should be placed upon quality
rather than quantity . This eriterion should be applied to both national and
local evaluation efforts. ith programs as complex fa, there is the
danger of evaluation overkill too much evaluation for the needs of the
nick iduals and groups involved. Emphasizing quality rather than quantity
and providing coordination for the various efforts will help to reduce the
likelihood of evaluation being used for its own sake rather than for some
purpose mit...life of itself.

n emphasis on quantity often reflects poor planning. When the specific
objectives of evaluation are not identified in advance, there is the urge to
collect a- much data as possible in the hope that some of it will be useful.
V4 hay such an approach does y ield data of value, it is a terribly inefficient
%a% to obtain it and may produce some backlash effects as well. Proper
conceptualization not only provides for a better balance between quantity
and quality it also results in a more efficient design for data collection.
The discitssion of staggered evaluation is very- much directed at this point.

Feedback

I ata collected for national purposes could be of considerable value to
local project personnel. To be of maximum value, three uotIditions must
be met. I he data roust be presented in understandable form. It must make
II-, of a variety of communication vehicles. Finally it must be timed to
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the nred of local projects.
kip tradition, ev ablator?. tend to be well senooled in the collection and

presentation of data but not in the communication of its meaning, a skill
clo:wlv allied to instruction. From the point of view of local prOitI'6,
vof111111111kiltioll skills are equally important. In order to art intelligently
on data, the different publics involved at the local level must know clearly
what the data suggest in the ma of problems, issues, and directions and
what alternative courses of action exist. A number of tables accompanied
k a brief narrative *mutual.) does not perform this service. 1 carefully
planned program of feedback is neessary . Such a program should I ) be
carried on lvith persons hav ing expertise' in communication skills, 2) sim-
plif the pre-ntatm of d.:ta. 3) make use of slides, tapes, and teams of
communication specialist to explain the data, assist local personnel to
plan appropriate actions, and 7)) provide such feedback over a relatielr
hurt span of time. I law gathered in the fall of one Year and redistributed
in the spring could he useful for program planning purpises for the follow-
ing %ear. 1% hike suet' a program places greater emphasis on communication
than man\ ma\ feel is necessary, some of the eosts could be offset by
collecting less data of higher quality Presumablv such an approach wtmid
11,INe %Ant' 01 in communicating to Congress and within the Executive
Branch of government.

Evaluation Backlash

Provisions should he made to prevent or reduce the effects of evaluation
backlash. Programs as complex as TIT are particular prime to this effect.
Several evaluation efforts at the national and local level require responses
from the same et of persons at the local level. Ihese are also the person.
on 1% hunt the training program is making the greatest demands. If the
burden- beeinne too great. the result will be lower response rates. hurried
response ,. griming resistance to evaluation. and a general feeling of resent-
ment 1% Hill. taken together we haNe termed backlash. I% hen feedback in
rail uuder,tatlabIe form fail, to reach these persons, as ma\ often be
the yaw. the inter -its of backlash mounts.

There are swral measure, Gun could he tried to counter backlash. Olney

pssibility is to collect a smaller iouitit% of data during the course of the
project. l'resnmablv . this w ill require fewer collection efforts a:. well.
Staggered data collection will 'aril) to retitle* the total quantitv of *luta and
[Luc even fewer demands on a given project. litany, coordination of the
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local and national approaches to evaluation may also help to accomplish
this objeetive. Considering the potentially negative effects from backlash,
the implementation of any of these suggestions would seem well worth the
effort.

Demands on Local Project Staff

Federal agent.). personnel need to bettome more aware of the many
demands being made on local project staffs and of the impact of these
demands upon the local program, When project staffs are expected to
attend conferences, complete delta forms, prepare proposals, develop aril-
eles for newsletters, and implement a local programall within the same
time frame they may be hard pressed to find time. Frankly, the Indiana
staff placed its priorities on local activities. While this may not have been
wise from u political standpoint, we tried to respond in some way to every
request front the national program or its representatives. Timing is partic-
ularly critical. There were two important instances when we felt that tint
timing of Office of Education actions was inappropriate. One was the
announcement of an early site visit and the other was the init;ation of
three separate evaluation efforts in it brief span of time. Given better
timing, some of these events would not have been as onerous as they were.
(;ranting all this, federal personnel should realize that demands are heavy
and requests should be both thoughtful and timely.

To Project Personnel

These recommendations are designed to have special significance for
!tenons who either are involved or are planning to become involved in the
development and implementation of experimental teacher preparation
prttgrams. They are particularly applicable' to field-based programs which
receive full or partial financial support from funding agencies.

Reduction of Outside Funds

Those who are charged with the implementation of a field-based pro-
grant must plan for an inevitable reduction in outside funds. Such plans
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te.uall make use of one of two approaches-or as combination of both.
one approach is to reduce activities to match the reduction in funds. This

usually means that institutionalized programs art quite different from
those that were operational during the period of heavy funding. They have
to become more like the "regular" progant in order to function with
limited funds, A second approach calls for a gradual shift in the allocation
of funds. Initially, the heavy costs are borne by the outside funding age!)
c. Toward the end of the experimental period, the local agencies are
expected to bear the major burden Of the costs. While this approach may
be emphasized by some funding agencies, there is seldom enough follow
through to make it work. Moreover, local agencies have a variety of means
at their disposal to thwart the busk intent of this approach. Perhaps the
most that a project eon hope for is a combination of the two approaches.
Funding agency insistence on local funding does provide project personnel
with some leverage in dealing with local adntinistrators. Often this means
an increased level of support from local sources. When increased local
support is coupled with a reduction in activities, the program does have a
reasonable chance of survival in institutionalized form. Still, a number of
refinements and new approaches need to be made to this most critical
problem.

Building Stability and Flexibility

Establish procedures for insuring both stability and flexibility in the new
program. Stability is necessary to recruit new stuff and students to the
program. If either group perceives the program as lucking in direction,
participation may be reduced to a critical point. 11oreover, the wide vari-
ety of personnel usually involved in field-bused programs have a right to
expect certain features to remain constant for at least a year and others,
for the life of the program. Evaluation, too, is built upon similar assump-
tions. However. it' nothing is open to change, then program personnel can
not learn from their mistakes and this would be intolerable. Furthermore,
new staff are not likely to join in programs which they are not permitted
to change. Nevertheless, most programs do have some basic assumptions
when they begin, and unless these remain inviolate, there will be no test of
these assumptions. The trick is to evolve. a set of procedures which will
strike a delicate balance between these opposing needs.
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Openness in Faculty and Student Recruitment

Ile as open as possible in recruiting personnel to the new program. 18 our
situation, it was imperative to obtain persons who were interested in
implementing ideas in settings. Paint u realistie picture of what
the will do. how it will be done, how many hours a week wili be involved
and m) on. Frankly, not even one is suited to working in fieldbased pro.
grants. TO Solt pedal the significant eharaeteristics of the program in the
hope of getting someone involved is to invite poor performance and dis-
satisfaction when the person assumes his act responsibilities.

Dissemination

. comprehensive program of dissemination and demonstration activities
should be implemented early in the project. Unless this is dime and person-
nel provided time to cart out this function, it probably will be given short
shrift as a nonemential activit), Actually, from a political point of view, it
is anything but nonessential. At the local level, the project depmis upon
the continued goodwill of the public and the professon at large to con-
tinue to function, Such goodwill is more easily sustained through a deliber.
ate program of information, Without it there is the possibility that gossip,
rumor, and other second hand sources will repremnt the chief avenues of
information. We all know from personal experiences the exaggerated in-
formation and distorted insights that can be obtained from :inch sources. A
thorough program of dissemination activities will keep key persons in-
formed at every level, giving them the ammunition they will need to
correct mistaken impressions.

A comprehensive program of dissemination =1st to beyond the printed
word. Films. television, radio, and personal presentaoons provide addi-
tional avenues fur getting out the word. Demonstration activities are par

important and should be planned for during the experimental
period. It is at this time that the program has inure life and vigor and
personnel more enthusiasm than the later, more traditional, demonstration
period when the program has been refined and is being institutionalized,

comprehensive program of dissemination requires resources to func-
tion effectively . Yet dissemination activities are seldom seen as legitimate

bonding agencies. particularly during the early stages when programs
have not been proven.- Agencies need to revise their thinking about the
appropriatenes,- of dissemination activities. They must stop viewing than
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simply as ways Of reporting results and start seeing them as vehicles of
communication between experimental groups and within the profession at
large. Project personnel can assist them to make this adjustment by re.
questing and justifying funds for this purpose early in their program's
development.

Plan of Evaluation

A comprehensive plan of evaluation should be established during the
planning period and implemented as soon us the program is implemented.
While this seems like a simple recommendation on the surface, it has a
number of difficulties associated with it. first of all, many evaluation
specilists are still trained in classical research procedures calling for the use
of e%peritnental and control groups. Suet) procedures are seldom appli-
cable to field-based programs in teacher education. While other approaches
exist, persons who are trained in their use and who have some practical
experience as well are few and far between.

Beyond the problem of finding a qualified person is the difficulty of
involving program participants both staff and studentsin the various
stages of the evaluation process. The first step is one of the most essential
and most difficultcone, ptualizing the role of evaluation and the evalua-
tor in the project. This must be carried out in such a way that all partici-
pant.; understand the process and are committed to it. Decision making is
one use to which evaluation is frequently put. When this focus is important,
as it was in the Indiana Trr Project, the staff and participants must
know what the broad decision categories are, what specific decisions need
to be made, when they need to be made, and what information will be of
value in making them. If this information is known only to the evaluator
and a small group of administrators, it may be difficult to collect the
necessary data or to make the most appropriate decision after the data has
been obtained.

The role of the evaluator is also important. If he is only going to design
instruments and collect dataan oversimplified but frequently stated
version of what evaluators do he will be viewed as a mechanic and neither
his role nor his data will be taken seriously. On the other hand, if he is
viewed as participating in the conceptualization of the program, in as:.'
the group to articulate its needs and goals, in identifying an array of
alternatives from which decisions are made, and in providing feedback on
what happens once a decision is chosen, then he will be considered a high-
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To Local .Agency ersottnel

The recommendations which folio,. should be of value to local agency
personnel other than those who in tuall carry out a project. They should
be of special significance to superintendents, deans. department heads. and
other administrators in !oval institutions. Project personnel and others may
find them of interest its Well.

Commitment to Program and Personnel

Local agency personnel. particularly those in leadership positions, should
make their commitment to experimental programs a clear and visible one.
There are several ways in which this can be done to convince faculty that
such a et mmtit ment exists. Perhaps the night obvious vehicle for this pur-
pose is public statements from leadership figures. Continued references to
the value of experimental programs creates an excellent soil for such pro-
grams to flourish. Aetions art' even more important. Programs must be
provided with adequate budgets, personnel, and other resources necessary
to do the job. Give the persons who participate in such programs visibility
through press releases. articles, appearances at professional conferences,
and similar means. Encourage them to participate in the recruitment and
selection of new staff so that a more cohesive group of persons may be
engaged in the work. Finally , help the personnel in experimental programs
to obtain increments promotions, and other emoluments as
rewards for their work.

Rewards to Public School Personnel

This diseus.sion is really a continuation of the one begun under commit-
ment. The subject of rewards is important enough and varied enough to
warrant separate treatment. We recommend that more attention be given
to the identification and employment of suitable rewards and incentives
for teacher participation in teacher education programs. This issue is par-
ticularly critical in programs that expect teachers to assume roles with a
greater variety and magnitude of responsibility.

If teachers are to continue to invest significant time in the preparation of
pre -sere ire teachers some contbination of the following conditions should
prevail: ( I ) universities must repay teachers by providing demonstrations,



new materials, innovative curricula, and convenient in-service education
courses: (2)P.tuper%ising teacher monetary reimbursement must be in.
(leased --popsibly by eliminating most oncampus student teaching person-
nel and redistributing their salaries to well qualified supervising teachers;
(3) research must establish that children receive more individual attention
and learn more becaume student teachers are present in classrooms; (4)
team teaching models must be devised and used so that student teachers
supplement rather than replace the supervising teacher; (5) universities
must devise a variety of additional incentives academic credit, parking
stickers, remitted tuition, appointments as adjunct faculty, reduced prices
for athletic and cultural eventsto encourage expanded participation on
the part of teachers.

In schools, the process of giving recognition is complicated by the fact
that teacher education has been perceived as something one could do with
the left hand, much as a university professor takes on a consultancy. Even
if the daily routine can be rearranged to permit greater involvement on the
part of teachers, there is little incentive for them to do so. Indeed, if they
acquire Lou much visibility in their roles as teacher educators, administra-
tors and board members may begin to wonder whether they are doing
their job of teaching children. This issue must be recognized and addressed
early enough and clearly enough to convince teachers that participation
will be rewarded. Roth the school and university administration must work
together to find satisfactory solutions.

Rewards for University Personnel

I )espite what they say. universities still make use of mechanisms and
procedures that discriminate against those who work in experimental
programs. They fail to recognize the amount of work involved, they make
use of standard definitions of class hours in computing work load, and
they continue to weigh reports about programs more heavily than partici-
pation in them for such crucial decisions as promotion and tenure.

Adinistrators can do more about some of these deficienries than
others. Trat'ition and faculty control do tend to limit their powers in
dealing with ..romotion and tenure. They can and often do offer encour-
agement and advice to faculty who are about to run this gauntlet, but
probably no more so than they do with good faculty who work independ-
end% .
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The real power of administrators lies in providing salary increments,
travel funds, graduate assistants, and similar finins of reward. These re
wards provide for more immediate reinforcement than the relatively long
range opportunities of promotion and tenure and are of particular value to
junior faculty. unfortunately, for the point being made here, such rewards
are seldom distributed evenly to those who participate in such programs.
Perhaps what is needed is something akin to warzone pay allowance in the
military or the "inconvenience of working nights" allowance of industry.
It might be termed the getoff.yourluff incentive or the labor.ohe-field
incentive. To be an effective motivator, it should be given to everyone who
participates in field based programs and'be in addition to tely increments
for merit. In these days of budget cutbacks at universities, there is little
likelihood that this will happen in the near future, but it illustrates the
kind of action required to deal with the rewards issue.

Role Clarification

Role clarification must be undertaken early and carried on regularly
throughout the mum. of a field-based program. The basic issue in need of
clarification is who is going to do what to whom and under what circum-
stances. .% prior istle is who's going to decide who does what to whom. If
public school teachers are going to be involved in teacher education be-
yond the was in which they usually are, all parties need to be aware of
this well in advance of it being done. The same point holds true for the
participation of methods instructors in elementary school instruction and
curriculum development.

Role clarification also involves the process of how decisions get made. If
majority vote becomes the rule, the teacherr probably will decide what
issues are important and what will be done about them. If meetings are
avoided and individuals "polled" in the hall, professor:. nth) hold the
upper hand in decision making. (hue of the principles that emerged from
the Indiana 'ITT Project is that power follows time and perception. When
teachers remain in their rooms with pupils for the entire day, they are not
likely to hay.' much impact on decisions about the teacher education
programs. They simply don't have the time to get involved. Moreover,
when their role is not conceptualized as training teachers and they are not
paid to do so, they are not likely to perceive themselves as having much
power to make decisions in teacher education. Properly applied, role clari-
fication should help each group to see its responsibility in the other's
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domain. Without clarification, the decisions, activities, and results will
continue to b e e ompartmentalized as they always have been.

Integration of School and University Efforts

The missions of the school and university were not highly unified in the
Indiana TTI Project. Teachers participated in the training of prospective
teachers, and professors and graduate interns participated in the instruc-
tion of children, but neither departed very much from what had been done
in the past either in the amount or variety of their efforts. In the future, if
field-based programs in teacher education are going to go beyond where
they are right now, additional time, effort, and resources need to be de-
voted to this question.

Local institutional leaders should consider the award of significant
amounts of graduate credit to each member of a school-university team
that collectively conducts a needs assessment, selects an innovative instruc-
tional program, fully implements that program, and evaluates the result.
Courses that feature talk about innovations have rarely led to the accom-
plishment of innovation. Why not offer some courses that consist of
"doing"- of installing and evaluating a major innovative practice? Let the
talk be integral to the doing.

The potential of this recommendation would be enhanced considerably
if schools and universities coordinated portions of their budgets to achieve
maximum impact. A few instructional kits provided for the purpose of
training prospective teachers cannot sustain permanent or school-wide
instructional change. The situation is further aggravated by the tight
budget position most school systems are in today. Schools cannot afford
to concentrate resources in a single school because of the resentment that
would be generated in the other schools. One way to move in this direc-
tion would he to employ funds obtained for experimentation in such a
wanner. Another would be to submit joint proposals to funding agencies
with both teacher education and the improvement of instruction as dual
responsibilities of the schools and the university. We have reached a pla-
teau in the implementation of field-based programs. To move to a higher
level requires additional effort on the part of both parties.
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some difficulties associated with it, but on balance, it offers an interesting
opportunity for all of the parties to learn from the experience, knowledge,
and perspectives of the others.

Institutionalization

Further thought should be given to the concept of institutionalizing
experimental programs in teacher education. Current thinking assumes
tlea::.perimental programs art initiated and continued for a relatively
brie f trial period on a combination of grant and local funds. The granting
agency performs a pump priming function for what are presumably high
risk programs. When the programs have become established, the granting
agencies assume that local budgets will be sufficient to continue them.
Once the pump is primed, the well produces its own water.

The pump priming paradigm has a major problem associated with it. It
assumes that a permanent and perhaps expandable supply of potable water
(money) exists at the local site, and that may not be true at all. When it is
not true, one of two things happens. Either the program is abandoned
altogether at the end of the experimental period, which apparently hap-
pened to many Ford Foundation supported projects in teacher educa-
tion,' or it is modified enough to continue within the framework of
support usually available at the local level. In such a situation, the program
tends to regress to something more nearly like the conventional program.
In other words, it loses some of the characteristics that made it unique as a
program. This is particularly true of a field-based program such as TTT,
where many of the additional costs are built into doing business in the
field. In summary, neither of these results is very desirable. The last emas-
culates the program and the first eliminates it.

If one views improved programs as a desirable goal of experimentation,
the most appropriate thing that could happen at the end of the grant
period is that the program would be supported to continue in a form
representing the most significant variation from the norm which objective
evidence warrants. There is no question, of course, that the evidence
would have to balance gains against costs. Perhaps an integrated program
of methods and student teaching offers only a small increment in perform-
ance, satisfaction, or whatever, in relation to its human, material, and
monetary costs. In that event, then and only then is it reasonable to
choose between modifying the program and abandoning itaitegether.
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'lost such decisions are made almost exclusively with budget considera-
tions in mind.

To avoid these and allied difficulties we recommend that local agencies
carry out a systematic examination of the costs and benefits of each ex-
perimental program at a predetermined point in the experimental period,
preferably before the grant is terminated. A report based upon this
examination would specify time ways in which the program was to be
institutionalized and how the costs were to be absorbed by the local
agencies. It would also compare the costs and benefits of the new 9rogram
with costs and benefits in the conventional program. If granting agencies
wished to reinforce this idea, they could require time submission of such
reports before announcing funds for a transitional period culminating in
institutionalization. In other words, they could build their funding pat-
terns around the stages of a program's development and transition to an
institutionalized form.

Conclusion

Concluding this book has special significance for us. It is the end of a long
journey spanning several months of effort. It has not been an easy task to
sift through the mountain of TTI experience and separate the events and
activities that have general meaning from those of personal value or little
value at all. We are not even sure we have succeeded in that task. But it is
finished and there is satisfaction in that.

Another even more important journey has endeda journey that began
six years ago. Writing this book is the last significant act that we will per-
form together as Indiana T'I'T. While most of the operational programs
continue, they are not under the ITT banner any longer, and that is just as
well. The individuals now involved in each program have their own plans
and purposes and they will continue stirring the pot of teacher education.

Fortunotely, most conclusions are not just endings; they are freeing
experiences as well. They free us from the pastfrom successes and fail-
uresand point us toward the future. They may not free us from all of the
pain and frustration we have experienced, but even pain and frustration
can lead to a better understanding of ourselves and others, to sharpened
judgments and wiser actions. They need not free us from friendships
acquired, from what we have learned, or from new opportunities to re-
invest our learning at other times and in other places.
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The stirrings in teacher education will continueof that we are confi-
dent. Perhaps the recommendations we have made will enrich the batter,
give it a little more zest or a little more tang. One or two recommendations
taken seriously and acted upon constructively will be enough to sustain
the ideas and activities begun by TIr at both the national and local levels.
We may follow through on some of them ourselves, but we sure would
feel better about it if someone out there would join us.
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William Loadman, Evaluator
Gerald Smith, Director

Secretaries
Martha Acuff
Joyce Harding
Marian Hotta

Student Assistants
Sue Atkinson
Douglas Berry
Toni Beumer
Richard Buckmaster
Deborah Corcoran
;udith Durnil
Carol Eckert
Chris Lenwett

Professional-Year Program

University Faculty
Edward Buffie, Mathematics education
Ruth Gallant, Coordinator 1969-1970
Margaret Griffin, Language arts education
Jerome Harste, Language arts education
Allan Kondo, Science education
John LeBlanc, Mathematics education
Frank Lester, Mathematics education

Teaching Associates, Researci
Beverly Armento, Social studies education
Greg Baur, Mathematics education
Edward Beebe, Guidance and counseling
Lance Bedwell, Science education
Mary Berry, Language arts education
Betty Burchett, Science education
Rich Campbell, Science education
Nancy Capozzolo, Mathematics education
James Clark, Supervision
Helen Dannenburg, Mathematics education
Charles Dicke', Guidance and counseling

Theresa Hohlfeld
Jean Murphy
Pat Robinson

Dawn Mann
Marsha Magnuson
Fran Sansalone
Betty Small
David Staff
James Taylor
Dennis Weiss
Roger Williams

James Mahan, Coordinator 1970-1972
Robert McGinty, Mathematics education
Alan McNabb, Supervision
Arthur Oestreich, Supervision
Stanley Shimer, Science education
Dorothy Skeet, Coordinator 1969-1970
Darryl Strickler, Language arts

Associates, or Interns
Lorraine Davis, Social studies education
Anita Fick lin, Language arts education
Sharon Fox, Language arts education
Fadia Hank, Mathematics education
Johnny Hill, Mathematics education
Linda Knight, Science education
Judith Kasper, Social studies education
Richard Lesh, Mathematics education
Mary Ann Levine, Supervision
Marquita Manley, Science education
Ted Maroun, Guidance and counseling
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Bruce McFarland. Science education
Terence %lilts, Science education
William Norris, Social studies education
Anne Ottenstnev cr. Supervision
PhyUis Perkins, Language arts
Beth Pisoni. Language arts
Edith Richardson. Supers ision
Mary Jane Robbins. Language arts education
Albert Roberts, So: al studies cducatir

Sister Marie Roos. Language arts education
Rob..rt Rouse, Social studies education
Sarah Rogers, Language arts education
Judith Simpson. Language arts education
Richard Switzer, Supervision
Tom Thielen. Guidance and counseling
Donna Vandagrifft, Social studies education
George Washington, Science education
Marianne Williams, Social studies education

Broadview Elementary School Harold Stewart. Principal
Janis Abram
Susan Anspaugh
Pamela Buschkill
Elizabeth Calkin'
Kathleen Ilancock
Virginia Hanna
Jacqueline Ilutcherson
Elaine Jett
Ardith Jones
Sue Mendenhall

School 26 (Indianapolis)
Beatrice Cantrell
Gladys Griffin
Rose Marie Jones
Betsy J. King

Susan Mills
Annabel Poynter
Sally Richardson
Barbara Schoebe
Kathleen Sheehan
Kathleen Sparks
Carole Sykes
Ha Thrasher
Shari Wright

William Malone. Principal
Omer I.. Middleton
Rose Morris
Marianna Rockefeller

Binford Middle School Steven Pierson
Betty L. I)olzall Margaret Shea

Brown Elementary School Donald Duncan, Principal
Vickie Gharst
Martha Janssen
Marilyn Owens
Vera L. Schilling

Betty Scudder
Suzanne Thompson
Ruth Williams

Templeton Elementary School Edwin Smith. Principal
Media Apple white
Alma Carmichael
Faye I )eckard
Margaret I)eekard
Linda Fox
Anne Greene
Ruth NIcClung
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Margaret Overpeck
Joyce Phelps
Janis Reges
Paula Stewart
Kathryn Vaughan
Elizabeth Williams
Louise Worley



Grandview Elementary School

Glen Abram
Mary Arakelian
Marcia Baldwin
Mildred Bern
Ferne Breeden
Judith Byers
Lou Carmichael
LuAnna Carmichael
Gloria Coleman
Beatrice Crohn
Helen I)' Alnico
Gay Davis
l)eborah E. Dowell
Kay Elkins
Norma J. Fivecoate
Donna Fowler
Linda Fix
Anna L. Gross
Anne Hammond

Marlin Bills Elementary School
Linda Barlow
Ruby Brinegar
Rachel Christy
Marion Fleener
Wilma Jacobs
Marlin Larson

Harry Smith, Principal (69.70)
John Goen, Principal (70.72)

Glenna Hines
Jean L Kiddie
Donna Martindale
Linda Mahe
Reova Meredith
Hazel Powell
Mary Roue
Hazel Sanborn
Virginia L. Scott
Mary F. Specht
Alta E. Strain
Kathleen Taylor
Susan Taylor
Janet Thompson
Morris L. Tubesing
Norma Voigtschild
Mamie Wiley
Opal H. Wilson
Mary Winkler

Norman Horn. Principal
Robert Limier
Carol NI ikesell
Sue St. John
Edna Skirvin
Becky Watson
Joanne Weddle

Childs Elementary School John Fleener, Principal
Stella L. Alexander Mary Jane Mc Artor
Francis I. Brown Ann McIntosh
Martha D. Frye Adelaide Melcher
Alice II. Haines Virginia M. Savage
Betty L. Keener Karol Tucker
Barbara L. tinkle James F. Wade
Ginger Lawrence Pauline Webb
Elaine Lynne J ill Wellman
Carolyn May Frances Weinberg

I'ndergraduatc Students 1969-70
Sue Ellen Adams
Charlene Allen
Barbara Anderson
Jill E. Arnold
Karen Bern,
Alexander Bodak, Jr.
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Madeline Brauer
Leslie Brewster
Mary Ellen Buechele
Judith Ann Bullard
Judith Sue Byers
Nancy Campbell



Patricia Carnahan
Virginia Cashbaugh
Nadine L. Cunix
Elizabeth Danzig
Nancy Davis
Pearl J asis Dowling
Terri Duffin
Wad la Ebert
Renee Francis
Marjie Bea Gilbert
Becky Graves
Sharyn E. Hanna
W. Pearl Howell
Cheryl Kett ler
Shirley Kidder
Nancy Lou Leach
Mary Malone
Phyllis J. McMahan
Ann Murphy

Indergraduate Students 1970-71
Elizabeth Susan Bachman
Karen Elizabeth Brennan
Sheila Ann Buckley
Norma Jean Coffman
Susan Claire Corbin
Jean Charlene Deasley
Ann K. De Mik
Diana Darlene Doll
Rebecca Marylyn Dumes
Karen L. Dunn
Steven Edward Ecenbarger
Rebecca Ann Elish
Lynette Irene Fisher
Nancy Lyn Friedman
Sheila M. Gerson
Janice Jo Gescheidler
Jan Demons Gonzenbach
Alicia Gramkow
Carol Ann Gross
Carolynn Anne Hall
Jeanette B. Hall
Elizabeth Ann Diary
Margaret Christina J uday
Susan Jane Kahn
Deborah Ellen Lindenschmidt
Karen Marie McLaughlin
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Kathy Neunuiyr
Kareti Ostrognai
Carol Parker
Julia Ellen Poindexter
Lois Jean Peterson
Cathy Richard
Susan E. Robey
Mary Jane Stucky
Phyllis Sturm
Suellen Ann Taylor
Vicki J. Thrasher
Cynthia Walton
Linda Weil
Gregg A. Werling
Karen Jane Wilk
Janey Willard
Ellen YoungJiatis
Rita M. Zurawik

Marjorie McMurry
Patricia McReynolds
Deborah Mix Martin
Linda Grace Martin
Pamela Jane Mitchell
Christine Edith Morr
Terry Lynn Nagle
Diane Renee Nering
Iris Mathis Norman
Revetta Leigh Perkins
Kathryn Susan Pilecki
Ron James Pittman
Shirley Ann Rees
John Wallace Robinson
Linda R. Sachsel
Beth Ann Schiff
Beverly Anne Schisher
Ann C. Schumacher
Karla Klare Seng
Cynthia Ann Shane
Sarah L. Showalter
Gay Selke
Maureen Victoria Skinner
Julia Ann Soper
Sheryl Lynne Spicer
Beverly Jean Taylor



Janice Elaine Tilton
Morris Lee Tubesing
Susan Dianne Van cloy
Peggy Lynn Wagner

Undergraduate Students 1971-72
Suzanne Paulin Anderson
Connie .Axbeiter
Sandra Armstrong
Penny Lockett Austin
Jacque Bell
William Berry
Nancy Bever
Jayne Boggs
Mary Schrombeck Bohac
Connie Botset
Yolanda Ott Breidenbaugh
Charlene Ratenski Brilliande
Marla Brumley
Mark Butler
Judy Sloan Cherry
Carolyn A'organy Cundiff
Cynthia Dann
Merle Di Ilman
Sylvia Wylie
Patrice Dunnobich
Judy Dtimil
Julia Ebert
Karen Eminelmann
Karen I)elelianty Ford
Cynthia Glazer
Michael Gostola
Nancy Brown Hall
Nancy Hutchison Hall
Mary Harrison
Kathleen Ileale
Diane Ilerskovic
Carol Hill
Jim Iloffner
Martha Holloway
Vickie Holt
Theresa liolziner
Sharon Howard
Karen \leo let Hughes
Carols ne Prey er Irish
Jean Johnston
Mary Jones
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Annetta Marie Wright
Susan Alice Yokel
Nina Marcia Zoos

Margaret Komisars
Linda Kraft
Tom La Fuze
Nlichaelle Lee
Patsy Gross Lewin
Christine Tamkun Long
Lois AlcKatlinie
Cynthia McKinley
Virginia Mechling
Judith Millar
Kathleen Montgomery
Ann Moore
Margret Neddo
Marilyn Newman
Sandi Pockros Newman
Hilda Neri
Geraldine Niwao
Kathleen O'Banion
Jane Patterson
Janet Peckinpaugh
Elizabeth Perry
Kathleen Pfister Persohn
Sandra Plank
Deborah Plumb
Ellen Murphy Porter
Martha Probst
Marcia Prucy
Margaret Ranshaw
Janna Fowler Richardson
Karen Rodgers
Barbara Rose
Deborah Hendrickson Rudd
Patricia Roush
Mary Sadler
Kathryn Scrod
Sheryl Shipman
Theresa Shorter
Helene Sloan
Jacqueline Humphrey Swartz
Kathy Worster Thomas
Carla Smith Timms



Linda Tomlinson
Katherine Walker
Barbara Wells
Susan Welsh

Commimity Involvement Program

Stuff
James Williams

Community Resource Persons
Joyce Abbitt
Art Allen
Sally Alexander
Sarah M. Alexander
Leona Andis
Russell Andis
Ilester M. Austin
Lucille Bennett
Robert E. Bennett
Douglas Berry
Rodney Bonham
Elizabeth Bridgewaters
Vicki L. Brown
Peggy Brummett
Delores By rd
Karen Camden
Marlene Capers
Esta J. Chambers
Connie Chandler
Ethel Chitwood
Rosie M. Churchill
Molly Churchill
Corinne Clay brook
Janice K. Cooper
Dorothy Corns
Clara G. Craig
Glenn Craig
Lynn A. Curl
Dorothy Dallier
Terri Day
Lola Debro
Anna Deckard
Peggy Denbo
1.ola Denney
Eva Fads
Anna S. England
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Gayle Wheat
Barbara Wilson
Pamela Wilson
Genevieve Zulicli

Steven Prighozy

Amy Evans
Laurel Evans
Diane Fender
Ed Ford
Kathy Franklin
Madelyn J. Frohn
Bonnie Gagnon
Ernest Gagnon
James Gagnon
Thomas C. Garrett
Aola Garrison
John Gunn
Robert Hacker
Violett Hacker
Kathy Harden
Donald Harding
Patrick L. Hardy
Betty Lou Harris
Billy H. Harris
Allen Hartzell
Henry liartzell
Pauline Hartzell
Scott Hatfield
Linda Hawkins
Mary F. Hayes
Earlene Hazel
Ernest L. Hillenburg
Roger Iloehne
Ruth Hoehne
Dorothy Honeycutt
H. R. Honeycutt
Waneta J. Jones
William J. Jones
Kathy J. Jordan
Martha Jordan
Evelyn B. Keller



Delia M. Kelley
Raymond L. Kent.
Sally Lied
Ella Lindsay
James Liston
Jean Livingston
Christopher E. Martin
Patricia A. Mathis
Brtha J. Miller
Judith Murray
Bryan D. McCormick
Glenn McGlothin
Robert L. McGlothin
Cleo NleGruder
Edwin Neff
Rost. Neff
Audrey New
Heather New
Judith Newton
Carol L. Pate
Diana Patton
Dorothy Patton
Glenda Patton
Michael Patton
Terry Patton
Phy Ills Pedro
Shirley K. Penrose
Steve Pope
Robin Porter

Urban Semester Program

Stuff
Eduin Howell, Coordinator
Dean Acheson. Director, Harmer House
Roger Reed, Community Resource Person
Lena Harris, Group Counselor
Carol Sue Ray. Group Counselor
Mark hretzmann. Lhe-in Counselor

Public School Pachers
Caro ly it S. Beard
Carlene Benefiel
Sarah A. Burton
hay Clay,
R. W. Copenhatier
Clarence Curry
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Joyce Quillen
Mary C. Reed
Kenneth Reed
Sam J. Reed
Linda Richardson
Sheila Richardson
Mary Rinehardt
Sharon Robertson
Gleeda Runyon
Michael Scott
Dorothy K. Smith
Vivien Smith
Mary Spears
Kathleen Starks
Adelma G. Stickel%
Donald J. St ckels
Geraldine Stickels
Ralph Stickels
Evelyn Sucher
Jacqueline Sucher
Joseph C. Terhune
Rose Terhune
Gary D. Thomas
Harry J. Thomas
John Treadway
Janet M. Troxel
Peggy Wagner
Carolyn Wamp ler
Maxine Wray

Dallas Daniels, Jr.
Charlotte Gleielintan
Sally Henderson
Glen Hoffbatir
Donna Ki
Betsy King



Edward Ku lt
Norma Markus
Lynn McDowell
Rose V. Morris
Martha Nye
Rosalind Oakshott

Undergraduate Students
Toni Beumer
Donna Biehl
Lea Donnelly
Carol Eckert
Rex Guildenbecker
tiildreth Hadley
Sharon Hays
Susan Hollis
James Leich
Carolyn McCorkle
Donna Mc Cray
Alan McDaniel
Norman Pelletier

Schools and Principals
Arlington High School
Attucks High School
Shortridge High School
Wood High School
School #26
School #27

Multiple Arta Program

University faculty
Jacqueline Clifford, Coordinator
Miriam Gelvin, Coordinator
Mary Rouse, Coordinator

Public School Teachers
Mary Goetze
Sandy Mathias, school coordinator
Gave Newber

Schools and Principals
Broadview Elementary School
Brown Elementary School
Grandview Elementary School
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Louise Pruitt
David Pugh
Mariana Rockefeller
Doyne Swinford
Roderic Trabue

Carol Peterson
Russell Phelps
Lynda Primrose
Sonya Romer
William Sadler
Pamela Sassaman
Marilyn Scow croft
Freddie Stevens
Sarah Strong
Rosemary Sweetland
Ward R. Taylor
John Tunstall

Robert Turner, Principal
Earl Donalson, Principal
R. Lloyd Green, Principal
Tom Jett, Principal
Dan Langell, Principal
Jack C. Hayes, Principal

Anita Aldrich, Consultant
Guy Hubbard, Consultant

Norma Rogers, school coordinator
Corrine Schilling, school coordinator

Harold Stewart, Principal
Donald Duncan, Principal
Harry Smith, Principal
John Goen,



Templeton Elementary School
Hunter Elementary School
Arlington Heights Elementary School

Graduate Student Interns
Beverly Davis
Mary Feeny
Steven Geller
Mary Goetze
Linda Grier
Gerald Hager
Linda Lungren
Peggy McConathy

Undergraduate Students
Mark Basan
Peggy Boy d
Donna Daly
Judy Ilissom
Anne Hudson
Cinda Jackson
Linda Myers

Early Experience Program

University Faculty
Dorothy Skeel, Coordinator

Public School Teachers
Jennifer Austen
Roxie Barrow
Kelly Clark
Janice Davis
Doris De Stefano
Judie A. Eads
Mary Jane Eikert
Donna Frye
Linda Gibson
Francis Gilliam
Nancy Hartley
Hilda Kemp
Janet Knail

Fairview School James Wade, Principal

F.dwin Smith, Principal
Gilbert Bushey, Principal
Gene Goodman, Principal

Henry Meredith
Jan Ripley
Darlene Ritterskamp
Elizabeth Shumaker
Christine Watkins
Brenda Wampler
E. Christine Wilson

Iris Rosa
Sue Samuelson
Augusta Sandstrom
Debbie Smith
Debra Stanley
Marian Voigang

Christa Lauf
Carol Ann Matte
Ann Murdock
Dorothy Osmundsen
Karen Ostrognai
Elizabeth Pawley
Marion Powell
Martha J, Robbins
Anna Jean Rockwood
Martha E. Rose
Susan Seabold
Kathryn Weldy
John Wibbels

Teaching Associates, Research Associates, or Interns
Cynthia Jemsek Robert S. Shum
Freduick A. Haddad Helen Voorhies
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Secondary Mathematics Program

Universik- Faculty
Jerry Meintosh, Mathematics Education
Arlo Shurie, Mathematics
Charles Weaver, Mathematics

Public School Teachers
Sarah Bates
Jean Bundy
Bernice Donley
Elisha Helton
Patricia Kinzer

Undergraduate Students
Jacqueline Barab
Annita Bower
Donna De Nloss
Janice Dug le
Penny Fortinberry
Linda Gelber
Mike Heizman

Teaching Associates, Research Associates
Emily Feistritzer
Roderick Jackson
Thomas Kauffman

Schools and Principals
Binford Middle School
University High School
Bloomington High SchoolSouth

Additional University Personnel

Education
John Brown, Chairman
Laurence Brown, Director

David L. Clark, Dean
Louis Cooper, Director
Meryl Englander, Faculty
Leo Fay, Director
Thomas Froehle, Faculty
Thomas Gregory, Faculty
Egon Cuba, Associate Dean
John Hopkins, Assistant Dean
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Caroline Richards
Frank Smith
Jeannette Ward
Frances Young

Larry Lammert
Claire Nardi
Kathryn Overman
Robert Rumba
Jane Sachar
Jesse Warren
Cassie Young

or Interns
Ted Portia
Jerome So !helm

Steven Pierson
Robert Mahan
John Jones

Urban Education
Division of Foundations and Human

Behavior

Administrative and Instructional Services

Division of Teacher Education



John Horvat, Assistant Dean
De Wayne Kurpius, Faculty
Duaine Lang, Director
Donald 'Manlove, Director
Richard Mann, Director
Daniel Michalak, Faculty
Philip Peak, Associate Dean
Richard Pugh
Thomas Scritchfield, Assistant Director
Fred Smith, Chairman
Richard Turner, Associate Dean
James Weigand, Chairman
Ronald Welch, Chairman

Other Indiana University Personnel
Rhoda Bunnell, Assistant Dean
Byrum Carter, Chancellor

Robert Ktotman, Faculty
Henry Remak

Michael Schwartz, Faculty
John Snyder

George Springer, Chairman
Richard Young, Associate 'Jean

Office of Professional Experience
Division of Instruction and Curriculum
Closed Circuit Television

Bureau of Educational Studies and Testing
Administrative and Instructional Services
Secondary Education

Science Education
Mathematics Education

College of Arts and Sciences
Bloomington Campus and former Dean,

College of Arts and Sciences
School of Music
Vice Chancellor and Dean of Faculties,

Bloomington Campus
Sociology
Vice President and Dean for Under-

graduate Development
Mathematics Department
College of Arts and Sciences

Monroe Covity Community School Corporation
Lora Batchtior, Assistant Superintendant for Personnel and Administrative Services
Paul R. Borders, Director of Secondary Education
David Ebeling, Director of Elementary Education
Ronald Walton, Superintendant of Schools
Leon Whaley, Assistant to the Superintendent

Other AgenciesMonroe County
Mary Ellis, Director Community Action Program
Mary Norris, Director Head Start Program

Indianapolis Public Schools
Lorenzo Dickson, Curriculum Coordinator
Alexander Moore, Associate Superintendent
Thyra Slum, Director, Volunteer Services

Other Agencies -1 dianapolis
Father Boniface Hardin, Director, Martin Center
Melvin Ice Model Cities Program
Barbara Cross, Director, Indiana Welfare Rights Organization
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